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 Peter Ward at the Eureka, at 
Tucker Creek, 2007

 Peter is a researcher of this area’s 
mining heritage, and compiler of 
these notes. His notes on the reef 
mining history of the Wentworth are 
also available as a companion to 
these more general notes.

 Gavin Keating, at the mouth of 
the Palmerston ‘lower adit’ 
(Grant), 2007

 Gavin has taken most of the fine 
photographs in these booklets, as 
well as having done early research, 
and organising all our field trips.  

    Peter                                  Gavin                                     Fred

 The bush fires that swept Victoria’s High Country in the Summer of 2006-7 exposed 
large areas of our mining and cultural heritage, giving opportunity to map and 
photograph many artifacts of our history that had not been visible for generations.
  It was a brief window of opportunity, and one that closed quickly. The bush, lacking 
overstory, quickly regenerated with a forest floor thicker with scrub than before, and 
once again our history was hidden.

 During that brief window, Peter, Gavin and Fred walked many of these areas, recording 
and photographing.

A very brief

Fred Sargent,  at Union Spur 
(Grant), 2007

 Fred has visited, mapped and 
researched over five thousand 
mines in Victoria’s North East, 
Upper Dargo, Grant and Normanby 
areas.
Fred’s mind is forensic, with 
exacting recall of detail.  

http://www.exceworks.com/Goldfields


The disastrous fires of the 
summer of 2006 brought 
opportunity to find and map 
portions of our High Country 
mining history such as had not 
been exposed for generations.

1. Engine, Normanby

2. Stamp and base, 
Geff Davis

3. Tramway, Eldorado 
to Britannia battery.

4. Log Sled,Haunted 
Stream

5. Hotel foundation, 
Stirling

6. Crooked River to 
Grant Track

7.Erosion exposes new 
reef

8. Wall, Haunted
 Stream

9. Battery, Good Luck 
Creek

10. Water wheel, Red 
Rose

11 Gully, near ‘Red 
Rose’
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Victorian Great Divide Fires of 2006-7 clear burned  1.2 million hectares of 
Victoria’s East Gippsland. 
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  Within months 
new  life had 
appeared.  Gavin 
Keating captured 
the moment.





Research by Peter Ward.
Photography by Gavin Keating.. 

The Good Hope Complex has four adits on the Southern side of the spur, one adit, #5, on the Northern 
side. A sixth drive is noted on the now virtually unknown track descending from 
Mc Millans Rd to the #5 adit.  A signpost indicated the “drop-over” point on McMillans track, but was 
never replaced after the fire, probably because there is nowhere to park. A series of level tracks leads 
from #1  thru  #4 adits to a series of descending tramways, which feed the battery in the valley below.
Just below the car park is a filled depression which once was a vertical shaft to the # 1 adiit. Just beside 
are several stopes which have come through to the surface.

All adits have some access, but collapses do not allow visiting the “honeycomb” that lies within. The  #4 
adit has  skips in place, and the  air receiver sits at the entrance. 

Why visit this complex?
1. This was the largest, and richest of  the mines of the Grant area.
2. Good examples of machinery exist, although many  battery items are now hidden under mud and 

rubble.
3. Interesting hut placements over the area lead you to pause and wonder about  life on the mountain. 

The huge vertical climbs and descents to be made by workers daily will  be an unforgettable 
memory.

4. If you have read the history of this mine in  “Victoria’s Forgotten Goldfield” by Rob Christi, a visit will 
help you understand the difficult nature of the country.

Caveats. Steep descents total 400 vertical metres from car park to battery site.  Requires a high level of 
fitness. Adits 1, 2, and 3 are blocked by falls. The #4 adit has two winzes, or shafts in the tunnel floor.  
One is at adit end, with the second in a side tunnel.  One winze is thinly covered. This adit also has a 
west branch, which shows some collapse, and a descending shaft/stope in the roof above looks 
precarious. Entering adits would be unsafe. No one with dodgy knees, or who is unfit should attempt 
this walk.

Take old shoes for  shin deep water at 
entrance of #4 adit

Before the mudslides (above), all parts of the Good Hope battery were clearly visible, but are now buried.
                                                                 Photos courtesy Rowan Thompson

 These notes include original and Copyright drawings by Fred Sargent, used 
with permission. I also include material from Fred's extensive collection, and 
gratefully acknowledge his extensive voluntary research and field work in 
documenting, mapping and recording the mines of Victoria's North East.
 Fred's notes include some material passed on by Andrew Swift, fellow 
historian, and to whom this acknowledgment likewise applies.



UPDATE NOTE 31/05/2016

We visited the No 4 adit as we were walking on to find the Grimross, and noted a huge rock slide 
beside the No 4 adit. The adit is still open, but persons unknown have removed ore carts and 
rails and placed them outside, beside the air receiver. A huge tree came down with the rock slide, 
and the platform outside the adit is a mess of tree and rock. It would now be a disappointing visit, 
and looks unsafe.

The walk track to the battery and  No. 4 adit, is not maintained, and trees and slips have to be 
negotiated. 
The track to the car park is badly overgrown, and you can expect to knock mirrors and scratch 
paintwork on the way down. A very slippery patch exists on a sharp bend close to the carpark.

I would assume this lack of maintenance extends to the battery site, already damaged by mud 
slips after the 2006/7 fires. In that case, expect the blackberries to have engulfed the remains of 
the battery.

Following the fires the old, signposted,  walking track from Mc Millan’s road down to the No 5 adit
was rendered impassible by slips and fallen trees.Track is no longer evident, and the start point, 
which was on Mc Millans, close under the No 1 adit, is no longer signposted.

In summary, you will have very little enjoyment in visiting the Good Hope complex at this time.



On the Victorian Heritage inventory, Heritage Inventory (HI) Number, H8323-0001,
the site history is  is well summarized on the heritage listing as follows: 

“Heritage Inventory History of Site: During the great reefing rush of 1864, four reefs were worked on the 
Good Hope spur. The reef in the Good Hope mine was the only one on the Crooked River field that 
showed any permanence. At surface and shallow levels, it was far less rich than many others; but at 
depth, it proved its worth. It went on to be the longest-worked and deepest of the Crooked River mines. 
Its best years were 1865-70, and when the original Good Hope Co. gave up in 1877, the mine had yielded 
nearly 20,000 oz of gold. The Good Hope Co. erected a 12-head battery (powered by a portable 10-hp 
steam engine, soon replaced by a 15-hp horizontal engine) on Good Hope Creek in 1865, to crush for the 
Collingwood and Uncle Tom reefs as well as its own. Due to a limited supply of water, only eight head of 
stamps were usually employed. Pumping machinery and settling boxes were erected to keep the water 
supply to the battery constant. In 1866, a Chilean mill, percussion tables, and a furnace were added to the 
plant; these proved very effective in retrieving gold from the pyritic ore. The mine was worked by a 
series of tunnels from the east side of the spur. In 1868, driving began for a fourth tunnel, lower than the 
first three, but the rock proved too hard and driving was discontinued in 1870. Pumping and winding 
machinery, and the small engine from the battery, were installed in a chamber cut in the No. 3 level of the 
original tunnel in 1869. The mine was yielding '2 oz stone' (ore yielding 2 oz per ton) at a depth of 620 ft, 
in 1871. From 1873, the Good Hope Co. struggled to find a run of gold in its mine. It was let on tribute to 
a party of ex-employees in 1877, but returns continued to be 'miserably poor'. In 1878, the tributers re-
tried the lower tunnel (650 ft above Crooked River), abandoned ten years earlier, with promising results. 
A new company—the New Good Hope Co.—was formed to continue working the mine from that tunnel 
(the No. 4), bringing in an expensive National rock drill for the purpose. An air receiver and air pump 
(driven by the portable engine removed from No. 3 tunnel) was installed at the mouth of No. 4 tunnel. 
The mine continued to use the original treatment plant, and constructed a dam in 1884 to enable crushing 
in dry weather. The new company failed to find gold when it finally struck the reef, and was re-formed 
and recapitalised in 1885. A winding plant and air compressor were installed at a cost of £3000, but 
returns were sporadic until 1888 when good gold was struck at a depth of 780 ft. The company repaired 
its battery and installed two Watson and Denny's pans for pyrites treatment. No record has been found of 
the mine's operation during the 1890s—nothing, in fact, until 1905, when the Good Hope Consolidated 
Co. first rated a mention. In 1906, Dunn wrote that the old workings (four adits) had produced a total of 
23,357 oz from 14,461 tons of stone. At that time, the No. 4 adit was 1,112 ft long, and plant at the tunnel 
mouth consisted of a 4½-hp Otto oil engine and dynamo, which worked an electric drill and lighting in 
the mine. The original four adits and plant appear not to have been worked beyond 1906, when a new adit 
was commenced on the opposite side of the spur. see 'good hope consolidated mine', below. “
                                                                           Source: http://vhd.heritage.vic.gov.au/places/result_detail/10982?print=true

The site  prior to the 2006/7 fires.

                                                        Photos courtesy Rowan Thompson

http://vhd.heritage.vic.gov.au/places/result_detail/10982?print=true


Six figure coordinates below . Decimal Lat / Lon are on later spreadsheet cuts.

I. #1 adit  684 092

2. #2 adit 683 093

3. #3 adit 681 093

4. #4 adit 630 094 

5. Battery  677 093

Car park is at 684 090
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Pictures from our first trip, early 2007, walking up Good Luck creek to the battery site, before damage by later storms!.
In Feb 2007, there had already been some erosion and rubble drop on the battery site. At that time, Good Hope
 creek was burned absolutely clean, and we were able to walk up from the Crooked River.  The creek is strewn 
with hut sites, and there was a defined track up the creek.  A rock face had to be scrambled over, but this walk
 was easy.  Bits and pieces associated with the original battery were scattered for a hundred metres below the 
battery site. This route will now be completely overgrown.

Visit to the Good Hope Battery, walking up Good Luck Creek
                                                                                 Early Damage!Early Damage!



The #4 adit.
The stope went up to the third level. 

The winze on the floor of the left hand 
branch is full of the clearest, blue water.

The seam is in the roof of the left side of 
the  “T” at the end of the #4 adit, the 
ascending stope is in the right hand 
branch. 
The compressor receiver is a great 
example of the boilermakers art. It was 
assembled on site.

Visit to the #4 adit.



We record an undocumented battery.We record an undocumented battery.
  Whilst many known artifacts were covered by the mudslides, a deep erosion gouge caused by the 2007
 downpours in the stream bed  brought to light,  2m down, the remains of a four head battery from 
earlier times, undocumented. 
This  may have been part of the “missing” four heads of the main battery (mentioned in the heritage listing),
 but appears to be quite different. A much lighter duty, with quite small stamps,possibly a portable machine.
 It  lay in the creek alongside the main battery and engine, but is again covered by rubble. In the topmost picture, the 
stamper guides are right, a stamp rod with its lift collar just visible to left.



Finding the #1, #2, #3, #4 adits. Un-edited log 
notes



.
 
Reproduced from drawings of the 1866 survey of the first three Good Hope adits published in  
“The Goldfields of Victoria” by Smyth.

This shaft would probably be the filled depression just
Past the end of the access track car park.



GPSVisualiser is a free online map display service for your GPS coordinates. Details for creating this 
Display as an active (clickable) map follow on the next page. Benefit of an active map is that you can 
click any point and the note associated pops up.

Skips inside #4 adit are sitting in 30cm of water, 
and deteriorating badly
2016: Persons unknown have now removed 
these to outside the #4 adit

By the car park, a large piece of shafting.
The original shaft was just below the car park,
but is now filled.



NAME,DESC,TIME,LATITUDE,LONGITUDE
1,Center carpark at Good Hope,1:49:21pm,-37.33109,147.10522
2,,1:52:34pm,-37.33125,147.10493
3,,1:53:36pm,-37.33133,147.10454
4,,1:55:07pm,-37.33158,147.10389
5,Turnoff tk back to #1 adit,1:56:36pm,-37.33218,147.10298
99,good hope #1 adit,5:32:17pm,-37.33078,147.10433
100,tk from #1,5:43:29pm,-37.33117,147.10395
101,tk from #1,5:44:30pm,-37.33155,147.10365
102,tk from #1,5:45:22pm,-37.33181,147.10333
6,,1:57:48pm,-37.33227,147.10248
7,,1:58:19pm,-37.33239,147.10224
8,,1:59:11pm,-37.33249,147.10180
9,,2:00:42pm,-37.33263,147.10108
10,,2:01:57pm,-37.33256,147.10029
11,,2:02:24pm,-37.33262,147.09993
12,,2:02:44pm,-37.33273,147.09970
13,,2:03:25pm,-37.33291,147.09953
14,,2:05:30pm,-37.33318,147.09935
15,,2:08:04pm,-37.33336,147.09916
17,,2:09:56pm,-37.33381,147.09863
18,,2:10:51pm,-37.33402,147.09857
20,,2:11:27pm,-37.33404,147.09886
21,,2:11:59pm,-37.33393,147.09918
22,,2:12:41pm,-37.33395,147.09964
23,,2:14:28pm,-37.33422,147.10051
24,,2:15:17pm,-37.33447,147.10092
25,,2:17:00pm,-37.33491,147.10157
26,"Switchback tk to #2, #3",2:17:35pm,-37.33486,147.10172
27,,2:18:22pm,-37.33494,147.10175
28,,2:18:50pm,-37.33493,147.10194
29,,2:21:43pm,-37.33508,147.10203
30,"T intersection, to battery, or left to #4 adit",2:22:34pm,-37.33517,147.10183
31,,2:23:23pm,-37.33527,147.10207
32,"Rock cutout, brake bands",2:24:42pm,-37.33523,147.10234
33,,2:27:08pm,-37.33524,147.10254
34,tk to #4,2:27:50pm,-37.33519,147.10299
35,,2:29:28pm,-37.33502,147.10369
36,,2:30:17pm,-37.33491,147.10411
37,,2:31:01pm,-37.33449,147.10452
38,,2:32:07pm,-37.33462,147.10473
39,,2:32:37pm,-37.33476,147.10487
40,,2:33:01pm,-37.33481,147.10507
41,,2:33:35pm,-37.33467,147.10552
42,"rock cutout, piping",2:33:51pm,-37.33479,147.10556
43,switxchback tk back 20 m to last cut (enable loading?),2:36:43pm,-37.33477,147.10588
44,"#4 adit, air cyl, rockfall and dangerous. Skip inside ",2:37:56pm,-37.33481,147.10613
45,walking track goes off upward,2:40:25pm,-37.33476,147.10653
46,,2:43:21pm,-37.33458,147.10688
47,"tk reaches creek, possibly lead to U Toms, but no clear defn",2:44:01pm,-37.33453,147.10717
48,"Two flat areas , two huts?",3:00:24pm,-37.33516,147.10184
49,"722m elev, going back up switchback to #3?",3:03:34pm,-37.33483,147.10180
50,going up beside tramway,3:04:16pm,-37.33491,147.10182
51,,3:04:27pm,-37.33494,147.10191
52,,3:04:40pm,-37.33497,147.10203
53,,3:05:05pm,-37.33476,147.10199
54,,3:06:06pm,-37.33463,147.10177
55,,3:06:38pm,-37.33466,147.10190
56,,3:07:18pm,-37.33471,147.10207
57,,3:09:14pm,-37.33447,147.10202
58,,3:10:14pm,-37.33421,147.10183
59,767m,3:10:49pm,-37.33402,147.10173
60,,3:12:22pm,-37.33424,147.10172
61,,3:13:04pm,-37.33428,147.10202
62,"787m, square cutout, loadout to tramway down. ",3:14:25pm,-37.33415,147.10244
63,,3:20:03pm,-37.33422,147.10274
64,,3:20:39pm,-37.33414,147.10312
65,,3:22:36pm,-37.33357,147.10409
66,Another tk goes off uphilll,3:23:20pm,-37.33340,147.10428
67,"792m cutout, chim or house formed of stacked stones",3:24:37pm,-37.33321,147.10447
68,"794m Mine entrance pipe, plate",3:25:57pm,-37.33340,147.10472
69,Huge cast iron pivot,3:27:21pm,-37.33360,147.10471
70,"On tk leading from adit west, gav on parallel tk below",3:29:37pm,-37.33339,147.10494
71,,3:30:27pm,-37.33341,147.10513
72,,3:31:33pm,-37.33346,147.10537
73,,3:31:58pm,-37.33350,147.10545
74,802m chimney,3:33:00pm,-37.33374,147.10582
75,,3:34:47pm,-37.33382,147.10617
76,"804m  flat is below, hutsite",3:36:11pm,-37.33370,147.10656
77,,3:37:26pm,-37.33356,147.10682
78,,3:38:47pm,-37.33336,147.10703
79,"808m tk reaches gully, switches back under us, but overgrown",3:39:35pm,-37.33346,147.10719
80,Tk ends,3:43:49pm,-37.33419,147.10831
81,"Adit Machinery (cart at end) 799m 270m long, small T at end",4:12:32pm,-37.33345,147.10479
82,"Climbed to tk above this adit, following east",4:16:17pm,-37.33303,147.10459
83,,4:17:40pm,-37.33300,147.10469
84,,4:18:25pm,-37.33297,147.10480
85,,4:19:24pm,-37.33297,147.10503
86,,4:24:33pm,-37.33276,147.10542
87,,4:25:23pm,-37.33273,147.10567
88,859m track switches at T. We go left,4:27:09pm,-37.33232,147.10563
89,"Flat site, glass",4:28:03pm,-37.33244,147.10566
90,,4:28:48pm,-37.33229,147.10550
91,,4:29:24pm,-37.33235,147.10526
92,,4:29:57pm,-37.33235,147.10495
93,,4:30:23pm,-37.33225,147.10490
94,"860m tunnel, roof has chimney 182m long",4:31:00pm,-37.33223,147.10475
95,,4:41:52pm,-37.33218,147.10451
96,,4:42:14pm,-37.33211,147.10442
97,Heading west from adit on tk to tramway? we leave tk,4:42:23pm,-37.33214,147.10438
98,,5:12:12pm,-37.33066,147.10595

This is a comma delimited Data set for use in GPSVisualizer.  
Copy and paste into a Notepad file, save as xxxxxx.csv (not 
a .txt) file. Remember to include the header line.

ALTERNATIVELY (My preference):-
Go to the GPSVisualizer “Plot data points” page, and paste the 
data, including the header, into the small box on page left.

Import into GPSVisualizer, a free online  service that provides 
an active map. You can click on any point 
and  see the associated note. ( http://www.gpsvisualizer.com )

Display track on 



The battery and engine of the #5 adit on the
Opposite side of the spur, on the fall to Crooked River.

In past years, prior to the 2007 fires,  this adit could be
 reached by a marked and well formed walking track
dropping off McMillan's road. (A small signpost at road 
edge signified the start of this track, which came off the road
 almost below the #1 adit)

Now is best reached by a track up from the car 
park on the crooked river (about fifteen river crossings),
 but those that enjoy a challenge may find the old track  
and see another adit high above the #5, as they 
descend from Mc Millan’s.



A collection of pictures taken Sept 2007, showing further 
damage  at the Good Hope battery caused by huge 
storms after the fires.



Copy of CULTURAL HERITAGE REPORT    GOOD HOPE MINE, GRANT HISTORIC AREA
“The Good Hope Mine was the largest quartz-mining operation in the Crooked River goldfield. It has one of the best 
inventories of relic machinery and evidence of changing technologies in the State. In presentation terms, however, it 
provides the best opportunity to showcase the largest of the reef mining operations that built Grant. This relationship 
should be interpreted at the site, along with the sequencing of operations and the historical processing technologies 
represented.
Upgrading of road & walking track access should accompany presentation of the site, to permit greater public 
appreciation of the Good Hope Mine.

Old Good Hope Crooked River Dargo–Crooked River
During the great reefing rush of 1864, four reefs were worked on the Good Hope spur. The reef in the
Good Hope mine was the only one on the Crooked River field that showed any permanence. At surface
and shallow levels, it was far less rich than many others; but at depth, it proved its worth. It went on to
be the longest-worked and deepest of the Crooked River mines. Its best years were 1865-70, and when
the original Good Hope Co. gave up in 1877, the mine had yielded nearly 20,000 oz of gold.
The Good Hope Co. erected a 12-head battery (powered by a portable 10-hp steam engine, soon
replaced by a 15-hp horizontal engine) on Good Hope Creek in 1865, to crush for the Collingwood and
Uncle Tom reefs as well as its own. Due to a limited supply of water, only eight head of stamps were
usually employed. Pumping machinery and settling boxes were erected to keep the water supply to the
battery constant. In 1866, a Chilean mill, percussion tables, and a furnace were added to the plant; these
proved very effective in retrieving gold from the pyritic ore.
The mine was worked by a series of tunnels from the east side of the spur. In 1868, driving began for a
fourth tunnel, lower than the first three, but the rock proved too hard and driving was discontinued in
1870. Pumping and winding machinery, and the small engine from the battery, were installed in a
chamber cut in the No. 3 level of the original tunnel in 1869. The mine was yielding “2 oz stone” (ore
yielding 2 oz per ton) at a depth of 620 ft, in 1871.
From 1873, the Good Hope Co. struggled to find a run of gold in its mine. It was let on tribute to a
party of ex-employees in 1877, but returns continued to be “miserably poor”. In 1878, the tributers retried
the lower tunnel (650 ft above Crooked River), abandoned ten years earlier, with promising results.
A new company—the New Good Hope Co.—was formed to continue working the mine from that tunnel
(the No. 4), bringing in an expensive National rock drill for the purpose. An air receiver and air pump
(driven by the portable engine removed from No. 3 tunnel) was installed at the mouth of No. 4 tunnel.
The mine continued to use the original treatment plant, and constructed a dam in 1884 to enable
crushing in dry weather.
The new company failed to find gold when it finally struck the reef, and was re-formed and
recapitalised in 1885. A winding plant and air compressor were installed at a cost of £3000, but returns
were sporadic until 1888 when good gold was struck at a depth of 780 ft. The company repaired its
battery and installed two Watson and Denny's pans for pyrites treatment. No record has been found of
the mine's operation during the 1890s—nothing, in fact, until 1905, when the Good Hope Consolidated
Co. first rated a mention.
In 1906, Dunn wrote that the old workings (four adits) had produced a total of 23,357 oz from 14,461
tons of stone. At that time, the No. 4 adit was 1,112 ft long, and plant at the tunnel mouth consisted of a
4½-hp Otto oil engine and dynamo, which worked an electric drill and lighting in the mine. The original
four adits and plant appear not to have been worked beyond 1906, when a new adit was commenced on
the opposite side of the spur. SEE “GOOD HOPE CONSOLIDATED MINE”, BELOW.

DESCRIPTION & INTERPRETATION OF FEATURES:
Features of the Good Hope mine site include mine workings, tracks, inclined tramway, intact battery
(including boiler and steam engine), water supply dam and race, and hut sites.
Mine workings—Four levels of workings. Features and artefacts include adits, mullock heaps, shafts,
and items of plant, including ore trucks, trolley wheels and iron rails.
Tracks—Network of tracks linking the various workings.
Inclined tramway—Well-defined tramway with three winching platforms and remains of a winch on one
of them.
Battery—The battery appears to be more-or-less intact but has collapsed and is now very overgrown.
The main visible features associated with the battery are:
Boiler setting and in situ Cornish boiler—The boiler has a diameter of 5½ ft and is approximately 23
ft long. The boiler still has its fire-box door and was manufactured by “Enoch Chambers, Melbourne
and Prahran”. The stone boiler setting measures 10 ft x 23 ft, 6 ft high and has 2ft-thick walls. The
rear of the boiler setting is obscured by thick blackberry growth but a short stone flue appears to
lead to a stone chimney stack base. The flue takes a right-angle after leaving the rear of the boiler.

Horizontal steam engine —The engine lies on its side, is partly buried, and a tree has grown around
part of the fly wheel. The engine is 17-ft long, single cylinder (1¾-ft diameter, 3½ ft long), and was
manufactured by Canal Basin Foundry Co., Engineers, Glasgow. The fly wheel is spoked and 10½ ft
in diameter.



Stampers—Two battery boxes (four head to a box; eight stampers in all) and a jumble of stamper rods
are visible. The lifters are on screw tappets. Also observed were a camshaft, drive shaft with three
pulley wheels, and an iron grinding wheel.
Water supply dam—Upstream from the battery are a breached stone-retained dam and a water race.
Hut sites—Upstream from the battery are the remains of a stone fireplace and at least three hut sites.
The battery site dates to 1865. Originally, a portable engine powered the plant, but was soon replaced
by a 15-hp horizontal engine. Only 8 stampers were observed; another battery box of 4 heads must have
been removed or obscured. The grinding wheel would have formed part of the pyrites treatment plant:
either the 1866 Chilian mill, or the 1888 Watson and Denny's pans. The water supply dam was
constructed in 1884.
INTEGRITY/CONDITION: Collapsed and overgrown, but largely intact.
CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE:
The site has:
Historical significance—The Old Good Hope site is historically significant as a characteristic and
well preserved example of an important form of gold mining. Gold mining sites are of crucial
importance for the pivotal role they have played since 1851 in the development of Victoria. As
well as being a significant producer of Victoria’s nineteenth century wealth, with its intensive
use of machinery, played an important role in the development of Victorian manufacturing
industry. The Good Hope mine was the main quartz mine of the Crooked River goldfield.
Scientific significance— The Old Good Hope site is scientifically significant because it contains a
unique collection of mining relics, including a quartz crushing battery that is powered by a
Cornish boiler. The use of crushing batteries in the Alpine gold fields was very common. Today
few batteries survive in situ. The Good Hope battery site is not only rare because of its
intactness, but because, along with the Royal Standard at Standers Creek, is a very early site.
Both batteries were erected during the mid 1860s.
Archaeological potential— The Old Good Hope site is archaeologically important for its potential
to yield artefacts and evidence which will be able to provide significant information about the
technological history of gold mining.
Natural values— The abandoned mining machinery at the Old Good Hope site is also important for
its evocation of the adventurousness, hardship, and isolation that was part of mining life in the
high country areas of the State.
Network values—as part of the Good Hope network of sites, which is one of the key attractions of
the Grant Historic Reserve—also as part of the overall site network comprising the Grant Historic

SIGNIFICANCE RANKING: Site listed on Victorian Heritage Register
Site listed on Heritage Inventory

Good Hope Consolidated Crooked River Dargo–Crooked River State

SITE HISTORY:
In 1906, the Good Hope Consolidated Co. commenced a fifth adit, on the opposite side of the spur from
the four existing adits of the Good Hope mine, with the intention of tracing the continuation of the reef
from the No. 4 adit. The venture was luckless, but in 1909 the New Good Hope Consolidated Co. was
formed to push on with the tunnel. A 5-head steam-powered battery was erected at the tunnel mouth in
1910. In 1912, the tunnel was 3,350 ft in length, and was ventilated by a powerful blower and “capacious
air pipes”, driven by an oil engine. The tunnel failed to intercept the reef, and further prospecting
turned up nothing payable. The mine closed down in 1915, an amount in excess of £20,000 having been
spent since 1906, for negligible return.

DESCRIPTION & INTERPRETATION OF FEATURES:
Features of the Good Hope Consolidated mine site are a portable engine, battery, adit, and mine
workings.
Portable engine—Well-preserved portable engine with fly wheel and flue. All brass fittings have been
removed. The engine is upright and still standing on its iron wheels. Diameter of fly wheel, 5 ft;
diameter of cylinder, 8 inch; overall dimension of engine, 12ft. The boiler was last inspected on 6-2-
1914.
Battery—five head of stamps, iron-framed, manufactured by A. Roberts & Sons, Engineers, Bendigo.
Mortar blocks have been burnt away.
No. 5 adit—The adit is blocked by weeds and running water. An associated large intact mullock heap
has been retained in places.
Mine workings—Above the battery are an open stope, mullock heap, and the remains of an ore truck.
Another ore truck is situated further down the slope.
The No. 5 adit was worked between 1906-15, reaching a length of 3,350 ft. The 5-head battery and steam
engine were installed in 1910.



INTEGRITY/CONDITION: Battery and portable steam engine in excellent condition.
CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE:
The site has:
Historical significance—The Good Hope Consolidated site is historically significant as a
characteristic and well preserved example of an important form of gold mining. Gold mining sites
are of crucial importance for the pivotal role they have played since 1851 in the development of
Victoria. As well as being a significant producer of Victoria’s nineteenth century wealth, with its
intensive use of machinery, played an important role in the development of Victorian
manufacturing industry.
Scientific significance— The Good Hope Consolidated is scientifically significant because it
contains a unique assemblage of gold mining relics dating from the early 1900s.
Archaeological potential— The Good Hope Consolidated is archaeologically important for its
potential to yield artefacts and evidence which will be able to provide significant information
about the technological history of gold mining.
Historic Mining Sites Assessment Project GIPPSLAND: Freestone Creek
14
Natural values— The abandoned mining machinery at the Good Hope Consolidated is also
important for its evocation of the adventurousness, hardship, and isolation that was part of
mining life in the high country areas of the State.
Network values—as part of the Good Hope network of sites, which is one of the key attractions of
the Grant Historic Reserve—also as part of the overall site network comprising the Grant Historic
Reserve: mining settlements, cemeteries, quartz mines and alluvial mining landscapes, all
overgrown but linked by a navigable network of carting tracks.

On the following pages are reproduced mappings of the Good Hope mine 
complex made by Fred Sargent, reproduced with permission.

To explain the seemingly odd placement of drawing in relation to sheet edges:-

 The  GDA66 grid  sheets are prepared before the field trip to cover the lease area.
Objects are then sketched in the field on the coordinates where they are found, which  
may not be anywhere near the center of a sheet, and regularly, important items are 
Mapped across sheet boundaries.  

Next, 
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the side of the hill, and immediately below the mullock platoom, is the bateoy site with its steam engine and fie head 
bateoy stll standing. A toack comes up to the mine foom the Coooked Riieo. At 634, 672, it diiides, one to the bateoy, the 
otheo up to the mullock platoom. 
 An inclined toamway came down foom the New Good Hope suoface wookings aboie. A winding foot toack also comes 
down- sometmes toack and toamway aoe one. A toack goes of to the laoge cut in the gully to the nooth of the mullock heap of 
the New Good Hope. The mullock dump is laoge and possibly theoe was an adit into the foot of the open stope. A benched 
toack leads foom the uppeo wookings to McMillan’s Road. 

 

 

NEW GOOD HOPE 
 

The No 5 adit, which was neaoly a kilometoe long, was doiien foom the nooth side of the oidge foom ca. 677, 649. The 
adit is totally collapsed and wateo oozes foom it onto the laoge platoom acooss the gully. The dump has two tp lines. Cut into 

Original drawing by Fred Sargent, in whom all copyright resides. Used with permission.



#5 adit

Source GEOVIC
G9987_Good Hope.pdf

 



#5 adit
Showing relationship to #1, 2, 3, 4 
adits

Source GEOVIC
G10238_Good Hope.pdf
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 The toamway shown in the doawing contnues on down the hill and joins the existng toack foom the caopaok to the 
bateoy about 10 m foom the caopaok. This suggests that theoe was an eaolieo bateoy foo these wookings, located down on the 
Coooked Riieo. 
 Foom the lef hand cooneo of the mullock platoom a well-benched toack leads of at 693, 676. It is hooizontal, cut into 
the steep hillside, untl it oeaches the gully at 735, 680, the climbs steadily thoough 668, 773 and 636, 859 to the spuo, then 
climbs the spuo thoough 647, 887. Theoe appeaos to be seieoal toacks. This would be the way the machineoy etc was boought 
down to the mine.  

     
 

                                              No 1 adit (northern side)                                                             track to baterr 
 

Original drawing by Fred Sargent, in whom all copyright resides. Used with permission.



 

     
 

                                 track to baterr                                                                                     hut to east of Adit 3 
 

     
 

adit 3, reef intersecton 
 

     
 

                                      outside adit 3                                                     building on track above tramwar transfer west of adit 4 
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tank outside adit 4 
 
 

     
 

ore carts just inside adit 4 
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ore carts just inside adit 4 
 

     
 

                                         adit 4, rails                                                                                       fooded winze, adit 4 
 

 
 Hut site furthest south, across from Adit 4 

 

Photographs on this page 
 by Fred Sargent. 
Used with permission.



 

Good Hope Bateer Site 
 
 This is located well below the oeef in a gully to the south of the oeef.  
 A winding benched toack connects the suoface wookings to the bateoy iia Adit 2 (not iisited) with side toacks to adit 
3 and beyond to hut sites and fuotheo befooe being lost at a gully in which oecent oains haie caused massiie slippage since the 
2007 foes, and to the top of the inclined toamway and on to adit 4 and beyond to a double hut sit the otheo side of the gully 
mentoned. Theoe is also a shoot toack to a double hut site neao wheoe the toack to the top of the inclined toamway and adit 4 
leaies. Anotheo toack goes foom neao the hut sites to McMillan Road (DSE signposted toack to the bateoy). 
 A wide inclined toamway oan foom the toack/toamway to adit 4 dioectly to the bateoy. Theoe is a wide toamway 
aboie it as well indicatng that it may haie connected to adit 3 as well. Theoe aoe the oemains of a laoge wheel and otheo 
machineoy in the cut at the top of the toamway.  
 The bateoy was intact untl the oecent oains afeo the 2007 foes caused a massiie landslide to come down the gully 
thoough the site, seoiously dislodging machineoy and buoying much of it. 
 A toamway comes in foom the east, foom the Uncle Tom mine. 
 In the gully to the east is the oemains of a laoge stone building, with the platoom of anotheo immediately behind it. 
Fuotheo up this gully is the stone oemains of a smalleo building.  
 
 

     
 

top of inclined tramwar 
 

     
 

top of inclined tramwar 
 

BATTERY 
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boiler 
 

     
 

                                                boiler                                                                         stone wall, Watson & Dennr pans 
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                                   Watson & Dennr pan 
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stone building in gullr to east of baterr 
 

     
 

stone building in gullr to east of baterr 
 

New Good Hope- Uppee Adit & Open Stope 
 

     
 

                      ore cart at foot of open stope                                                           ore cart br  inclined tramwar 
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ore cart br  inclined tramwar 
 

     
 

ore cart br  inclined tramwar 
 
New Good Hope Bateer 
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mullock from track cut to bring machinerr to site 
 

     
 

baterr site from track cut to bring machinerr to site 
 

HISTORICAL PHOTOS in the public domain, exteacted feom vaeious soueces follow. 
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Old Good Hope baterr, Uncle Tom Tramwar at Rear, 1903. 
 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 

A hand operated pump, as used on a well,  sits atop this tower by #5 adit, lifting water to engine shed. Normally a 
piston pump would lift and push the water, so the tower would not be used. (Early days?)



 

 
 

 
Mines Registee  (Lease numbees on left 
 
788  Good Hope Ck    1865 8 16 Charles  Candler machine site 
257  Good Hope spur Madras   1866 6 4 Daniel McDiarmid 
458       1866 9 15 John Caughey residence site; 300 
yards from Good Hope Mill 
16 Grant   Good Hope   1887 4 20 H. Harrison 1/10 
share in mine and plant transferred from Robert Cochrane 
33       1887 6 16 Henry Harrison machine site, 2 a, 
junction Good Hope & Uncle Tom Cks 
18  Grant  Good Hope Ck  1896 2 24 Henry Harrison 2 acre mill site 
junction Good Hope & Uncle Tom Cks 
86 Grant   Good Hope  1896 6 27 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
188 Grant   Good Hope  1896 12 28 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
189 Grant   Good Hope  1896 12 28 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co mill site 2 a 
190 Grant   Good Hope  1896 12 28 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
66 Grant   Good Hope  1897 6 10 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
67 Grant   Good Hope  1897 6 10 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co mill site 2 a 
68 Grant   Good Hope  1897 6 10 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
113 Grant   Good Hope  1897 12 24 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 



 

115 Grant   Good Hope  1897 12 24 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
36 Grant   Good Hope  1898 6 25 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
38 Grant   Good Hope  1898 6 25 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
48 Grant   Good Hope  1898 8 1 Robert  Goldie either side Good 
Hope No 4 tunnel, 150 yards  below Mitchell's tunnel 
84 Grant   Good Hope  1898 12 24 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
86 Grant   Good Hope  1898 12 24 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
36 Grant   Good Hope  1899 6 24 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
38 Grant   Good Hope  1899   E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
56   Good Hope   1899 12 23 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
58   Good Hope   1899 12 23 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
62 Grant      1899 12 23 Henry Harrison mill  junc Good 
Hope & Uncle Tom Cks 
14    Good Hope  1900 6 24 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
16    Good Hope  1900 6 24 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
1    Good Hope  1901 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
3    Good Hope  1901 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
15    Good Hope  1901 7 1 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
17    Good Hope  1901 7 1 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
1    Good Hope  1902 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
3    Good Hope  1902 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
10 Grant      1902 4 1 M. H. Harrison mill site junction  
Good Hope & Uncle Tom Cks 
17    Good Hope  1902 7 1 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
18    Good Hope  1902 7 1 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
2    Good Hope  1903 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
3    Good Hope  1903 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway Good Hope Consols to battery 
20    Good Hope  1903 7 13 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
21    Good Hope  1903 7 13 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931 
1    Good Hope  1904 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
2    Good Hope  1904 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931 
8 Grant      1904 4 1 M. H. Harrison mill site junc Good 
Hope & Uncle Tom Cks 
16       1904 7 1 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 



 

17       1904 7 1 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931 
1    Good Hope  1905 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tunnel site No 4 
2    Good Hope  1905 1 2 E. A. Noble, North Gippsland 
Proprietary Co tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931 
12    Good Hope  1905 3 14 B. Gowdue AG; from Good 
Hope No 1 tunnel, adj lease 4054 
13    Good Hope  1905 3 15 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tunnel site No 4; in lieu 1/05 
17       1905 4 1 M. H. Harrison mill site junction  
Good Hope & Uncle Tom Cks 
27       1905 9 15 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tunnel site No 4;  
28       1905 9 15 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931;  
2    Good Hope  1906 4 2 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tunnel site No 4; in lieu 1/05 
3    Good Hope  1906 4 2 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931; in ieu 2/05 
5       1906 4 2 M. H. Harrison mill site junction 
Good Hope & Uncle Tom Cks 
11    Good Hope  1906 7 16 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tunnel site No 4; in lieu 1/05 
12    Good Hope  1906 7 16 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931; in ieu 2/05 
2       1907 1 17 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931; in ieu 2/05 
3       1907 1 17 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tunnel site No 4; in lieu 1/05 
6       1907 4 2 M. H. Harrison mill site junction  
Good Hope & Uncle Tom Cks 
12       1907 7 17 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931; in ieu 2/05 
13       1907 7 17 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tunnel site No 4; in lieu 1/05 
1    Good Hope  1908 1 17 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931; in ieu 2/05 
2    Good Hope  1908 1 17 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tunnel site No 4; in lieu 1/05 
3       1908 4 22 M. H. Harrison mill site junction  
Good Hope & Uncle Tom Cks 
2    Good Hope  1909 4 23 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tunnel site No 4; in lieu 1/05; transferred to New Good Hope Consolidated Gold Mining Co on 6 October, 1909 
3    Good Hope  1909 4 23 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931; in ieu 2/05; transferred to New Good Hope Consolidated 
Gold Mining Co on 6 October, 1909 
4    Good Hope  1909 4 23 E. A. Noble, Good Hope Consolidated 
GMCo west end lease 4251; transferred to New Good Hope Consolidated Gold Mining Co on 6 October, 1909 
6    Good Hope  1909 10 6 New Good Hope Consol GMCo
 tunnel site No 4; in lieu 1/05 
7    Good Hope  1909 10 6 New Good Hope Consol GMCo
 tramway & inclined tramway lease 2702 to mill site lease 3931; in ieu 2/05 
44 (52) Grant Good Hope Spur  1934 3 22 John Bromley 
45 (52) Grant Good Hope Spur  1934 3 22 John Bromley 
46 (52) Grant Good Hope Spur  1934 3 22 W. Barbon 
 
Mining Sueveroe's Repoets 
 



 

1864, December
Good Hope Co will erect battery on creek, to crush for Collingwood and Uncle Tom reefs as well as for their own.
1865, June Batteries for Jolly Sailor’s, Good Hope, Globe and Hartley’s on the ground.
1866, March Good Hope Co- shaft down 240 ft- quartz getting richer the deeper they sink- machinery and furnace being erected to 
separate gold from pyrites.
1866, June Nearly £10,000 worth of god taken out of God Hope Co claim in last six months, one-half of which has paid all working 
expenses.
1867, June Good Hope Co. treating quartz tailings and pyrites.
1868, March Pyrites from Good Hope mine exceedingly rich- 1 to yielded over 95 oz gold.
1871, March The Good Hope Company have raised no stone since the beginning of the year, having been engaged in putting up 
new smoke-pipes through the old workings, and making preparations
necessary for sinking the winze another 100 feet. Four or perhaps five months must elapse before they will be in a position to stope 
out stone for the mill.
1872, March I have the honor to report that a slight improvement has taken place in mining operations generally in this division 
during the current quarter; rather more stone than usual has been
crushed, giving a better average return. The crushings from the Good Hope mine have been very good, though scarcely up to what 
was anticipated. All the stone east of the present level has been
stoped out, but, owing to the hardness of the ground, very little quartz has been raised from the west side. The sinking has been 
carried on simultaneously with the stoping, consequently the winze is
now down 38 feet from the lowest level, or something like 660 feet from the surface. Owing to an alteration in the dip of the reef, the 
vein has been cut in the winze, having a good show of gold in the
stone. No quartz has been crushed from this mine during the past three weeks
1874, September With respect to quartz mining I have little to report of a favorable character. Work on the Good Hope mine has, 
during the quarter, been brought almost to a standstill, nearly
all the hands having been discharged, the few still retained being employed chiefly in prospecting the reef; and I hear of nothing in 
connection with the workings that leads to a belief that the prospects
are improving.
1874, December Very little change in mining matters has taken place in this division since my last report. Quartz mining still remains 
depressed and unsatisfactory. The reduction at the
Good Hope mine is seriously felt by the working miners and also by the business people. They are still engaged in this mine putting 
in the tunnel from the engine-level for the purpose of cutting the
Mitchell reef, which they will probably do in about a fortnight or three weeks
1875, March Owing to the Mornington mills not being yet completed, no stone has been crushed during the quarter except a small 
parcel from the Good Hope mine, the returns from which was very
poor, and the average being much below what was anticipated. They are still driving, with the intention of cutting the Mitchell 
workings
1875, June Quartz mining has been exceedingly dull during the quarter; the quantity of stone crushed has been small, and the 
average yield per ton less than usual. No stone has been put through
the mill from the Good Hope mine, and prospects ahead are by no means encouraging. The return from the Bright Star and the 
Hopeful were anything but satisfactory, in both cases falling considerably
short of what was anticipated; while those from the Little Dorrit and the Excelsior were miserably poor
1875, September Quartz mining in this division still remains in a depressed and unsatisfactory state.
The Good Hope Company continue to extend their No. 3 level, being now in a distance of 1,055 feet, and are in daily expectation of 
cutting the Mitchell Reef.
1875, December “With the exception of the remarkable yield obtained from the Good Hope Reef, I have nothing of interest to report 
concerning mining operations in this division. A portion of
the stone crushed from the above-named mine 9ozs to the ton, and that from a depth exceeding 500 feet. It is regretted that the 
company are indisposed to continue their 800-foot level, as there is now
little doubt that the rich stone will last to that depth
1876, March I am unable to report any improvement in mining operations, either as regards to quartz or alluvial, during the quarter. 
The Good Hope Company are still prospecting the Mitchell Reef, but
as yet have found nothing payable.
1876, June The Good Hope Company have commenced crushing again, but only a small quantity of stone has been put through the 
mill as yet.
1876, September Quartz mining in this division still remains in a depressed state. The stone raised and crushed from the Good 
Hope mine has not turned out nearly so well as anticipated.
1876, December There has been a slight increase in the number of alluvial miners at work; but the return of gold has not been so 
good. Quartz mining has been confined principally to the
Good Hope and Republic Reefs, so far at least as crushing stone is concerned
1877, March A slight improvement has taken place in quartz mining in this division since my last report; sufficient, I think, to justify a 
hopeful feeling for the future. The Good Hope mine has been let on
tribute to a party of working miners, whose long connection with the mine as employees of the company should place them in 
possession of the necessary information to enable them to work it to the
very best advantage.
1877, June The Good Hope tributers have been ding considerable dead work, preparatory to raising stone; but the mill will start 
crushing in about a fortnight.
1877, September The crushing from the Good Hope (tribute) was very poor indeed, being by far the lowest average ever obtained 
from the mine. About 50 tons, however, are now being put
through the mill, that will, I think, give an average return of at least one ounce per ton. There is a good prospect of the present run of 
stone lasting for a considerable length of time.
1877, December Quartz mining has been duller, if possible, during this quarter than it has ever been before in this division. The 
returns from the Good Hope Tribute were much poorer than
was anticipated, while those from the “Palmerston” were still worse.



a1878, March The crushing from the Good Hope was quite as good as anticipated, and the tributers hope to be able very soon 
to keep the mill going constantly.
1878, June The yields from the Good Hope Tribute have been miserably poor, not covering the working expenses. The directors, 
however, have, I believe, under consideration at the present time the
advisableness of putting in the lower level, commenced some years ago, but never completed. It would cut the reef at about 
1,000 feet. Should this be done, I have little doubt that the Good Hope would
again become a dividend-paying mine.
1879, March Quartz mining has been very slack during the present quarter. Excepting the Union, there has been no stone 
crushed from any of the mines in this division. A few tons of tailings were
crushed at the Good Hope; the return was so satisfactory that arrangements are in progress to put through a large quantity 
during the ensuing quarter. An effort is also being made to form a new
company in connection with this mine, having for its object the putting in of a level that will cut the reef at a depth of 1,100 feet 
from the surface. The eagerness with which the working miners here seek
a share in the venture on the terms offered is good evidence of the confidence generally felt in its ultimately proving a 
remunerative speculation.
1879, September There has been a new quartz leader discovered in the Good Hope No. 2 level, at a depth of 300 feet, by a 
party of tributers. The quartz is about 6 inches wide, and shows
gold freely. None has been crushed yet.
1879, December The tributers in the Good Hope mine crushed about 100 tons of stone this month, which was taken from 
various parts of the mine, between the 300 and 500 feet levels,
about 20 tons being taken from a very rich quartz vein about 6 inches in width, breaking off from the old Good Hope Reef; the 
yield was 62ozs 6dwts retorted gold..
1880, March The New Good Hope Company are still engaged in getting ready machinery for working boring machines, which 
they purpose using to drive the No. 4 level.
The Good Hope tributers have been getting out quartz, but have not been able to bring any to the mill during the quarter.
1880, June The Good Hope Company, having got their machinery in proper working order, have started to drive the No. 4 level, 
the boring being done with one of Ford’s rock-boring machines; the
progress made is satisfactory, as the rock, although hard, breaks easily when dynamite is used, and it appears to be getting 
softer. This company have also purchased a National rock-boring machine,
which is expected to arrive in about a week.
1880, June The work at the No. 4 level (Good Hope) is progressing favorably. During the present month a considerable 
improvement has been made in the rate driven, the ground being easier to
work, and the men becoming daily better acquainted with the machinery; the maximum rate as yet driven has been 17 feet in 
one week. The estimated cost of the tunnel during the month of September
is £2 per foot.
1880, June & September New Good Hope Co. driving No 4 level with Ford’s rock boring machine- awaiting National rock-boring 
machine- costing £2 per foot.
1881, March The Good Hope Tribute expired at the end of the year 1880, and it has not since been taken up; the last crushing 
which was obtained from the Mitchell Reef did not pay; there is no doubt,
however, that could this reef be worked from a tunnel, so that the stone would not have to be raised, it would pay fairly. A new 
reef has been discovered near Dargo in what is called “the contact rock.”
Although but about 4 inches wide, it paid all expenses incurred up to the first crushing, and left a small surplus besides. It has 
been traced for a considerable distance along the surface, and there is
reason to believe it will be permanent.
1881, June The New Good Hope Company have now driven their No. 4 tunnel to a distance of 1,027 feet from the mouth, and 
expect to strike the reef soon. During the last fortnight, a much larger
amount of water than usual has been met with by the miners in the face; this, added to the fact that the water in the pump shaft 
in the No. 3 tunnel has, during that time, gone down 25 feet, leaves little
doubt but that the tunnel will soon strike the reef
1881, September Quartz mining operations in this subdivision during the quarter have been chiefly confined to prospecting some 
of the old reefs. A small lot of stones was raised from the
Uncle Tom, and crushed at the Good Hope Battery, but the result has not come to hand; it is expected to yield a little less than 
half an ounce to the ton.
The New Good Hope Company are continuing their No. 4 tunnel, and hope to strike the reef in about 60 feet. They have lost a 
good deal of time, by putting in a cross-drive, on a dig; that
appeared in the tunnel, and which some considered to be the line of the Good Hope Reef; this cross-drive was put in 100 feet, 
and as no appearance of a reef could be discerned, a rough survey was
made; and the conclusion arrived at was that the face of the No. 4 tunnel is 45 feet from the perpendicular of the Good Hope 
Reef in the No. 3 tunnel.
1881, December The New Good Hope Company, after having driven their main tunnel a distance of 1,130 feet, came upon a 
body of quartz, to all appearance the Good Hope reef; it,
however, was not gold bearing where struck; the company therefore decided to drive along the line. After driving about 20 feet 
the reef pinched out, out, but made again shortlyat a place split by a body
of stone of the same character as the walls. The reef then continued for nearly 100 feet, varying in width from 8 feet in the widest 
part to a thread. During the last week of work done in the old year, the
reef had again pinched out, but it is expected to make again shortly.
1882, June The New Good Hope Company have connected the level, westward from their No. 4 tunnel, with the old workings, 
by a rise, about 60 feet from the old engine-shaft, and found a good
solid reef striking east about 20°; they then put in a level from the tunnel eastward, hoping to come on that stone, but, failing to 
do so in a distance of 130 feet, they purpose repairing the tramways, &c.,
and crushing from two small blocks of gold-bearing stone which were met with, one in the western level and one in the rise.
1882, December The New Good Hope Company crushed 80 tons of stone, the yield from which was so small that the mine is 
likely to be let on tribute.
1883, March In the Good Hope Mine the men are employed in putting up another rise 47 feet west of the tunnel. A small shoot of 
stone was met with about 12 feet up, but it did not extend any
distance.
“The men on the Good Hope mine are stoping, and there is a prospect that the stone they are now taking out will pay something 
more than expenses.



1883, September There is nothing new to report concerning quartz mining in this subdivision during the quarter. A small lot of 
stone from the Good Hope mine gave a yield of 19 dwts. per ton,
but the block from which it was taken is of small size; it is evident that the mine requires further prospecting, and it is not 
surprising that the company, after having put in such an expensive tunnel in the
hope of striking gold-bearing stone, and getting nothing equal to their expectations, do not care to begin more dead work.
1883, December The only parcel of quartz gold obtained was that from the Good Hope mine, which was remarkable only for the 
fact that 5dwt per ton was all that was expected, whereas the
yield was over 17dwts
1884, March The Good Hope Company started crushing a fortnight ago, but were compelled to desist, as the water supply was 
insufficient; this company have over 100 tons of stone ready for
crushing, and it is rather disappointing to both men and shareholders not to be able to continue
1884, June No crushing has been done in this subdivision during the quarter, in consequence of the absence of rain. The Good 
Hope Company alone have over 100 tons ready to be operated on,
and the Happy Home Company are also getting out stone. A new block of stone has been struck in the Good Hope mine, and 
about twenty feet driven on it; it shows fair gold, and will yield, it is
estimated, about 1oz per ton. In alluvial the returns are poor, as the number of miners is decreasing.
1884, September The New Good Hope Company had a crushing of 223 tons, yielding 191oz, which is considered satisfactory in 
face of the height of backs the company have to work on
(about 700 feet).
The new block of stone reported as having been struck last quarter has been driven upon a further distance of 50 feet, making 70 
feet in all. The gold continues all the way of a very
promising character, and the reef widening out.
1884, December In quartz, the only claim worked continuously is the New Good Hope Company, who have got out about 100 
tons of stone. This company had to make provision for storing
water, the scarcity of which prevented them from having any of their stone crushed. This work is now finished and crushing will be 
more regular.
1885, March The New Good Hope Company have crushed 120 tons of stone, averaging nearly 1oz 2dwt per ton, and the stone now being taken 
out is considered to be, if anything, better. This
company resumed driving their main level with boring machinery, but as most of the hands are inexperienced in it is worked only with one shift per 
day at present
1885, June The New Good Hope Company crushed about 100 tons of stone during the quarter, which yielded nearly 1oz of gold to the ton. The 
operations of this company not being remunerative to
the shareholders, it is now being wound up, but it is believed that it will shortly be re-organized and resume work
1885, September As noted in my last report, the property of the New Good Hope Company has passed into private hands. The work is being 
proceeded with, and the reef at present carries
fair gold, but is in very hard ground
1885, December The Good Hope mine has had two crushings during the quarter; the stopes being worked have not proved payable, as the stone 
was in very hard ground. They purpose
commencing sinking next week, as the quality of the stone under foot is believed to be good.
1886, March For the last three months the owners of the New Good Hope mine have been doing dead work, viz, sinking from their lowest level. 
They will be down about 60 feet in about a fortnight,
when they purpose driving. They have about 40 tons of stone taken out of the shaft, which they will crush when they have sufficient water.
1886, June The owners of the New Good [Hope?]mine, after sinking from their main level to a depth of 60 feet opened up at 50 feet, and have 
driven along the course of the reef to the west. The reef
is large, but poor.
1886, September The owners of the New Good Hope mine are still driving west from their lowest shaft. The stone [words indecipherable] lately 
small and poor, but during the last month there
is an improvement, the reef being [words indecipherable] carrying more gold.
1886, September The owners of the New Good Hope mine have been stoping west from the shaft, at a depth of about 750 feet. The quality of the 
stone is better than it has been for the last
three quarters, the last crushing going over 1oz to the ton. The Mitchell Reef, which is within the boundary of the New Good Hope lease, has 
been let on tribute. The tributers have been at work about a
month, but the first three weeks were engaged in clearing out the tunnel and baling water.
1887, March Some of the trial crushings at the Good Hope battery from other reefs in the district have not been satisfactory.
1887, September Work at the Good Hope mine during the quarter has given better results than for a year previously, the stone having yielded a 
little over 2oz to the ton. A tribute has been let
in the No. 3 tunnel belonging to this mine, and I have hopes that there will be better mining returns next quarter.
1887, December The proprietors of the New Good Hope mine have been taking out stone from below their main level at a depth of about 750 
feet, with fair results, and the mining manager
reports favorably of the prospects of the mine generally.
1888, March At the New Good Hope mine stoping has been continued during the past three months, and about 50 tons of stone is now being put 
through the battery. I visited the mine lately in
company with a mining engineer of great experience. We went all over the mine and plant with the manager, and the workmen trucking the stone 
to the battery had no difficulty in showing us some very
good stone from the heap. The engineer referred to speaks very favorably of the manner in which this mine is worked, and his expressed opinion 
is that it will have a prosperous future.
1888, June Work at the New Good Hope mine has consisted in opening up a stope between the east and west rises in the No. 4 tunnel, 
preparatory to taking out a block of stone which had to be left
before, on account of the ground being so wet, but which has now drained. This work has progressed slowly, as some of tile men have been 
assisting with the removal of machinery. In the beginning of
the quarter the owners let a contract to continue their east level a distance of 70 feet. The contractor has driven about 35 feet, at which distance a 
large reef is making, containing pyrites to a large
extent. The impression is that when this block has run out gold-hearing stone will be met with.
1888, September At the Good Hope mine the expectations noted in my last report have been realized. After driving the east level for a distance of 
20 to 25 feet, the contractor came upon
gold-bearing stone, which has continued improving in quality for a distance of 50 feet. They are now taking out stone that is estimated to yield 
over 3oz to the ton. I understand that the owners have
purchased two of Watson and Denny’s patent pans for the treatment of pyrites, of which the stone contains a large quantity. Should these pans 
prove as effective as report describes them, there should
be a good return from the mine shortly, as the owners have already 500 tons tailings and a considerable quantity of pyrites stored.
The success of these grinding pans will no doubt stimulate mining to a very great extent, as throughout the district, though the stone is generally 
of a payable character, the difficulty of
saving the gold (owing to its, being coated with foreign matter) has rendered many reefs unremunerative.



 

 
Depaetment of Mines Annual Repoets 
 
1912 New God Hope Co completed tunnel up to 3,350 ft length- oi engine, powerful blower and capacious air pipes ventilate mine 
 
1913 New Good Hope prospecting- nothing payable found. 
1915 New Good Hope Consolidated closed down. 

 
Newspapee Repoets  
 
1864, June 28 Eight miles up the Crooked River a number of new reefs are opened, called the Good Luck, Good Hope and Golden Cave 
reefs. The first is the only one which makes a good show. -Argus 
 
1864, July 1  Eight miles up the Crooked River a number of new reefs are opened, called the Good Luck, Good Hope, and Golden Cave 
reefs. The first is the only one which makes a good show. -Gippsland Guardian  
 
1864, July 6 (from the Mountaineer, July 2) No 4, the Good Luck, produces fair specimens, but pretty high above water power, and the 
Good Hope, No 5, ditto. Water races will be of little use, nothing less than machinery will do here.  -Argus 
 
1864, November 22 The Good Hope reef has also turned out within the past few days still better than before. -Gippsland Times 
 
 1865 The Good Hope Company  crushed this week seventy-two tons of stone, which yielded 32 dwt per ton.- Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked 
River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser   
 
1865, January 28  

THE CROOKED RIVER DIGGINGS. 
To the Editor of the Age. 

1888, December The fact that payable gold has been found in the Good Hope Mine at 780 feet has, in a great measure, brought about this 
reaction. More prospecting has been done here
this quarter than for some time previously, and no doubt it will lead to a further development of some of the old reefs.
At the Good Hope Mine they have continued taking out payable stone during the quarter, and have now over 200 tons ready to crush when 
repairs and additions to the battery are
completed. These repairs are of such an extensive nature that the battery will be quite equal to new, and, with the addition of the Watson and 
Denny pans, superior to anything in the district.
1889, March The repairs and additions to the Good Hope battery were completed this month, and a quantity of poor stone was put through to 
test the machinery, which works well. But as the stone
contains a large quantity of pyrites, the owners intend to add blanket tables to their plant before crushing again. The owners have a 
considerable quantity of stone ready to crush, but owing to the
continued drought they have not sufficient water to put it through.
1889, September At the New Good Hope mine a small crushing has just been completed. The stope was broken, and the block of stone poor 
from which it was taken, but it was necessary to
take it out in order to give through ventilation. The reef has now changed for the better. I visited the mine last week, and was much pleased with 
the strong reef, carrying good gold, on which the men
are now working



Sir, — I have been three months prospecting about the ranges at the Crooked River, .and I am very much taken up with that district for reefs — 
you find them cropping out of the surface. If one-third of them crush well, which I am sure they will, it will be second to no field in Victoria. I 
visited most of the reefs and prospecting claims, such as the Britannia, Jolly Sailors', and Good Hope, who have raised very good stone, and tho 
Collingwood have struck a new reef on their ground, and are now getting rich stone; the Uncle Tom, Little Dorritt, Columbia, Victoria, and others 
I could mention, are looking very well. Sir, there is only one drawback; remainder of letter refers to lack of alluvial workings , ' AN OLD 
REEFER. 24th January, 1865. -Age 

 
1865, February 4   
 Since my last, a warden's court has been held here, when several important cases were heard and disposed of. The most important 
was Cox and Co. v. Good Hope tunnelling claim. Cox and Co. sought to be put in possession of what they called the excess of ground. A 
tunnelling claim, under the Beechworth bye-laws, is 1000 yards long. This quantity was held by the Good Hope Company, but Cox and Co. urged 
that the permission to occupy 1000 yards ceased as soon as the reef was struck, and that, from that point, a prospectors' claim was all the 
company were entitled to. Warden Howitt differed with tho applicants, however, and confirmed the right of the company to hold the entire 1000 
yards. Cox and Co. gave notice of appeal, but subsequently withdrew the same A singular notice has been posted up by Mr Warden Howitt, to 
the effect that, on and after a certain date, prospecting claims are only to be tho size of two ordinary claims, instead of throe, as in accordance 
with the bye-laws. Surely an order of this kind should emanate from some other quarter. If the mining board have power to make bye-laws, 
which they certainly have by tho CXI. section of the Gold-fields Act, and bye-laws, according to the CXII. section, 21 Viet.,. 1857, can only be 
cancelled by the Governor in Council; ' and any such order to revoke such bye law shall be published in the Government Gazette.' This is a 
matter seriously affecting the miners in this district, taking into consideration the many difficulties they have to contend with. The provision 
made by the Beechworth mining board to give an extended area equal ling to ordinary sized claims was a very equitable one; it amounted to 
this, that, a prospecting claim was 240 ft by 150. Mr Warden Howitt's proclamation would reduce it to 100 ft by 100. Much dissatisfaction is felt 
(and very naturally) at -this proposed reduction, and I have no doubt the miners will take legitimate measures to prevent this summary 
curtailment of their rights and privileges. Large investments have been made during the last few days. One-sixth, in the Good Hope, 
changed hands at a figure something like fifty per cent, less than it could be obtained now, the application of Cox and Co. evidently affecting the 
price. Undoubtedly, the price given was far below the value. The reef will be thrown into scrip in a few days, and tho fortunate individual who 
invested will more than double his money. -Age  
 
1865, February 22 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1865, May 10 

NOTE: Where the OCR print has so many errors that it is almost impossible
to correct, the articles are reproduced as a clipping



 

-Gippsland Times  
1865, May 16 The Good Hope is pushing forward their plant. -Age  
 
1865, May 17 The machinery for the Good Hope, Victoria, Great Western, Jolly Sailor’s, and Jungle Reefs will shortly be erected. -Gippsland 
Times 
 
1865, July 3  both the Good Hope and the Globe United are reported to have struck rich stone-Argus 
 (claim jumping)  a creek claim has been taken up on the Good Hope machinery site, and a first right to water applied for by a person of the 
name of Carton, reported to be a representative of a Melbourne prospecting association, known here as the Tailor’s Company.  -Argus 
 
1865, July 29 The Good Hope Company crushed 118 tons, which yielded 183oz. They also obtained 38oz from a little over 2 tons of 
pyrites. - Mercury (Hobart) 
 
1865, August  16 The manager of the Good Hope is pushing on the company’s works as fast as possible, which may be witnessed by any  one 
passing the claim. -Gippsland Times  
 
1865, August  23 Some time ago the Good Hope Co forwarded what was considered a fair average sample of stone to Clunes for analysis, 
and the yield is reported at the rate of 111 oz 16 dwt 13 gr of gold to the ton. If this is anything approaching an average the reef will turn out 
the richest here. -Gippsland Times  
 
1865, September 5 Good Hope Company, Crooked River.- The quarterly meeting of the shareholders was held on Thursday last, at the offices, 
38 Temple Court; Mr James Gill in the chair. The directors' report showed that the yield for the quarter bad been up to the average, although 
rather below that of the preceding quarter. From the 2nd June to the 3lst August, 880 tons had been crushed, yielding 1312 oz 10 dwt 6 gr 
of gold, and it was expected that the gold obtained from the waste material would pay all the expenses of the mine, while the deeper ground 
was being opened up. The appointment was notified of Mr. Thompson, as legal manager, in the place of Mr Candler, who had resigned. It was 
carried that Mr Thompson should also act as consulting engineer. Mr C. S. Holme had been appointed local managing director, with a salary of 
£3 per week. Those changes caused a saving in the amount paid for salaries of £2 10s per week. Three dividends, making in the aggregate 21s 
per share, had been declared, amounting altogether to the sum of £1887 10s. The financial statement showed receipts from 2nd June to 8th 
September, as follows: — Gold, £5120 2s 8d ; calls, £211 17s 6d ; interest on calls, £17 15s Id ; total, £5339 5s 3d; expenditure, £3001 15s 1Od ; 
leaving to tho credit of the company the sum of £2334 9s 5d. The report and balance sheet were adopted, and Messrs Bickerton and Selby were 
elected auditors. A vote of thanks to the chairman closed the proceedings.  -Age 
 
1865, September 8 (extract from letter from Edwin L. Kitchingham, Grant, Mount Pleasant)-On Thursday, the 17 th March, we left for the Good 
Hope Reef, some six miles distant, and after going down a long and steep spur, we arrived at their mill. We found the tramway nearly completed 
a battery of twelve stamps, with a portable engine, ripple tables, copper plates, etc. This reef has been proved more than many others in this 
district, being thoroughly defined, proved a long distance in the tunnel, and commanding good gold.  -Argus 
 
1865, September 12     The Good Hope machine is now nearly completed, and will get up steam latter end of this or beginning of next week.  
 



 

— The first general meeting of the share holders of . the Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company, Crooked River, was hold at 
38 Temple-court, yesterday, Mr. Daunt in the chair. The directors' report explained that the company received the certification of registration 
from the clerk of the court of mines at Sale, on the 6th of August, 1865, and that, at the extraordinary meeting held on the 10 th May, Messrs 
Constantine, S. Holme, Lloyd Jones, James Gill, Ed. Klineeuder and Curtis Campbell were appointed directors; and Messrs Bland and Blake wood 
were elected auditors. Mr H. A. Thompson had been engaged as mining manager, at a salary of £500 per annum. At this gentleman's suggestion, 
however, his salary had been reduced to £5 per week, and an assistant mining manager engaged, tho former being allowed to give professional 
assistance to other companies. In order to raise funds for the purchase of machinery and plant, a loan of £3500 had been obtained from the 
Colonial Bank of Australasia, which had since been advanced various sums as required. This amount, together with the sum of £1125, which had 
boon raised by a call of 12s 6d per share, it was at first thought would have been sufficient to carry on the work until tho first crushing should 
have placed the company in funds ; but it was afterwards found necessary to obtain an overdraft. Tho total amount, including tho mortgage duo 
to the bank on the 31st August, was £6311 12s 3d. The report also stated that the results of several assays of quartz had been very satisfactory. It 
was further stated that the most gratifying feature as regards the prospects of the company is that, although somewhat narrow, the vein in the 
claim has been proved to a depth of 236 feet from the surface, and that the quartz is far richer than it is above. Tho right of the company to the 
water in the Good Hope Creek has been interfered with to a limited extent by certain persons who have taken up a bank claim on the Creek, Mr 
Thompson, however, has applied for a lease of the water, and the directors now state that they have no fear as to the result. The mining 
manager's report explained that, on the 10th of last March, the shaft had been sunk to a depth of 90 feet; the upper level had then been driven 
to 251 feet, and the lower level to 90 feet. Since that date tho shaft had been sunk a further distance of 30 feet. This and other, works 
subsequently carried out had necessitated the expenditure of a sum of £1288 11b 4d. At about 100 feet from the mouth of the level, very little 
gold had been found, but at a short distance further on the stone was discovered to be payable. Along the low level of the north wall a fair show 
of gold had also been seen, and in the ground now being opened the quartz bore a very favourable appearance. Crushing machinery and 
several buildings in connection with the mine had been erected at a cost of £2428 17s. The writer accounted for this largo expenditure by 
explaining that a great portion of the machinery had to be lowered down the range a distance of half a mile, with ropes. The balance sheet 
showed that tho expenditure of the company, since its origination in February last, had been £6938 9s 9d ; the amount of calls paid up was £626 
17s 6d ; and the amount of the overdraft and loan due to the Colonial Bank is now £6311 12s 3d. The reports and balance sheet were adopted, 
and the meeting then adjourned. - -Age 
 

1865, September 16 

-Australasian 

 
1865, October 10  The Good Hope Company are now taking out some beautiful stone from the mine, some of which was brought to the 
Colonial Bank on Tuesday, equal to any yet seen in this district. This is a valuable claim, and is in line working order. The company's machine 
is steadily at work, but tho supply of water in the creek is not good-Age  
 
1865, October 11 The Good Hope has crushed some mixed rubble and mullock to try the machine with. This turned out over an ounce to the 
ton; after which, when it was seen that the machine worked properly, the regular quartz was put through, which yielded about four ounces to the 
ton. -Gippsland Times  
 



1865, October  14 Of the Crooked River mines Mr Thomas Hunter reports the Good Hope Company are now taking out some beautiful stone 
from the mine, some of which was brought to the Colonial Bank on Tuesday, equal to any yet seen in this district. This is a valuable claim, and in 
fine working order. The company’s machine is steadily in work, with yields as good as when first at work. A fine cake of gold was brought to the 
bank by the manager last week; its weight I have not heard. -Gippsland Times  
 
1865, October 17 The Good Hoping Company still keep their machine at work, but are short of water. I understand that the stone last week 
went 4 oz per ton, but it was from a crushing of some ten tons only. The mine is looking well. -Age  

 
1865, October 24 Good Hope Company got some 80 oz last week, giving a yield of 2 oz 4 dwt to the ton. This is from the work of four head of 
stamps only. The company expect to run eight head now, as the rain of the last few days has given them a better supply of water-Age  
 
1865, October  25 Some magnificent specimens from the Good Hope claim are now to be seen at the office of Mr Thompson, the manager. -
Gippsland Times 
 
1865, November 16 The Good Hope Company were able to drive 5 head of stampers the greater part of last week, late rains giving a full supply 
of water, but 40 tons only were put through the machine, which yielded 1 1/2 oz to the ton ; their average yield so far has been fully 2 oz per 
ton. Want of water keeps this company's returns very low; the stone itself is looking well. -Age  
 
1865, November  18 The Good Hope Co are still unable to work above four head of stampers, owing to the arrangements for retaining the water 
not being completed. -Gippsland Times 
 
1865, November 23 The Good Hope Company were able to drive eight head of stamps for part of this week, from late falls of rain ; but I 
understand that only four head have been at work tho last few days, the stone yielding about the same. -Age  
 
1865, December 7 The Good Hope Company keep at work with four head of stamps-Age  
 
1865, December 14 The Good Hope Company crushed this week 26 tons, which yielded 1oz 12 dwt to the ton. The want of water prevents this 
company from putting through a greater quantity of stone. The reef in the claim is looking well. -Age  

 
1865, December 21 The Good Hope Company's stone is running about the same as last week, with only four head of stamps going. Yesterday's 
rain and the arrival of pumping gear will soon enable the company to start two batteries of eight heads, and produce better results in future. -
Age  
 
1865, December 28  I have not heard this week what the returns are from the Good Hope Company. They continue to crush with four head of 
stampers, and are erecting their pumping plant. -Age 
 
1866, January 4 The Good Hope Company have not yet completed their pumping arrangements, and are only running four head of stamps. 
-Age  
 
1866, January 12 The Good Hope Company keep steadily at work, running four head of stamps ; and I hear that the stone now going through 
the mill is better than that crushed some time ago. -Age  
 
1866, January 19 The Good Hope Company crushed 63 tons last week, which gave an average yield of 23 dwt per ton. This company have 
now their pumps in full work, and are able to drive eight head of stamps at present. -Age  
 
1866, January 26 The Good Hope Company crushed, last week, 67 tons, with a better yield, the lot giving nearly 2 oz per ton. The company 
are now driving eight head of stampers, and have a better supply of water. -Age  

 
1866, February 16 The Good Hope Company are reported to have crushed 69 tons of stone last week, which yielded 1 oz. 16 dwt per ton, and 
a great improvement is noticeable in tho stone now being taken out-Age 
 
1866, February 23 The Good Hope Company's yield for last week was about 1 oz 7 dwt per ton. Some very rich stone is now being taken out 
from the lower level, and though tho reef is small the prospects of the company’s mine are good. -Age 
 
1866, March 2 The Good Hope Company crushed last week 63 tons, which yielded 120 oz. This is an improvement, which, from tho 
appearance of the stone being raised, may continue for some time. The company's ground is now well opened, and they are able to run eight 
head of stamps. -Age  
 
1866, March 8 The Good Hope claim has taken out from the lowest level yet attained in our mountains some of the richest stone ever 
crushed by that company’s battery. This was no patch, but some 60 tons, and, from all appearances, not only likely to continue but also to 
improve in quantity of gold. -Gippsland Times  
 
1866, March 8 This company crushed 62 tons from the lowest level from the surface as yet attained by any company on the Crooked River 
which gave over 3 oz to the ton, and I am informed that the manager expects next week’s crushings to be much better. -Gippsland Times

 



1866, March 9 Good Hope Company crushed 02 tons, which yielded 3 oz per ton. The stone was taken from the lower level, and that now 
being taken from this portion of the reef looks equally well. This is the largest yield yet obtained from tho mine. -Age 
 
1866, March 9 An accident happened on Thursday (re marks the Crooked River Chronicle) to Mr. Mitchell, manager at the works of the 
Good Hope Company. Whilst standing near the break in the act of chalking the wire rope his right hand was suddenly caught between it and the 
drum and he was dragged halfway bodily round before the man at the break could stop the trucks. The men wished immediately to cut the rope 
and liberate him but he would not allow them to do so, knowing that, in case they did, the trucks would be precipitated over the landing, and do 
considerable damage. The trucks were then blocked to prevent their descent, and the wire afterwards cut, detaining him over an hour in the 
greatest agony before the hand could be extricated. The wire, in passing along the chalk, must have made a groove in it, and then, adhering to 
the groove, pulled him along.  -Argus 
 
1866, March 16 The Good Hope Company brought to the bank, yesterday, 123 oz .gold, from 78 tons of stone crushed during the week, 
which yielded 1 oz 11 dwt per ton. The stone in the lower level is looking very well, and they expect next week's crushing to give a much 
better yield-Age  
 
1866, March 23 The Good Hope Company crushed this week 61 tons, which yielded 170 oz, or nearly 2 1/2 oz per ton-Age  
 
1866, March 31 The Good Hope Company crushed this last week 75 tons, which yielded 101 oz, or 1 oz 7 dwt per ton 
 
1866, April 6  Mr Thomas Hunter reports :— The Good Hope Company crushed this week 72 tons which yielded 115 oz, or 1 oz 12 dwt 
per ton, which is an improvement on the previous week. -Age  
 
1866, April 12 The last crushing from the Good Hope yielded 32 dwt to the ton. -Gippsland Times  
 
1866, April 13 The Good Hope Company crushed, this week, 76 tons, which yielded over 100 oz, or about 1 oz 7 dwt per ton-Age 
 
1866, April 17 I this week visited the Good Hope Company’s claim. A good number of men are actively employed raising stone from the 
lower level.  The machine is crushing steadily with eight heads, although very short of water, in fact, if it was not for the system adopted at this 
machine for saving the water and re-using it they would not be able to crush one-fourth part of the stone they are crushing at present. 
 
 The Good Hope, Grand Junction, Morning Star, Evening Star and J. H. Conness claims are looking remarkably well, the stone in some 
cases being very rich-Gippsland Times  
 
1866, April 20 The Good Hope Company crushed this week 75 tons stone, which yielded 25 dwt to the ton-Age  
 
1866, April 23 The Good Hope last week crushed 75 tons, which yielded 25 dwt to the ton. -Gippsland Times  

 
1866, April 27 The Good Hope crushed this week 80 tons stone, which yielded 162 oz 12 dwt, or over 2 oz to the ton-Age  
 
1866, May 1 The Good Hope crushed last week 80 tons, which yielded a few grains over 2 oz to the ton. This company commenced this 
week a new tunnel at a lower level, which will, when in, be about 700 feet in length. -Gippsland Times  
 
1866, May 3 The Good Hope Company still continues to crush well, and with every prospect of continuance, as the stone from the lower 
shows a better average than that crushed from the upper level. The returns from this company still maintains its payable character. They have 
crushed during the past week 76 tons, which yielded 152 oz 17 dwt-Gippsland Times 
 
1866, May 4 The Good Hope Company have crushed 715 tons of stone this week, which yielded a little over 2 oz to the ton. -Age
 
1866, May 10 The Good Hope Company during this week have crushed 75 tons, which yielded 86 oz 5 dwt. The yield from this reef is not 
as good as usual; this was expected from the quality of the stone taken from one of the stopes. Still the reef is looking quite as well as ever, and 
will, no doubt, this week show a better average. -Gippsland Times  
 
1866, May 11 The yield from the Good Hope, this week, was only an average of 24 dwt, but was, I understand, quite as much as was 
expected from the stone. -Age  
 
1866, May 15 The Good Hope Company have crushed during the week 76 tons of stone, the yield being 98 oz. This company’s mine is 
looking first-rate, the comparatively small yield for the last two weeks being accounted for by a large blow of quartz being met with in one of 
the stopes. The new winze is down over 49 feet, and the low level driven in about 55 feet. The works in this claim are carried on in a very 
systematic manner and with great economy, and are a credit to all engaged in management. -Gippsland Times  

 
1866, May 24 The Good Hope Company have this week crushed 70 tons of stone, the result being 9 ounces 8 dwts. The management of 
this claim is, I am informed, about to be transferred to Mr. C. S. Florence, from H. A. Thompson, Esq, that gentleman being about to leave the 
district; -Gippsland Times  
 
1866, May 31 The Good Hope Company have crushed during the week 75 tons stone for 127 oz 16 dwt. This company’s mine is looking 
first-rate, and if we were blessed with a few more company’s like the Good Hope, Grant would be a stirring township. -Gippsland Times 
 



1866, June 2  The Good Hope Company at Grant having had their quartz assayed at  Clunes, gave at the rate of one hundred and 
twenty ounces to the ton (120 oz.), and after expending nearly £7,000 in the erection of machinery, gave as an average yield twenty-four 
pennyweights (24 dwts.), much to the disgust of the sanguine shareholders. -  Australian Weekly Chronicle  
 
1866, June 7 The first on the list is the Good Hope, which is at present the mainstay of the township. This company is improving value 
every week. During the week they have put through the mill sixty-six tons of stone, which yielded 177oz. 2dwts. and with a good prospect of the 
yield next week being better. -Gippsland Times  
 
1866, June 14 According to expectations, the yield from the Good Hope is this week better even than the previous week. In this week over 
3 oz to the ton; they having put through the mill 69 tons which gave the magnificent yield of 214 oz 7 dwt. This company have declared a 
dividend of 6s per scrip, and if the yield continues the same as at present, dividends in this claim will become quite common. -Gippsland Times 
 
1866, June 19 The Good Hope Mining Company.-A quarterly general meeting of the Good Hope Mining Company was held, at No. 2 
Temple court, on Thursday, 14th inst. ; Mr. Gill in the chair. A report was read from the directors, stating that the returns of the mine had 
been very satisfactory. The quantity of quartz crushed during the quarter had been 950 tons, from which 1,698oz. 13dwt. gr. of gold had been 
obtained. The average yield of gold in the former three months had been 1oz. 8dwt. 18gr. per ton, whilst in the loBt three months it was 
loz. 13dwt. 15gr. The quartz was improving in its yield at the lowest depths. On the 31st of May last the directors declared a dividend of ?s. per 
share, which, on the 1,800 shares, amounted to £510. Since that time the amount paid into the bank to the credit of the company had been 
£1,215 13s. 4d., and they had therefore declared a further dividend of 10d per share, amounting to £900. They would remark, however, that the 
shareholders must not expect like dividends to be paid fortnightly until the debt due to the bank, amounting to £1,845, should be paid. 
The report was adopted; and after transacting some other business, the meeting separated.  -Argus 

 
1866, June 21  
 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1866, June 28 The Good Hope Company’s mine is still looking first-rate, the yield for the week still maintaining its character as a first-class 
reef. During the week 64 tons stone yielded 143 oz 16 dwt. -Gippsland Times  
 
1866, July 5 
 



 
-Gippsland Times 
 
1866, July 6 Good Hope Tunnelling Company, Crooked River. The following is the report of the mining manager of this company for the 
week ending 30th June: - The quantity of quartz crushed was seventy-five tons, and the yield was 82oz. 10dwt.  -Argus 
 
1866, July 7 Good Hope Tunnelling Company, Crooked River. The following is the report of the mining manager of this company for the 
week ending 30th Jane:-The quantity of, stone crushed was seventy-five tons, and the yield was 82oz. 10dwt." -Australasian  
 
1866, July 12 
 



 

-Gippsland Times 
 
1866, July 25 The return from the Good Hope for the fortnight is 100oz. 18dwt. from 142 tons.  - Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked River & 
Stringer's Creek Advertiser   
 
1866, July 25 GOOD HOPE TUNNELLING AND QUARTZ MINING COMPANY, CROOKED RIVER  
 General statement to 30th June, 1866 Assets:- value of mining plant and claim, L18,60; uncalled capital L12,363; unpaid calls L3 3s 
6d; stock L1000 cash in hand 5s 6d-L37 1s 8d. Liabilities- bank overdraft……….sundry accounts L80 13s 3d balance to credit of company  L30,461 
6s 6d-L32,416 3s C. Candler, legal manager - Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser   
 
1866, August 8 The report from the Good Hope, for the -week ending 4th August, is as follows: — Tons crushed, 77; yield, 69 ozs. 7 dwts. - 
Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser   
 
1866, August  15 The return for the week ending August 11, supplied from the Good Hope office, gives the amount crushed at 72 tons, with a 
yield of 76 oz 19 dwt. - Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser   
 
1866, August 18 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz mining Company (Registered),Crooked River .-The manager reports the return of 
crushlngs for the last three weeks as follows :-For the week ending July 27, eighty tons, yielding 43oz. 3dwt. of gold; August 3, seventy-seven 
tons, yielding 96oz. 7dwt. of gold; August 10, seventy-two tons, yielding 70oz. 10dwt. of gold.  -Argus 

 
1866, August 20 The machine at the Good Hope bas remained idle the greater part of the week, but started again on Saturday. The number 
of hands has been very much reduced the last two weeks, and will remain so until the lower tunnel is completed, when their services will be 
again required. - Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser   
 
1866, August  29 The amount reported from the Good Hope for the week ending August 25th is 149 oz 2 dwt from 79 tons quartz, which has 
been obtained principally from the eastern stopes. - Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser   
 
1866, September  5 The Good Hope washed up on Saturday, after crushing 84 tons, which yielded 161 ½ oz- Gippsland Chronicle, Crooked 
River & Stringer's Creek Advertiser   
 
1866, September 14  
MINING MEETING . 
Good Hope Company, Crooked River. The quarterly meeting of the Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz-mining Company, Crooked River, was 
held on Thursday, at the offices, 38 Temple-court. Mr. James Gill occupied the chair. The report of the directors stated the yield for the quarter 
was quits an average, though somewhat less than the quarter immediately preceding. From the 2nd June to the 31st August 680 tons had been 
crushed, giving 1,312oz. 10dwt. 6gr. of gold. It was expected that the gold obtained from the waste material would pay all expenses of the mine 
during the time the deeper ground was being opened up. Mr. H. A. Thompson bad been appointed legal manager, vice Mr. Candler resigned. It 
was arranged that Mr. Thompson should also perform the duties of consulting engineer. Mr. C. S. Holme had been appointed to the office of 
local managing director, at a salary of £3 per week. The effect of these changes was a saving on salaries of £210*. per week. Three dividends, 
making in the aggregate 21s. per share, had been declared, amounting altogether to the Bum of £1,887 10s. The financial statement showed 
receipts from Juno 2nd to September 8 as follows :-Gold, £5.120 2s. 8d. ; calls, £20117s. 6d. ; interest on calls, £17 15s. Id. ; total, £6,339 5s. 3d. ; 
expenditure, £3,004 10s. 10d. leaving to the credit of the company the sum of £2,834 9s. 5d. . The report and balance-sheet were adopted, and 
Messrs. Bickerton and Selby were elected auditors. A vote of thanks to the chairman closed the proceedings.  -Argus 
 
1866, September 22 Good Hope Company, Crooked River .-The manager reports :-" The quantity of quartz crushed for the week ending 18th 
September was twenty-four tons, yielding thirty-four ounces of gold-Argus 
 
1867, January  10 The Good Hope Company (Registered) have crushed during the fortnight 100 tons of tributor’s stuff, mostly mullock,  taken 
from the old stopes, and obtained 36 oz 5 dwt. The same company has obtained 9 oz 15 dwt from the pyrites taken from the concentrator; the 
lower tunnel in this company’s claim is going in very slowly. -Gippsland Times  



 
1867, January  17 The tributors in the Good Hope Company (registered) have been crushing this week but will  not finish washing up until next 
week. From the appearance of the stuff the yield is expected to be better than the former crushing. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, January  24 The Good Hope Company (Registered) finished washing up their latest stuff from the crushing early in the week, and from 
70 tons of stone they obtained 35 oz, since which the company has been engaged crushing a parcel of 10 tons…………………….which yielded 22 oz 
6 dwt or two and a quarter ounces to the ton. Since washing up this lot the machine has been started again on some stuff from the tributors in 
the old stopes. I have been informed the tributors will put on more men on Monday, when it is expected to nearly keep the mill going. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1867, January  31 The Good Hope Company have crushed during the week 110 tons of tributor’s stuff from the old stopes, which yielded 55 
oz g. During the week an accident happened at the company’s works; the wire rope on the tramway gave away from the shoe, by which it is 
attached to the truck, but, happily, beyond the breakage of the truck, no damage was done. The contractors in the lower tunnel have finished 
their contract, which is now in 610 ft. A fresh contract has been let for 80 feet to Mr Robinson and party, who will commence on Monday. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1867, February 14 The Good Hope Company crushed during the week ndecipherable  42 ounces of gold afterwards the machine was started 
again rest indecipherable-Gippsland Times 

 
1867, February  21 The Good Hope Company (registered) have been engaged this week crushing tributor’s stuff from the old stopes, but have 
not finished washing up. The tributors on the cross vein will, I believe, shortly have a crushing, and the contractors in the lower tunnel are 
making very good progress. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, February  28 The Good Hope Company (registered) have been engaged this week crushing for the tributors in the old stopes,  but the 
exact returns are not yet to hand. The tributors have been raising some very good stone, so there is no doubt the yield will be satisfactory. The 
machine has now commenced crushing for the Matlock a parcel of 20 tons, after which they will crush for the tributors on the cross vein. The 
contractors in the lower tunnel have driven 21 feet during the fortnight. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, March 7 
 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1867, March 16 The Good Hope Company (Registered) have crushed during the week 90 tons of tributor’s stuff from the old stopes, which 
yielded 36 oz 6 dwt; the same company also obtained 3 oz 10 dwt from the pyrites. The contractors in the lower tunnel are making good 
headway, and expect to finish their contract in about three weeks. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, April  30 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the week 70 tons of tributors stuff, which yielded 45 oz 13 dwt 
 The present contract for the lower tunnel in the Good Hope Company’s claim is already completed; the tunnel is now in 700 feet, and 
from the appearances of the strata is expected to be close on the reef. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, May 7 The Good Hope Company (registered) have struck water in considerable quantities in the lower tunnel, and it is evident they 
must be near the line of reef; as the water in the winze is lowering very fast it is expected they will cut the line of reef in about 30 ft more. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1867, May 21 The Good Hope Company (registered) have been engaged this week putting through a quantity of their tailings, but have 
not yet finished washing up. A fresh contract has been let for finishing the lower tunnel, the contract price being L5 per foot. It is expected the 
vein will be cut in about 30 feet. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, June 1 The Good Hope Company (registered) have engaged al the week putting through their tailings, and will start to wash up 
tomorrow. The contractors in the lower tunnel are progressing very steadily, although the ground is still very hard and wet-Gippsland Times

 1867, June 11 

 



-Gippsland Times  
 
1867, June 18 The Good Hope Company (registered) have been al the week engaged in putting through tailings, and will wash up today. 
The contractors in the lower tunnel expect to finish their contract in about three weeks. They think they must be near the reef, as the water in the 
winze has fallen about 70 feet, and they are tapping fresh springs in the tunnel every few feet; in fact, the water out of the tunnel is now nearly 
like a small creek. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, June 29 The Good Hope Company (registered) have started bailing out the winze and the water is down to about 15 ft from the 
bottom; it is  I believe, intended to commence sinking shortly. The contractors are steadily progressing, but the ground is still very wet; the 
average yield from the tailings treated by Mr Thompson’s patent has been a fraction over 3 dwt 3 gr per ton. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, June 29 — The Good Hope Company (registered), have finished washing up from their tailings, and obtained 31 ozs. from 170 tons. 
-Ovens & Murray Advertiser  
 
1867, July 6 The Good Hope Company (registered) have been engaged this week crushing for the tributors in the upper level, and will 
finish today. The yield is expected to be payable. The contractors in the lower tunnel have finished their contract, and have started on a fresh 
one. I do not think they can yet be in the vicinity of the reef, as the water still makes pretty fast in the winze. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, July 16 Good Hope tributors in the upper level had 38 tons crushed this week at the company’s machine, which yielded under half 
an ounce to the ton. They have now commenced raising stone from a small vein in the middle level, from which they expect to obtain a very fair 
yield-Gippsland Times  

 
1867, July 30 
 



-Gippsland Times  
 
1867, August 1 The Good Hope Quartz Mining Company, e Crooked River, after driving their lower tunnel about 800 feet, the longest in 
Gippsland, struck the reef last week. The vein was at first only about two inches wide, but as the indecipherable drive to the eastward it widens 
out and shows good gold. The wince shaft is let on contract, and from the appearance of the stone now taken out, they expect as rich quartz 
from this part of the mine as any yet raised. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, August 2 The Good Hope Quartz Mining Co, Crooked River  after driving their lower tunnel,  about 800ft, struck gold last week, and 
driving to the east opens out and shows good gold. -Gippsland Guardian  
 
1867, August 3 Good Hope Company, Crooked River.-The manager reports, on 30th July, that In the east drive from the low level the vein 
has opened out to five inches in width, with gold visible In the quarts, and that the contractors have commenced sinking the winze. 
The United Minors Quartz-mining Company, near the Upper Dargo, have washed up for nine days crushing ?31oz. 17dwt, and have not only 
cleared the total cost of their machinery, but have also declared a dividend. -Gipps Land Times, Aug 1.  -Argus 

 
1867, August 6 
 



 
-Gippsland Times 



 
1867, August 7 

-Gippsland Guardian  
 
1867, August 10 The Good Hope Company (Registered) are still driving at the 104 feet level and raising some very good stone.  -Ovens & 
Murray Advertiser  
 
1867, August 13  
 



-Gippsland Times  
 
1867, August  17 The Good Hope Company (registered) broke down the reef on Friday, and at the end of the drive to the eastward, took out 
some first rate stone, quite as good as any I have seen from the mine. The reef was not so wide as was expected. This was owing to the rock 
being hard on each side, but it will, I believe, in a few feet make larger. They are still driving east and west. The contractors in the winze are 
progressing with their contract. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, August 27 The Good Hope Company (registered) - There is very little fresh to report from this company’s claim this week. They are still 
extending their drive east and west from the lower tunnel and the vein is widening out to the westward. They have also got the vein in the winze, 
which shows very good gold. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, September  10 The Good Hope Company  (registered) are still driving both east and west of the lower tunnel, and are also 
sinking the winze, but there is nothing fresh to report. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, September 17 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still driving east and west of the lower tunnel, and sinking the winze on the 
western side; this drive is in about 40 ft, so that they have to drive very little further to connect the winze, but the air has been so bad that the 
men have been unable to work the last few days. The winze is expected to be done in about five weeks. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, September 26 The Good Hope Company are still driving in from their lower level and sinking the winze. There is nothing fresh in the 
appearance of the mine to communicate. They will have a parcel of stone to crush for the Uncle Tom, and a parcel for the Grimross. By the time 
these lots are finished, they expect to crush for themselves. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, October  8 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still sinking their winze and will be through in about 20 feet more. No other work 
will be done until the winze is through. -Gippsland Times 
 



1867, October 11 Good Hope Tunnelling Company, Crooked River. A telegram from Grant, dated 9th October, states that the winze or main 
shaft has been successfully completed, and now communicates with the low level.  -Argus 
 
1867, October 19 The Good Hope Company (Registered) have concluded the sinking of their winze, and are now engaged timbering the 
bottom and making preparations to drive east and west, and will start opening up the mine in about a week, when the company will require 
a considerable number of hands, but, at present, there is no chance of their getting them in this locality. -Ovens & Murray Advertiser  

 
1867, October 22 
 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1867, October 28 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz-mining Company, Crooked River The manager reports that the drive from the winze in 
the vein has been continued fifteen feet, and that stoping will shortly be commenced. The vein appears equal to that in the upper ground, and 
will give a fair return of gold. Some fifteen tons of quartz, which will be crushed next week, had been obtained from the drives. 
 
1867, October  29 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still driving east and west at the 104 ft level spoken of last week, and are raising 
some splendid stone from the east drive that will crush fully four ounces to the ton. The present contractors have struck for an advance, and 
fresh tenders have been called for, the lowest of which, in fact, I believe the only one,  was £3 per fathom, a price the company do not seem 
inclined to give, and will, I believe, put on wages men in preference. The company, I believe, offered £2 15s per fathom. -Gippsland Times 
 
1867, November 2 see Gippsland Times October 29- Ovens & Murray Advertiser   
 
1867, November 3 The Good Hope Company (registered) will commence crushing their own stone today. They have about 50 tons ready for 
the mill. They are continuing to drive east and west in the level of 104 feet from the top of the winze and are taking out some first class stone. 
The company having failed in obtaining a fair tender for the driving of the level have put on wages men. -Gippsland Times  
 
1867, November 12 
 



-Gippsland Times  
 
 
1867, November  19 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still driving at the 104 ft level and raising some very good stone. Tenders have 
been called for stoping in the east tunnel. They will commence crushing on Monday next, and will put through about 50 tons, from which a good 
yield is expected. They will also crush a small parcel of refuse. This parcel will, I believe, be crushed separately. -Gippsland Times  

 
1867, Decembeo 6 The manageo oepoots that the iein (5 inches wide) has been stouck in the 
coossdoiie foom low leiel. Quaotz looking well. -Argus 
 
1867, Decembeo  10 The Good Hope Company (oegisteoed) aoe coushing a paocel of 50 tons taken foom 
the 104 f leiel, and will wash up tomoooow. The yield is expected to be 3 ounces to the ton. They aoe 
stll doiiing to the east of the loweo leiel, and haie stouck some ieoy oich stone. This will impooie the 
positon of this mine in the maoket consideoably, and I haie no doubt will cause the shaoes to 
immediately oise. The oepoot of this discoieoy is only just to hand, but may be taken as oeliable, and to 
be depended on. I wil iisit the mine to-moooow, and will foowaod exact paotculaos by next mail. -
Gippsland Times 
 
1867, Decembeo  14 
 



 



 

-Gippsland Times 
 
1867, December 17 A meeting of the shareholders in the Good Hope Quartz Milling and Tunnel. ing Company was held on Friday, at 
the company's offices ,8 Temple-court; Mr. James Hill in the chair. The report and balance sheet were adopted, and it was resolved, on the 
motion of Mr. F. C.Kilemm, seconded by Mr. S. Wallach 'That the directors he empowered to accept one-fourth of the fines imposed' for non-
payment of Bails." The manager stated that the mine presented a' most favorable appearance the last crushing yielded 195oz. 198dwt. of gold 
from forty, eight tons of quartz. The vein in the level averaged ten inches wide and the quartz in other portions of the mine was of a superior 
quality. The return from pyrites from ,thirty-three tons of quartz passed over the patent concentrating tables produced a yield of thirty six 
ounces, and a return of ten to fifteen ounces from material not yet operated 'upon was expected. The bank overdraft had been extinguished, 
and a balance of about 400 remained to the credit of the company-Gippsland Times 
 
1867, December 17 The reef in the low level at the Good Hope Company's mine has increased in  width, and is at present two feet with gold all 
through, they will wash up from the crushing of mullock today, having crushed over 50 tons as a trial. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, January  4 Since my last, the Good Hope Company  have washed up after crushing 67 tons, the yield being 220 oz 2 dwt 6 gr; the mill 
has been engaged rushing since this lot, and will wash up again to-day. The holidays have slightly interfered with the working of the mine, but 
the general appearance of the mine is just about the same. In my last I promised you some information about the yield from the pyrites 
obtained from this company’s mill, and without going into details, will give you the actual return from the last crushings. 92 tons of stone were 
put through the mill, from which 21 cwt. Of pyrites was saved on the percussion tables; the yield from which, after being treated and put through 
the Chilian Mill gave the magnificent return of 52 oz 1 dwt; so that the actual amount saved pays all the expense of working the mill, and leaves 
still a considerable amount to the credit of the cy. -Gippsland Times 

 
1868, January  11 The Good Hope Company  (registered ) have crushed during the week 44 tons of stone, and obtained from the tables 95 oz 
16 dwt, and also obtained from 550lb pyrites saved on the percussion tables, the magnificent return of 51 oz 6 dwt. Such yields as this from 
pyrites will pretty soon cause other companies to give the percussion tables a trial, for with experiments made with the refuse from the tables, 
the loss of gold from this company’s works will bear comparison with any in the colony. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, January 14 Good Hope Tunnelling & Quartz Mining Company  Crushed 44 tons quartz, yielding 95oz 16dwt gold and obtained 31oz 
6dwt gold from 530lb pyrites. The mine is looking well, and the crushing machinery is at work. -Argus 
 
1868, January 15 Crooked River .-The Good Hope Company have crushed during the week forty-four tons of stone, and obtained from the 
tables 95oz. 15dwt, and also obtained from 6501b. of pyrites saved on the percussion tables the magnificent return of 61oz. dwt.  Such yields as 
this from pyrites will very soon cause other companies to give the percussion tables a trial, for from experiments made with the refuse from the 
tables the loss of gold from this company's works will bear comparison with any In the colony. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 South Black Snake Reef crushed 
this week nineteen tons at the Jungle machine, the yield being a little over one and a half ounces to the ton. They will commence crushing again 
in ten days. Gipps Land Times, Jan. 11. -Argus 
 
1868, January  18 The Good Hope Company  (registered ) have crushed during the week 71 tons of stone, which yielded 229 oz retorted gold; 
208 oz of this was from the battery, and 21 oz from alloy. They have taken out some splendid stone this week from the rise, which is expected to 
yield nearly oz to the ton. The yield this week would have been larger; but in consequence of the scarcity of water they have been unable to 
separate the pyrites, of which they have at present sufficient to yield between 80 and 90 ounces. They are still crushing and expect quite as good 
a yield for the next week .From the stone now being raised it is impossible to pick up a single specimen......some of it is very rich. I hear the 
company have purchased the Globe Company’s machine, and intend removing it, their present machine not being of sufficient power to do all 
the work. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, January 22 Crooked River .-The Good Hope Company have crushed during the week seventy-one tons of stone, which yielded 229oz. of 
retorted gold; 208oz. of this was from the battery, and twenty-one ounces from alloy. They have taken out some splendid stone this week from 



 

the rise, which is expected to yield nearly two ounces to the ton, The yield this week would have been larger, hut in consequence of the scarcity 
of water they have been unable to separate the pyrites, of which they have at present sufficient to yield between eighty and ninety ounces. They 
are still crushing, and expect quite as good a yield for the next week.-Gipps Land Times, Jan. 18-Argus 

 
1868, January  25 The Good Hope Company (registered) crushed during the week 55 tons of stone, which yielded 233 oz 5 dwt or an average 
of four ounces and a quarter to the ton. The yield for next week is expected to be equally as good. The drive in the lower level is now in about 
140 feet, the vein still looking well. The winze drive is about 120 feet and still looks well. This drive will not be put in any further until the rise is 
finished. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, January 25 The Good Hope Company have crushed during the week 71 tons of stone, which yielded 229 ounces of retorted gold ; 208 
ounces of this was from the battery, and 21 ounces from alloy. They have taken out some splendid stone this week from the rise, which is 
expected to yield nearly five ounces to the ton. The yield this week would have been larger, but in consequence of the scarcity of water 
they have been unable to separate the pyrites, of which they have at present sufficient to yield between 80 and 90 ounces. They are still 
crushing, and expect quite as good a yield for the next week. From the stone now being raised, it is impossible to pick up a single piece 
that does not contain good gold, and some of it is very rich.  -Ovens & Murray Advertiser 
 
1868, January 29 Good Hope Tunnelling Company, Crooked River - The manager reports that the last crushing of sixty three tons yielded 
300oz of gold  -Argus 
 
1868, February 1 Good Hope Tunnelling und Quartz mining Company, Crooked River -The manager reports that the mine is looking well, and 
he expects an average return from the quartz crushed this week He has about 120?oz of gold In pyrites, but can only operate on the richest 
portion with his present appliances, and the remainder will have to be piled up.  -Argus 
 
1868, February 1 Good Hope Company, Crooked River.-The manager reports :-" The quantity of quartz crushed for the week ending 18th 
September was twenty-four tons, yielding thirty-four ounces of gold One of the greatest problems which the quartz-miner has to deal with is, 
how to treat the pyrites which occur in great abundance in many of the reefs of the colony. Where the stone is a mixture of quartz and gold only, 
the extraction of the latter is a matter of the greatest simplicity. But when the reef is of a pyritiferous character, the wits of the miner are puzzled, 
and his ingenuity is exhausted in vain efforts to drive away the arsenic and sulphur. The chemist tells him by analysis that there is plenty of gold 
in the quartz he is raising, but he is unable to realise more than a little of the precious metal ; and so he goes on growling and anxious, but 
scarcely progressive, knowing well that his blanket tables, his revolving pans, and his amalgamating barrels are only doing him partial service, 
and that fully one-half of all the gold that should be his, is passing away under his very eyes into the waste of the tailings pit, rescued from the 
custody of Constable QUICKSILVER by Master PYRITES. 
 This tale, however, is an old one. It has been repeated over and over again in these columns, and by at least one energetic man of 
science-we allude to Mr. H. A. THOMPSON-it has been discussed before both learned bodies and meetings of plain and practical men. The best 
known means of dealing with the problem have been suggested; experiments have been made successfully in their presence ; and yet, in all but 
a few solitary instances, the waste continues, and gold to the value of at least three-quarters of a million of money is annually thrown away, it is 
estimated, in consequence of the inability of the miners to deal practically with the question of how to separate gold from pyrites. This, perhaps, 
is not to be wondered at, however much it may be regretted. Few miners working their own claims would have been able to provide the 
apparatus necessary, if they had known what that apparatus was. Very few even of the companies formed to work quartz mines have been in a 
position, financially, to experiment. The condition of most of those which are known to Melbourne investors is one of chronic impecuriosity. They 
have not had the means to try the plans propounded for the proper treatment of pyritiferous stone. It has been poverty, less than want of will, 
which has hitherto retarded scientific effort in dealing with the difficulty. 
 At two mines the subject has been dealt with, and, we are glad to say, with so much success that the problem may now be regarded as 
solved. These mines are the Port Phillip Company's, at Clunes, and the Good Hope Company's, at CR . At Clunes, important service has been 
done from time to time, by the full scientific staff maintained there, and never more so than in this matter. It was first ascertained by assays and 
microscopical examination, that of the precious metal lost in the process of reducing the quartz, at least three-fourths consisted of gold in a very 
minute state of division, deposited in and enveloped by pyrites. Two main difficulties were encountered-the separation of the finely pulverised 
pyrites from the more coarsely crushed sand, and then the rescue of the gold from its iron prison. After years of experiment at Clunes and 
elsewhere, two machines have approved themselves the best for concentrating the pyrites. One is a patent circular buddle, and the other a 
patent modification of the percussion-table. The first is in use at Clunes, and the latter at the Good Hope mine. These machines bring together 
the pyrites, but as the sulphur and arsenic they contain prevent the use of mercury for the extraction of the gold, it is necessary to drive these off 
by roasting the pyrites in an oxidizing furnace designed for the purpose, and then to regrind this roasted ore in mercury. By these means the 
Port Phillip Company have been able to save gold which would otherwise have been lost, to the extent of between £2,000 and £3,000 per 
annum, and although the quantity of gold has only run from 3 oz. to 5oz. to the ton of pyrites-the stone obtained at Clunes being poor-the cost 
did not exceed £3 per ton, and the percentage obtained was equal to 92.4 per cent., showing a loss of only 7.6 per cent, in the operation. At the 
Good Hope mine the same process of roasting and grinding after concentration is followed; but as the quartz is considerably richer there, as 
much as 120oz. of gold has been obtained from a single ton of pyrites. 
These results should encourage mining capitalists and others to turn their attention energetically to this matter. We have set down the loss now 
going on at three-quarters of a million sterling per annum, but we know that excellent authorities set it down at a fourth more. It is proved, not 
by experiment in the laboratory, but by actual practice at two mines, both working profitably, that seventy-five per cent, of this loss can be 
prevented ; that the means used are neither very costly nor very difficult to manage ; and that there is no risk whatever in the employment of 
capital for the reduction of auriferous pyrites. This being the case, surely nothing more than publicity for the results obtained is necessary to 
insure the attention of the mining public to a subject of such importance to them. No mystery is made at the Port Phillip Company's works of 
their operations. It would not be unreasonable in such a case to ask those who are most directly interested to visit the Good Hope mine, 
comparatively distant and inaccessible as it is; but that is not necessary, for Clunes is easily reached from all parts of the colony, and there the 
process of extracting the gold from its troublesome covering can be seen in all its stages. Various attempts, it is well known, have been made by 
private companies to do what has been accomplished at Clunes, but their failure should not deter the public from now taking up the matter 



 

eagerly and hopefully. For years the most scientific of, our miners have, as it were, been groping in the dark. It is only of recent date that they 
have really lit upon the contrivances and processes which are best adapted for the purpose in view. It is now for the public, indecipherable-Argus 

 
1868, February  13 The Good Hope Company (registered) have been engaged this week in roasting and grinding pyrite; the yield as reported 
last week was a little below the actual yield. The clearing up was not quite finished when the mail left, so that the exact return was not then 
known. The amount of stone crushed was 61 tons, which yielded 200 oz 1 dwt. They are at present arising some very good stone from the 
stopes, and commenced crushing again this morning. The manager informs me that they will now be able to keep the mill crushing all the time. 
-Gippsland Times  
 
1868, February 15 The Good Hope Company (registered) have been engaged crushing and separating pyrites. They have crushed about ..0 
tons and will wash up today. In consequence of the scarcity of water, they were compelled to stop the Chilian mill after grinding 750 lbs. Pyrites. 
This was cleaned up, and gave the magnificent return of 63 oz gold. They are still raising some splendid stone from the stopes, and the mine 
altogether looks first rate. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, February 21 

-Gippsland Guardian  
 
 
1868, February  22 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the week 65 tons of stone, which yielded 215 oz 9 dwt. They 
have finished putting up their rise, and have let a fresh tender for driving the low level. They are still stoping from the winze level, and are raising 
very good stone. They will now crush about 60 tons regularly every week. The late rains have increased their supply of water, so that they will be 
able to commence grinding pyrites again. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, February 26 

-Gippsland Guardian  
 
1868, February 29  Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz-mining Company. -Tho manager reports that sixty-six tons have been crushed, yielding 
282oz1dw t. of gold.  -Argus 
 
1868, March 7 Since my last report, the Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed 57 tons stone taken from the stopes, which yielded 
339 oz 10 dwt, and the next week’s crushing that is now being raised from the stopes, is, I believe, the best yet taken out of the mine. The new..... 
have commenced driving in the low level of the mine. Ten and a half ounces were also obtained from waste pyrites. The new Chilian mill for this 
company was delivered yesterday, the erection of which will be proceeded with at once. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, March 5 The Good Hope Company (Registered), have crushed during the week 66 tons of scone, which yielded 282 ounces. 
They have let the fresh contract for driving in the low level; there is no alteration to report in the appearance of the mine. ; The stone still looks 
as well as ever,  -Ovens & Murray Advertiser  
 
1868, March 9 Good Hope Tunelling Company, Crooked River- The manager reports the following returns for the week ending 27 th- 67 
tons crushed yielded 328 oz; 1,140 lb pyrite, 1 oz 10 dwt Total 339 oz 10 dwt-Argus 
  
1868, March 9 The Good Hope Company have crushed during the week 66 tons stone which yielded 282 oz. They have let the local 
contract for the lower level. There is no alteration to report in the appearance of the mine. The stone still looks as well as ever.  -Argus 

 
1868, March 14 Mr A. Bock, photographer from Sale, has been busily engaged here during the last ten days, and will, I believe, receive a 
substantial remembrance of his visit to Grant. He has taken several very fine views of the township. He has also taken a photograph of the 
Mornington machine, and the Good Hope Company’s machine and works, and a fine view which includes the residence of Mr Joseph Hart. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1868, March 14 ..the only crushing since my last are the Good Hope Company (registered), which crushed 60 tons during last week, the yield 
being 2340 oz 18 dwt. They are still busily engaged crushing, and expect this week a yield to be equally as good. There is no alteration in report 
in the mine. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, March 14 GHTC  - 67 tons crushed yielded 328oz gold; 1,140 lb pyrites, 11oz 10dwt. Total 339oz 10dwt. -Australasian  



 
1868, March 14 Good Hope Tunnelling Company, Crooked River. The manager reports the following return for the week ending 27th 
February 67 tons crushed yielded, 328oz. gold; 1,1401b. pyrites, 11oz. 10dwt. Total, 339oz 10dwt. -Australasian  
 
1868, March 18 GOOD HOPE COMPANY.-A general meeting of the shareholders of the Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz-mining Company 
(Registered), Crooked River , was held at the office of the company, 8 Temple-court, Melbourne, on Friday last. The report and balance sheet for 
the quarter were submitted; and it was resolved that the directors be empowered to present a donation of £3 3s. every three months to the 
Gipps Land Hospital as long as dividends were being paid. The report stated that the amount obtained from sale of gold for the Quarter had 
amounted to £9,143 18s. 3d., and that the dividends declared had amounted to £4 (1s. per share. The quartz raised had been from the stopes 
east and west of the winze, and east and west of rise in low level The liabilities of the company, with the exception of a small sum disputed, had 
been paid. The agreement to accept one-quarter of the fines chargeable on unpaid calls had been signed by a majority of the shareholders, and 
ten per cent, had been deducted from each dividend, and placed to the credit of a deposit account bearing five percent, interest The resident 
director (Mr. Holme) reported on the ? of March that “the low level at forelead is looking well; the last day or two the appearance of the vein has 
much improved. The vein is well defined, and looks good gold bearing quartz. Gold more visible in the last few feet than the former twenty. The 
general character of the quartz is very good, and I should say likely to continue in depth, the indications being much the same as in the middle 
level. 
 
1868, May 6 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz-mining Company, Crooked River.-The manager reports that “the last crushing of sixty-
five tons yielded 257oz. 10dwt. The mine is looking as well as usual, and a dividend, of 15s. has been made, payable on May 4." -Argus 
 
1868, March 24 The Good Hope Company (registered) crushed during the week 63 tons stone taken from the stopes, which yielded 273 oz 
10 dwt. There is no alteration in the appearance of the mine. The stopes are looking as well as ever. Tenders have been called for putting in 
another level which will be started a considerable distance further to the east; the tenders are to be opened on Saturday next. The new Chilian 
mill has been lowered down the hill, and the carpenters are rapidly getting the woodwork ready, so that the erection will shortly be completed. 
Next week I intend giving you an account of the gold taken from the mine during the last three months. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, March 24 
 

-Bendigo Advertiser  
 
1868, March 31 The case of larceny from the Good Hope mine will be heard on Saturday next, but it is doubtful whether a conviction will be 
obtained. 
 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the week 63 tons of stone taken from the stopes, which yielded 148 oz 5 
dwt. There is no alteration in the appearance of the mine worthy of note, but the water is getting very scarce at the machine. The contract for 
putting in the lower level has been withdrawn, and I am informed that the contract will be let at Sandhurst. This seems a strange proceeding, to 
let a large contract to Sandhurst for work to be executed at Crooked River; and any party of men taking a contract at such a distance must take it 
at a great risk. -Gippsland Times 

 
1868, April  7 In my last I promised to forward you some account of the number of tons crushed, and the yield from the Good Hope 
Company’s mine during the last three months; I now forward you the yield for the first quarter of the year. From January 1 st to March 20 th the 
company have put through the battery 634 tons of stone which yielded 2455 oz 15 dwt of gold, or an average of 3 oz 17 dwt to the ton. They 
have also crushed one ton of pyrites which yielded 95 oz 14 dwt. They have also on hand, waiting to be crushed, about 20 tons of pyrites, which 
will average from 20 to 30 ounces to the ton. During the last week the company have been engaged in roasting and grinding pyrites, 
consequently have not crushed any stone, but will commence crushing again this week. The new Chilian mill will, I believe, be ready to start 
about the latter end of the week. There is no alteration of any note to report in the mine. Since writing the above the machine has been three 
days at work, and 178 ounces have been taken from the tables. 
 
1868, April  14 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during this week 31 tons of stone, which yielded 166 oz 5 dwt. They 
also obtained 21 ounces from pyrites, making a total of 187 oz 5 dwt for the week. They have been crushing again this week, but have not yet 
washed up; the yield is expected to be equally as good as last week. During the week some very good stone has been struck in the lower tunnel, 
which is calculated to average from four to five ounces to the ton. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, April  21 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the week 67 tons of stone, which yielded 287 oz 17 dwt. There is 
no change of importance to report in the mine. -Gippsland Times  
 



1868, May 5 At present the only machine in the district (Good Hope) that are working two batteries are compelled to keep continually 
pumping back the water. 
 The Good Hope Company (regd) have crushed during the past week 65 tons of stone, which yielded 287 oz 10 dwt or an average of 4 
oz 8 dwt 11 gr to the ton. The mine is looking first rate, having improved in appearance since my last report. They will put through about the 
same quantity of stone this week. The contractors for the new tunnel have arrived from Sandhurst, and are engaged building huts &c, and will 
commence work next week. They have, I believe, the whole length of the tunnel, which is expected to be about 900 feet at £2 2s per foot, 50 
percent to be detained until the contract is completed. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, May 12 The manager of the Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company, Crooked River, reports that, tho last crushing of 
sixty-five tons yielded 287oz 10dwt. The mine is looking as well as usual, and a dividend of 16s has been made, payable on May 4th. -Gippsland 
Guardian  
 
1868, May 19 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz mining Company (Registered), Crooked River.—The manager reports that tho last 
crushing of fifty-four tons yielded 152oz 5dwt of gold. -Gippsland Guardian  
 
1868, May 23 Good Hope Tunnelling Company  Last crushing of 54 tons yielded 132oz 5dwt gold. -Australasian  
 
1868, May 26 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the week 54 tons of stone, from the east stopes, which yielded 
207 ounces. They are still raising stone from the stopes of about the same quality this week. The contractors in the new tunnel are making very 
good progress; they have driven about 80 feet since starting, and are carrying in with them an air chamber, so that they will not be troubled with 
bad air. In the other portions of the mine there is nothing fresh to report. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, June 2 The Good Hope Company (Registered) have crushed during the past week 64 tons of stone, which yielded 140 ounces of 
gold ; they will crush about the same quantity this week, from which a better return is expected; next week the company will commence on the 
pyrites. There is no change of importance in the mine-Gippsland Times  

 
1868, June 2 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz mining-Company, Crooked River.—The manager reports that the last crushing of sixty-
four tons yielded 139oz 11dwt-Gippsland Guardian  
 
1868, June 6 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz-mining Company, Crooked River.-The manager reports that the last crushing of sixty-
four tans yielded 139oz 11dwt of gold. A fair average return may be expected next-Australasian  
 
1868, June 9 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the past week 63 tons of stone from the east stopes, which 
yielded 154 ounces of gold. The company will be engaged this week in roasting and grinding pyrites, the yield from which is expected to be 200 
ounces. They have at present between three and four hundred ounces of amalgam from pyrites alone; this requires no comment, but will speak 
for itself. There is no alteration worthy of note in the appearance of the mine. The contractors for the new tunnel are making very fair progress, 
and are in nearly 100 feet 1868, June 16 It is now some time since the apparatus invented by Mr H. A. Thompson, for saving pyrites, was 
introduced at the Good Hope Company’s works; the result of which has been immediately satisfactory. But the yield from pyrites by the Good 
Hope Company during the past week eclipses anything yet obtained in the colony; and because this has been attained in the discarded district 
of Crooked River, it will not probably create more than a passing remark; whereas the report of such a yield from refuse, in any other part of the 
colony would cause quite a furore of excitement. People may be sceptical, but facts, and such facts as the present yield of the Good Hope 
Company should be sufficient to convince the most sceptical that the tables for now saving pyrites now in use at this company’s works are, 
beyond all doubt, wonderfully efficacious, and are calculated, notwithstanding all prejudices, to create quite a new era in quartz mining. During 
the past week 7 tons 9 cwt of pyrites saved by this apparatus was put through the process of roasting and grinding, which yielded 337 oz 5 dwt 
of gold. The value of the apparatus for saving pyrites may now claim precedence of any other apparatus in the colony, and its general use will 
not only be of immense benefit to the whole mining community, but will also benefit the whole colony, for thousand of ounces of gold which 
are now carried away in the tailings can be saved by the introduction of this apparatus, which will add materially to the produce of gold in the 
colony. A few facts will more fully illustrate the value of this apparatus. Since this company commenced crushing from the present level, 1347 
tons of stone have been put through the battery, from which 5504 oz 7 dwt 12 gr have been saved from the waste; 129 oz 6 dwt of this was free 
gold saved by ripples in the head of the percussion tables; and the remaining 497 oz 12 dwt have been saved from pyrites taken from the lower 
portion of the percussion tables. They have some four tons more of pyrites to treat; so that speaking within bounds, the actual saving on the 
quantity of stone crushed is over 700 ounces. In fact the gold from pyrites alone has paid all the working expenses of the battery, firewood and 
contingencies; so that the only expense paid out of the gold obtained from the battery was the expense of raising the quartz. Since the first 
introduction of this apparatus at the company’s works, several alterations have been made, which have, no doubt, been of material assistance in 
bringing it to its present state of perfection, and these alterations have been carried out in a manner that reflects great credit on the 
management. Both the managing director and the mining manager have unitedly been instrumental in bringing the apparatus to its present 
state of perfection, and are deserving of the special thanks of the company, and, considering the remarks that have been made by one of the 
leading mining journals on this same apparatus, its present state of perfection must be a great source of gratification to the gentlemen who 
have been engaged in the management during the present year. An article appeared in the Daily Argus, on the extraction of gold from pyrites, in 
which there was a reference to the Good Hope Company’s works. A short time afterwards a leading article appeared in the Ballarat Star  which 
was, to a certain extent, an answer to the previous article........The writer in the Star spoke in a very ambiguous manner respecting the probable 
success of the invention of Mr H. A. Thompson, and spoke in such a manner respecting the scientific mania of his contemporaries, that it would 
be imagined no scientific movement could be successful without his sanction. The writer was also anxious to know if the model had been 
preserved, or whether the machine was at work anywhere. The scientific writer can now be informed, that not only has the promise of the model 
been kept, but, by a visit to the Good Hope Company’s works he can see the apparatus in full working order, and working with results that 
eclipse anything previously obtained in the colony. -Gippsland Times 
 



1868, June 18—The manager reports that the last crushing of sixty-three tons of quartz yielded 53oz. of gold. About 200oz. of gold are expected 
next week from pyrites alone. The general meeting of the company has been convened for Friday next, 
the 12th inst.-Albury Banner & Wodonga Express  
 
1868, June 23 The Good Hope Company crushed during three days last week 40 tons of stone which yielded 91 oz 2 dwt. This company 
are at present very short of water for crushing purposes. There is no alteration of importance in the appearance of the mine. They put through 
about the usual quantity this week, and will wash up to-day. The contractors in the low level are in about 160 feet. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, June 27 Good Hope Tunnelling Company  the last crushing of 40 tons yielded 91oz 2dwt gold. It has been deemed inexpedient to 
declare the usual dividend in consequence of the fortnightly pay-sheet falling due. -Australasian  
 
1868, June 30 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the past week 71 tons of stone, which yielded 171 oz  15 dwt. 
They will put through about the same quantity this week, from which a better yield is expected. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, July 1 Good Hope- crushed during the week 64 tons stone and washed up on Thursday, the yield being 542oz amalgam; the 
retorted gold 244oz-Argus 
 
1868, July 2 
 

-Gippsland Guardian  
 
1868, July 13 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the week 31 tons of stone, which yielded 69 oz 8 dwt of gold. 
The reason for such a small quantity being crushed was in consequence of the company being engaged a portion of the week in roasting and 
grinding pyrites. A little over 3 tons of Nos 2 & 3 was put through, which yielded 65 oz 18 dwt. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, July 16 The following mining results are reported from tho Crooked River dig gings :—Good Hope Company, 31 tons, yielding 69 
oz. 1 dwt. gold, ?? tons of Nos. 2 and 3, yielded 65 oz. 8 dwts. -Gippsland Guardian  

 
1868, July 21 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the week 65 tons of stone from the stopes, which yielded 197 oz 
4 dwt of gold. Some of the stone taken from the stopes is very rich, having seams of gold running right through it. There is no alteration in the 
mine worthy of note. The contractors in the lower tunnel are making fair progress and are in over 250 feet-Gippsland Times 
 
1868, July 21 Good Hope Tunnelling Company, Crooked River. The manager reports that the crushing of sixty-five tons of stone last week 
yielded 197oz. 4dwt. of gold. The stopes are looking exceedingly well; there is a plentiful supply of water for crushing purposes, and a good 
return may be expected next week. The fore-head of the new No. 4 level is in 23ft. A quartz leader, well defined, two inches in width, was cut 
when about 230ft in.  -Argus 
 
1868, July 28 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the past week 61 tons of stone taken from the stopes, which 
yielded 151 oz 10 dwt. They will, I believe, put through the usual quantity this week. The contractors in the low level made 25 feet during the 
week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, August  4 The Good Hope Company (registered) crushed during the week 61 tons of stone, taken from the stopes, which yielded  ...oz 
3 dwt. There is no alteration in the mine worthy of note. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, August 8  Claim for division of money obtained  from working on a contract at the Good d Hope mine. 
 Plonitin sworn: Defendant and I have y been working together as mates for some time. The last contract we worked on was at the Good Hope. 
In May last defendant received £,15, being the balance  of payment for the conclusion of the work. Defendant denied having received 
any money. I asked Mr. ? who told a me he had paid Robinson all the money due. I went back to defendant and asked  for a settlement. He 
refused to give me one, and handed me a bill for £20. He sued me for the money at the last court, and the case was dismissed. I have not since 
received a settlement.  
To Defendant: I recollect working on tribute in the Britannia. I recollect your going to Sale to take the claim on tribute. I do not agree to the bills 
put in by you. You always kept the money  and paid the bills. I did not receive the  money from you to pay the bills. I received a cheque from you 
for £14, but that was my share of a previous payment on the contract.' 
 James Robinson sworn, said plaintiff  and I have been mates for some time. We took the Britannia on tribute; on which a considerable loss 
occurred, and it was agreed that the contract in the Good Hope should be taken to pay off the debts.  
 John Drogan, sworn: I recollect agreeing to pay a share of your expenses to Sale, to take the Britannia on tribute. 
 To the Warden: I did not work on the contract in the Good Hope.  
To the Defendant: I understood the contract was taken to pay off the debts. I have paid my fifth share out of my wages.  
Martin Brogan gave similar evidence. The Warden said he would adjourn the case until 2 nd  September, for the production of proper accounts-
Gippsland Times  
 



 

1868, August  11 The Good Hope Company (registered) crushed during the week 60 tons stone, taken from the stopes, which yielded 178 oz 
5 dwt. They will put through about the same quantity this week, and will wash up to-day, and will commence roasting and grinding pyrites to-
morrow. The contractors in the lower tunnel are making fair progress, and are in over 300 feet. -Gippsland Times 

 
1868, August 15 crushing for the week ending July 30, was 63 tons, which yielded 177oz 5dwt. For the past week ending August 7, 184oz 
were obtained from 68 tons. A dividend of 15 per share was paid on the 10 th inst., and the mine is looking well. -Australasian 
 
1868, August  18 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the week sixty-eight tons of stone from the stopes, which 
yielded 183 oz 7 dwt. This week they will be engaged in roasting and grinding pyrites, and will not probably crush any stone. They have between 
four and five tons to put through.  The contractors in the lower level are in 320 feet, but the ground is at present very hard, and if it remains so 
the present contractors will not be able to put it in at the price. -Gippsland Times 

 
1868, August  29 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the past fortnight 77 tons of stone from the stopes, which 
yielded 137 oz 13 dwt. They have also put through the Chilian mill 1000 lbs No 1 pyrites, which yielded 46 oz. Of gold, and 3600 lbs of No 2 
pyrites which yielded 63 ounces, making a total of 256 oz 12 dwt for the fortnight. They have about ten tons more of No 2 pyrites to put 
through. The contractors in the lower tunnel have thrown it up, having in consequence of the increased hardness of the rock, been unable to 
continue at the price. The contract price was L2 2s 6d per foot, of which they only received 50 per cent up to 550 feet, the other 50 per cent 
being kept by the company as security for the completion of the contract. The contractors will therefore lose nearly L530. They have, however, 
taken a fresh contract for 20 feet, at L3 10s per foot, all to be paid up. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, September 15 
 
GOOD HOPE TUNNELLING AND QUARTZ-MINING COMPANY (REGISTERED), CROOKED RIVER. A meeting of the shareholders of this company 
was held at the offices, 8 Temple-court, on Monday. The report of the directors and balance-sheet were received and adopted. The report stated 
that the amount obtained from sale of gold had been £8,108 10s. 2d., and that the dividends declared, had amounted to £3 5s. per share. The 
principal stopes in. the present workings were nearly worked out, the ground left being the winze stope east, which the manager estimated 
would be blocked out in about four weeks. The average yield of gold from quartz had been 2oz. 9dwt. 23gr. per ton; the pyrites had returned 
14oz. 11dwt. of gold. The old directors were about completing arrangements for letting the contract for driving the remainder of No. 4 level, the 
forehead of which was now directly under the mouth of No. 3. It was resolved that the reserve fund be limited to £2,000, and that the thanks of 
the company, together with a purse of 100 guineas, be presented to Mr. H. A. Thompson, in acknowledgment of the efficient manner in which he 
had conducted the affairs of the company, more especially in recognition of his successful treatment of the pyrites. 
 

 

By June 2007, further rock and mud slides had covered many important artifacts.



 

 -Gippsland Times 
 

1868, October 19 Good Hope Tunnelling & Quartz Mining Company Last crushing of 73 tons yielded 227oz 15dwt. The new party of 
contractors have commenced work in the No 4 level. About 200oz gold has yet to be obtained from the mine.  -Argus 
 
1868, October  27 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the past fortnight 73 tons stone which yielded 227 oz 15 dwt. 
They will have a week’s crushing more, which will about finish the present level. The stone in the bottom of the level looks very promising, but it 
will be some time before the company will receive any proceeds from the lower tunnel, for according to the present rate it will take fully 20 
months before the present tunnel will be in. The new contractors started work last week and put in 10 feet during the week. After this week the 
company will start on the pyrites, of which they have a large quantity on hands. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, November 4 Good HopeTunnelling and Quartz-mining  Company, Crooked River .-The manager reports that the last crushing of 84 tons 
yielded 207oz. 6 dwt. of gold. The whole of the quartz has now been operated upon, and the last dividend out of the present workings 
distributed. A quantity of pyrites has yet to be tested, which It is expected will yield about 100oz. Tho new contractors are engaged driving the 
No. 4 level, the forehead of which is in hard sandstone A winze has been commenced at tho eastern end of theo drlvo from No. 5 level-Argus 

 
1868, November 7 Good Hope Tunnelliing and Quartz-mining Company, Crooked River.-The manager reports that the low level has been 
driven eighteen feet during the past week. The crushing has now been completed, and the last of eighty-four tons of quartz yielded 270oz. 6dwt 
A dividend of 10s. per share has been declared, payable on Monday, the 2 nd -Argus 
 
1868, November  21 The Good Hope Company (registered)- The rock in the lower tunnel is still exceedingly hard, and the contractors are making 
very slow progress, lately they have not averaged more than three feet per week, so that the new boring machine will get a fair trial on its arrival. 
They finished up the pyrites last week, having put through 8624 lbs which yielded 127 oz gold. They have started sinking their winze and are 
down 20 feet. -Gippsland Times  
 
1868, December 15 

1868, October 10 



 

-Argus 



 

 
1868, December 17 

-Gippsland Guardian  
 
1868, December 22 The Good Hope Company (registered) –The rock in the lower tunnel is still very hard and the contractors are unable to get 
through more than three feet per week. The wages men have been knocked off the winze, and it has been let on contract. The tributors in the 
old stopes have raised a quantity of stuff, but owing to the absence of Mr Mitchell will be unable to get it crushed before the beginning of the 
year. -Gippsland Times 
 
1868, December 28 I regret to stale that the Good Hope mine is now nearly worked out above the present level. The majority of the hands were 
discharged last week and as the lower level will not be finished inside of twelve months, there will be necessarily a great failing off in the return 
of quartz gold from this division. -Gippsland Guardian  
 
1868, December 31 Yield 1621oz 8dwt for quarter. -Gippsland Guardian  
 
1869, January  2 Taking the whole district, the Good Hope Company’s mine I the only one that has been prospected to any depth, and had 
this mine been in private hands it would  have been given up and pronounced to have run out at the time the vein was lost in the winze, and the 
immense quantity of gold obtained by this company from their No 3 level would still be lying in the ground, and there is no doubt that the 
company’s perseverance with this mine was the salvation of Grant. 
 
 The Good Hope Company (registered) have called for fresh tenders for driving their No 4 tunnel. The winze has not been struck any 
deeper since my last report. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, February  13 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still driving their No 4 level, but are making slow progress, the rock still keeping 
very hard. I am informed that they will shortly commence laying the air pipes for the boring machine. The tributors in the old stopes in the No 3 
level have got out a quantity of stuff, and will probably commence crushing next week; the yield is expected to be payable. 
 
1869, February 23 Mr Warden Howitt, in charge Crooked River division, reports- …the discontinuance of crushings from the Good Hope 
Company, pending the completion of the tunnel at the lower level, has tended to increase the stagnation in the division 
 



1869, February 27 Mr. Warden Howitt, in charge of the Crooked River, Mitchell River, and Omeo divisions, Gipps Land, reports :—" During the 
past month no change for the better has taken place in the .Crooked River division. The drought, which has been of unprecedented continuance 
and severity in North Gipps Land, has caused mining, both in quartz and alluvial, to be generally suspended. In addition to this, the -
discontinuance of crushings from the Good Hope Company, pending the completion of the tunnel at the lower level, has tended to increase the 
stagnation in the division-Australasian  
 
1869, March 2 The Good Hope Company (registered)- The tributors in the old stopes at No 3 level, put through a little over…tons of 
mullock last week, which averaged five dwt per ton. The rock in No 4 tunnel still keeps very hard, and the contractors are making slow progress. 
-Gippsland Times  
 
1869, April 6 Theo Good Hope Company (Registered) have been averaging about 4 feet per week in their No. 4 level. They are busily 
engaged laying the air pipes for the boring machine. The men from the No. 4 level are this week engaged in assisting to get the boiler from the 
Globe Machine up the hill, the company having purchased it in connection with the boring machine, which is expected to arrive in about two 
weeks. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, April  20 The Globe boiler, which is being removed to the Good Hope Company’s works, has, after great difficulty, been safely landed 
on the top of the Globe spur, and will be removed to the company’s works at once. The weight of the boiler is over six tons, and any person 
acquainted with the locality will form some idea of the difficulty of getting such a weight up the spur. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, May 4 The Good Hope Company (registered) are busily engaged in getting their boring machine in working order. The machine 
and the balance of the piping was delivered on the Company’s ground this week, so that we may shortly expect to see it at work, then I will 
forward you a full account. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, May 8  GOOD HOPE TUNNELING & QUARTZ MINING COMPANY (Registered), Crooked River, NOTICE is hereby given, that an 
EXTRAORDINARY MEETING of the share. holders in the above company will be held at the office of the company, 68 Temple Court, Melbourne, 
on Monday, the 14th day of June, 1869, at three o'clock p.m., for the purpose of altering the rules and regulations of the company, and adopting 
a new deed of association. GEO. N. OAKLEY, Manager. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, May 18 The Good Hope Company (registered)- The boring machine is completed, and will probably start to-day. It was started early 
in the week, but it was feared there was some small breakage in the pipes, which had to be remedied. The quantity of piping laid down between 
the engine and the mine is 2000 feet. I expect the boring machine will be in full work before next week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, May 18 Good Hope tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company, Crooked River -A preliminary trial of the new boring machine was 
made last week.  It was found that here was a considerable loss of power in the pipes connecting the air receiver with the machine, so much so 
that the latter could not be kept continuously at work.  After certain alterations are effected a further trial will be made, and should that 
prove unsuccessful the position of the receiver will be at once corrected. There can be no doubt after the satisfactory result of the working of the 
machine at Sandhurst but that it must ultimately be got to work effectively The sole difficulty is the forcing the air for indecipherable  a distance 
uphill at sufficient pressure to keep the machine constantly in full work. 
 
1869, June 1 
 



 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1869, June 15 The Good Hope Company (registered), are continuing their No 4 level. The boring machine is now working much better, but 
I am informed, that until new leathers are fixed on the valves, it will not be in full working order. At present the machine bores about 20 feet of 
holes per day including stoppages and removals. The engineer who was sent from Melbourne, and supposed to understand the working of the 
machine, has not given satisfaction to the resident managers of the company, and has, I believe, been discharged, the resident mining manager 
having taken the management. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, June 22 Good Hope Tunnelling & Quartz Mining Company – Boring machine is now working excellently, and fair progress is being 
made with the No 4 level.   
 



1869, June 29 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still continuing their No 4 level. The boring machine is reported to be working 
much better. The rock is at present very hard, and does not shoot very well. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, June 30 Good Hope Tunnelling & Quartz Mining Company The winding and reversing gear for small engine left Melbourne on 
Thursday last. The chamber has been completed, the small engine removed to it, and the foundation for the large engine at battery prepared. 
 
1869, July 13 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still driving their No 4 level. The boring machine is now working very well, but the rock 
still keeps very hard, consequently progress is slow. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, July 27 The Good Hope Company (registered)- The boring machine is working satisfactorily, but in consequence of the rock keeping 
so hard and tough, the progress is slow. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, August 10 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still continuing their No 4 level. The boring machine is working very well, last 
week they drove between four and five feet, but this week the rock is so hard that they don’t expect to do more than half the distance. -
Gippsland Times  

 
1869, August 24 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still driving their No 4 level. The boring machine is working splendidly. The rock is 
still very hard, but shoots much better. They are now trying some new exploders for the gun cotton, which are said to answer amazingly well. The 
manager tried one of them in open air, and the effect is reported to be something marvellous, making a report equal to an eighteen-pounder, 
and penetrating a foot into the earth. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, August 28 The distance driven for last week was only  the slow rate of progress being attributed by management to bad blasting 
ground. One of Ford’s boring machines is employed, and guncotton and the new exploders for it are in use. -Australasian  
 
1869, September 7 The Good Hope Company (registered) The boring machine has broken, and been sent away to Melbourne to be repaired. 
They will continue the No 4 level by hand labor until the return of the machine. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, September 25 
 



-Gippsland Times  
 
 
1869, October 9 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still engaged cutting out the chamber for the engine. They have let a contract this 
week for driving an air passage from the old stopes. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, October 26 
 



 





 

 
 
 The Good Hope Company (registered)  are busily engaged for making preparations for commencing to work from No 3 level, and 
removing the engine from the battery to the mine. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, November 16 Good Hope Tun. and Quartz Mining Company, Crooked River .-The air-drive chamber at head of winze and alterations to 
tunnel are now completed, and all is ready for erection of engine in the hill, delayed until arrival of necessary gear, and fittings from Melbourne-
Argus  
 
1869, November  30 The Good Hope Company (registered)- The machine for pumping and winding has been removed to the  mine, and tenders 
called for removing the Globe engine to the battery. All the works are being vigorously pushed forward. -Gippsland Times  
 
1869, December 9 The Good Hope Company (Registered). are making rapid progress with their works. The contractors for getting up the Globe 
engine are making fair progress. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, January  11 The Good Hope Company (regd) have nearly completed their pumping and winding machinery, and will probably start the 
engine on Monday next, when they will start sinking the main winze. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, January  29 The Good Hope Company (registered)- The pumping and winding gear are finished, and the engine started this week, but 
owing to the difficulty of getting rid of the smoke, the engine had to be stopped until some pipes are fixed onto the top of the chimney. They 
have commenced squaring down and slabbing the engine shaft, and are down about 25 feet. -Gippsland Times  

 
1870, February 22 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still sinking their main winze level down 54 feet. The engine will probably be 
started next week. It was found that the fumes from the pyrites caused by the fire from the engine were seriously affecting the men; so it is 
intended to light a fire in the drive near the chamber, on Saturday night next and keep it burning until Sunday night, to try and destroy as much 
of the pyrites as possible. Up to the present, they have not had any loss through the engine not being at work, having been able, so far, to make 
as good progress by hand. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, February 24 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company. It is believed that the difficulty of clearing the chamber of smoke has 
been overcome. The engine is not at work, but progress has been made with the sinking of the winze, which was on the 15 th inst down to 54ft 
6in, the water being kept down by baling. Quartz containing gold has been passed through in the, and it is not yet decided whether the stopes 
will be opened at 100ft or less in depth.  -Argus 
 
1870, March 15 The Good Hope Company (Registered)   are still sinking their main winze, and are down ? feet. The engine has not yet been 
started, as they are still able to continue sinking with the windlass-Gippsland Times  
 
1870, March 26  The manager of the Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company, Crooked River, I reports under date March 21st :-" 
We cut the Good Hope vein at a depth of 62ft. from the No. 3 level and about 18in. driving from the winze shaft. As good as ever vein showing 
at present 2ft, wide, heavy gold 2oz. to 3oz.  stone." -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, March 28  The Good Hope Company, Crooked River, have struck the reef three feet wide. The prospect is considered splendid. -
Bendigo Advertiser 
 



1870, March 29    In quartz mining there is but little fresh to report, the extremely wet weather having in many instances stopped 
all workings. The Good Hope Company (Registered). -The news I sent you last week respecting the mine is more than confirmed. The lode is fully 
three feet wide, and shows very good gold. Further particulars I must reserve until my next, as I have been unable to visit the mine this week-
Gippsland Times  
 
1870, March 31 BAIRNSDALE, 26th March, The Good Hope Company, Crooked River, have struck: the reef 3ft. wide. The prospect is 
considered splendid. - Portland Guardian 
 
1870, April 2 In consequence of the damage caused by the late heavy rains to most of our mines, there is very little actual progress to 
report. The Good Hope Company (registered). -The heavy drainage caused by the late rains has come rather unexpectedly upon this company, 
and will probably cause a fortnight's delay in the commencement of crushing operations; previous to the rain they were able to master the 
water, working by hand at a considerably less cost than working the engine, but the drainage has increased to such an extent that they will not 
be able to do much until the engine is started. Tho) water has risen consider ably in the shaft, and they are now engaged putting in skids before 
they can start, so that it will probably be the end of the week before they will be able to start pumping with the engine. But when they get fairly 
started I believe the mine will yield better than it ever has before. The vein still continues as strong as when first struck, and shows splendid gold. 
I saw some stone from the mine yesterday, which at a moderate estimate will yield 20 ounces to the ton. There is, I believe, little doubt that the 
vein is improving as they get deeper, for they only expected to cut the tail end of the reef in the shaft, instead of which they have a reef three 
feet wide. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, April 2 The Good Hope Company, Crooked River, have struck thereof 3ft wide. The prospect is considered splendid. -Australasian
 
1870, April 12 The Good Hope Company (registered)- there is nothing fresh to report. On starting the engine it was found that the…………., 
which are now being done. Nothing will be done in the mine until these alterations are effected. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, April  23 The Good Hope Company (registered) have been engaged all the week making the additional alterations required for 
working the engine, and expect to be ready to start this afternoon, so that next week they may be expected to make a fair start. The present 
alterations were rendered necessary on account of the currents of air coming from all parts of the old workings, which counteracted each other. 
In fact it has been a difficult matter to get a clear passage through the old workings to the surface, the more so when working the upper stopes 
it was never anticipated that any further use would be made of the ground and from the difficulties with which they have had to contend in 
obtaining a clear current of air. The mining manager’s duties have been no sinecure, and anything but enviable, and he will necessarily feel 
immensely relieved on getting fairly started. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, April 28 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company  The engine in the chamber was again started and worked for about 
five hours, when a change of wind forced the smoke back and work was stopped. Miners and all unnecessary labour have been dispensed with, 
with the exception of labourers who are retained to make further alteration to the smoke pipes. The report in the “Gippsland Mercury” of the 21
and the “Argus” on the 25 th  to the effect that all hands had been discharged is therefore incorrect.  -Argus 
 
1870, May 3  
 



-Gippsland Times  
 
 
1870 May 31 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still driving along the vein at the 60ft level; the vein is now about 18 in. in width, 
and although it does not look so rich as it was, still carries good gold. In the early part of the week the vein was broken up, but has made again 
as strong as ever. They have put through about 60 tons, and will wash up to-morrow. A good deal of mullock has been crushed with this lot, 
which it was impossible to separate, but the yield is still expected to be good, and as soon as the level is driven they will be able to continue 
crushing regularly. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, June 4 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company, Crooked River- On the 31  May the vein in the west drive was 15in. in 
thickness, and in the east drive stoping had been commenced, and rich quartz was being raised. Up to Friday, 27 May, 58 tons of stone had been 
crushed, yielding 91 oz 4 dwt retorted gold. In addition to this there would be about 5 oz from the barrel and 20 oz from pyrites. This yield was 
highly satisfactory, as a large portion of the stuff crushed was slate, which had divided the vein, and could not be separated from it, and about 
6in. of casing. The vein is now well defined, free from slate and the future crushings will show a better average.  -Argus 
 
1870, June 14 The Good Hope Company (Registered) have crushed 40 tons during the past week, which yielded a little over two ounces to 
the ton. The mine is looking exceedingly well, and there is little doubt tint the yield will keep increasing and in a short time they will be able to 
keep the battery going night and day. The winze being so far to the eastward, they have not yet got into the main runs of gold. -Gippsland 
Times  
 
1870, June 17 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz mining Company, Crooked River -Telegram from the mine to 14th June report that the 
vein in the west drive has increased to 6ft. in thickness and is still opening out. Reef in the west stope looking well -Argus 
 
1870, June 27 Mr Smythe instances the Good Hope mine of the Crooked River, of which he says-“The stopes between the lower and 
middle levels are now in full work, and the width of the reef varies from 3 to 14 inches, nine or ten inches may be taken as the average” From this 
narrow reef, between November 6 1867 and February 27 1868, there were crushed 697 tons of stone, yielding 2,833oz 8dwt 12gr of gold. The 
stone is highly pyritous, and to secure the gold a good deal of it had to be roasted and passed through a chilian mill, and the tailings from the 
machinery and mill were afterwards treated on the percussion tables, invented by Mr H. A. Thompson. We believe if superior appliances are 
introduced…..- Cornwall Chronicle (Launceston)  
 



1870, June 28 The Good Hope Company (registered) have driven east of the winze about 70ft; the vein is about 2ft wide and shows 
splendid gold, in fact they are only now coming on the main run of gold. Up to the present they have been working on the tail end of the reef, 
which was always poor. They have been engaged in crushing during the day, only the mine not being sufficiently opened to keep the twelve 
heads going full time. The mine is looking splendidly, and in about a fortnight I believe the returns will exceed any yet taken from the mine. The 
stoppage of crushing, of which I lately heard……….considerable discussion, was only of a temporary nature. The facts of the case are, that to save 
the shareholders from paying any more calls, crushing was started before they were quite ready, or in other words before the tramway, which 
was rotten, had been re-laid, so that after getting sufficient gold to obviate calls, it was then necessary to stop crushing while the repairs were 
being done. They will not wash up before next week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, July 4 Good Hope Tunnelling, Crooked River.-The last two crushings (without estimating yield from pyrites) have been as follow:-
June 8, 43 tons, yield 83oz. 2dwt. June 28, 71 tons, yield 50oz. The quartz has been poor, the driving having been through the white, hungry 
stone met with in the corresponding portion of the vein in the upper workings. It has now improved, the end of one of the rich shoots in the 
vein having been struck. The reef is at present in thickness.  -Argus 
 
1870, July 5 The Good Hope Company (Registered) have put through about 70 tons of stone. They have only partially cleaned up, 
but from the gold obtained at is calculated that the yield will be about the same as that obtained from the last, viz., two ounces to the ton. They 
are engaged this week in roasting and grinding pyrites, and will commence crushing again next week. The mine is looking first-rate, and with a 
week's crushing from such stone as they are now raising they should he in a position to declare a dividend. The vein is at present about two feet 
in width, but the ground has got much harder than usual-Gippsland Times  
 
1870, July 11 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz mining Company. -Crushing has been suspended for the present until the stopes can be 
sufficiently opened to keep the mill constantly supplied with stone. On the 3rd inst, the drive west of shaft was 48ft,, gold showing in the quartz 
vein 16in. wide. In the west stope the vein was ? wide, good gold visible. In the east stope the vein was 4in- wide., good gold also visible.  -Argus 
 
1870, July 12 The Good Hope Company (registered) commenced crushing again this week and grinding pyrites, and will probably have 
washed up before my next report, when I expect to forward you information of an increase in the yield. The west drive is still being extended and 
excellent stone is being raised. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, July 19 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still engaged in crushing and will not wash up before Saturday next, when I 
believe a satisfactory yield will be expected from the mine. They are raising stone of good quality. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, July 21 The Good Hope Company, Crooked River crushed 118 tons, which yielded l53oz. They also obtained 38oz. from a little over 
two tons of pyrites.  -Argus 
 
1870, July 23 The Good Hope Company, Crooked River, crushed 118 tons, which yielded 183oz. They also obtained 38oz. from a little over 
two tons of pyrite-Australasian  

 
1870, July 26 In my last week’s statement as to the probable satisfactory yield from the Good  Hope Company's mine has, I am happy to 
say, been realised. During the past fortnight they have sent through 118 tons of stone, which yielded 183oz. 10dwts. of retorted gold. They also 
treated 65,10 pounds of pyrites, which yielded 38 oz. of gold; making a total for the fortnight of 221oz. 10dwts. They are still driving the level, 
and are raising very good stone, and the present appearance of the mine is very satisfactory. It is stated that the greatest portion of the stone 
crushed during the fortnight was taken out east S of the main runs of gold;-that being the poorest part of the mine-so that there is every 
probability of better yields than the present one being shortly obtained-Gippsland Times  
 
1870, July 27 
GOOD HOPE TUNNELLING AND QUARTZ MINING COMPANY, Crooked River -An adjourned general meeting of this company was, held, at the 
company's offices on Thursday, of the directors submitted reports from Mr. C.F. Ulrich and the local management on the working of the mine, 
and stated that the conclusion arrived at was to sink the present shaft 6Oft. deeper with existing appliances  and open out a fresh stope at that 
depth, when, if the appearance of the vein warranted further expensive operations, a vertical shaft would be sunk from the surface and pumping 
machinery erected at the top of the hill to discharge into the No. 3 level drive. It was anticipated that if the present crushing equals the 1 , a 
dividend would be paid early in August. The reports of the directors and balance-sheet were received and adopted, and the meeting then 
closed._ -Argus 
 
1870, August 2 The Good Hope Company (registered) are busily engaged crushing this week, the yield is expected to be about the average. 
There is no news of importance from the mine. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, August 10 Good Hope Tunnelling, Crooked River- The crushing for the fortnight ending 10th July 106 tons for 137 oz 11dwt. Battery 
still crushing full time with eight heads. The west drive is in 111ft; vein 34in. wide, quartz looking good.  -Argus 
 
1870, August  13 The Good Hope Company (registered) have crushed during the week 106 tons of stone, which yielded a little over 130 oz 
gold. In all these crushings it must be remembered that a large quantity of mullock is crushed with the stone, as from the quantity of water in 
the mine it is impossible to keep the stone by itself. The appearance of the mine is reported to be satisfactory. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, August 23 The Good Hope Company (registered) - Were engaged last week in roasting pyrites. They started crushing again on 
Monday. The mine is reported to be looking well. -Gippsland Times  
 



1870, August 30 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still engaged in crushing, and will not wash up before Friday; there is nothing 
fresh to report from the mine. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, September 6 The Good Hope Company (registered) - Crushed during the past fortnight 117 tons stone, which yielded 164 oz 3 dwt. They 
also put through 1,500 pounds of pyrites, from which they obtained 34 oz, making a total of 198 oz 3 dwt for the fortnight. They are now raising 
some very fair stone, and the yield for the next fortnight is expected to be considerably above the present one. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, September 10 In the Good Hope Company (Registered), have crushed during the past week 59 tons of stone, which yielded 176oz 12dwts 
of gold, or within a fraction of an average of 3oz to the at ton. They are still raising very good stone, and will probably obtain as good a yield this 
week. Most of the hands have struck for higher wages, and refused to continue to work under three pounds per week. All work in the mine had 
to be suspended, as it was well impossible to obtain sufficient men at such a short notice to keep the works going. The men on strike gave no 
warning, and the manager was only made aware of it at the time the first shift should have gone to of work. I am informed that the manager has 
made arrangements with some of the malcontents, and that the works will be started again this morning. The men are to get L3 per week, and 
work at nine hour shifts instead of eight, so that of only two shifts will be employed instead of three. This is the first strike that has occurred in 
this locality, and it is to be hoped w that it will be the last; for as a rule, without the least exception, the strikers are the sufferers, and no one is 
benefited by it. The employers suffer by a stoppage of the works, and the public suffer front the same cause. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, September  20 The Good Hope Company (registered) have not been able to continue crushing, in consequence of the stoppage 
of the workers through the strike. They have been engaged this week in the roasting of pyrites, and will I believe commence crushing to-morrow. 
-Gippsland Times  

 
1870, September 27 The Good Hope Company (registered) are, I am informed, engaged in crushing, but nothing is known as to the result; in fact 
other matters have prevented the collection of any information, and your correspondent having darted to speak and think for himself has been 
somewhat obnoxious, and consequently in certain matters finds it now almost impossible to get well posted up in minor matters respecting this 
claim. 
 



-Gippsland Times  
 
 
1870, October 11 The Good Hope Company Registered). have crushed during the past fortnight, ? tons of stone, which yielded 137oz of gold. 
They have also put through over four tons of pyrites, the exact yield from which I have been unable to ascertain. They are reported to be taking 
out some very good stone this week. The men were compelled to stop working last night in consequence of the bad state of the air; they are 
cleaning out the pipes to-day, and will probably start again tomorrow. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, October 25 The Good Hope Company (registered)- Reports have been circulated here that good gold has been struck farther west than 
any ground previously worked. But from what I can learn it appears that some hands were put on to continue the west drive, and after driving a 
short distance came on good stone, but after driving a short distance it again pinched out, and I am informed on reliable authority that it is not 
yet known whether it will continue. However I intend visiting the mine and will forward you further particulars by next month. The stopes are 
reported to be looking well. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, November 8 Good Hope, Crooked River -The miners have been much delayed, owing to the air in the engine chamber being foul The 
battery had been stopped six days, but resumed crushing on the 27th October, -Argus 
 
1870, November 18 Good Hope Tunnelling, Crooked River – The air in the mine has been very bad of late and the work in consequence, 
retarded. The battery is going by day, the stopes looking well. Contracts have been let for a supply of smoke pipes and pumping machinery, as 
soon as these arrive at the mine, sinking will be resumed.  -Argus 
 



1870, November 24 Good Hope Tunnellling. Crooked River The west drive has been continued 49ft from the point at which the vein was 
supposed to have run out. It has carried the  ?  to the vein with It all the way, the stone in being ?in. in thickness. A stope has been opened 
above this drive; the vein In It is 2ft. thick, with coarse gold. The air in the mine is still bad, and has much retarded getting out stone. The last 
crushing of 85 tons of stone, just cleaned up, yielded 248oz, of gold.  -Argus 
 
1870, December 13 Good Hope, Crooked River .-The vein in the present workings is 92ft. longer than in the drive from No. 3 level, 62ft. 
overhead, the stone being about 8ft. thick. The last crushing of 8O tons yielded 160 oz_. 1dwt of gold and the battery is still engaged full time, 
the stopes from present drive being nearly exhausted. Pumping machinery has been procured for the purpose of sinking a vertical shaft, and 
pipes for conveyance of smoke from engine chamber to surface have been sent to the mine.  -Argus 
 
1870, December  17 The Good Hope Company (registered) washed up yesterday 64 tons, realizing 303 oz of amalgam, which will give about 130 
oz retorted gold. The stopes above the 60 ft drive are at length worked out. The miners are now engaged in putting in the smoke pipes, on 
completion of which preparations will be made for sinking. The pumping machinery and gear are now on their way from Melbourne, and may be 
expected shortly. The pyrites are now being treated. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, December 24 (December 20) The Good Hope Company are as busy as they can be getting in their smoke pipes. The pyrites are not 
yet finished, but will be by the end of the week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1870, December  31 (December 27) The Good Hope Company finished the treatment of their pyrites, 8000 lbs weight of which gave a yield of 
115 oz 5 dwt retorted gold. The work is being actively pushed on. All hands were knocked off on Wednesday last in consequence of the 
magisterial enquiry held by the local J. P. on the body of the man John Reford, who was killed by the ground caving in on him in the old 
workings. -Gippsland Times  

 
1871, January 1. Good Hope Tunnelling, Crooked River. -The last crushing of 61 tons of stone yielded 155oz 11dwt. Of gold, and the 
treatment of about 8 0001b of first and second quality pyrites gave 116oz 15dwt of gold The miners are engaged putting in smoke pipes, and 
preparing for the erection of the pumping machinery which has been sent from Melbourne-Argus 
 
1871, January  14 The Good Hope Company (registered) have issued notices offering a reward of L100 for the discovery of another payable 
reef within the boundary of their lease, as such has for some time been supposed to exist. -Gippsland Times  
 
1871, January 28 The Good Hope Tunnelling Company (registered) have finished putting in their smoke pipes; the draught is now excellent. 
 The engine started bailing again on the 16 th inst. Preparatory to the erection of the pumping machinery. Everything is going on as well 
as could be desired. -Gippsland Times  
 
1871, February 13 As it is at present al dead work at this mine, there is very little to report. Everything is going on in a satisfactory manner, the 
smoke pipes answering admirably. These would have been a great saving to the company had they been put up long since. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1871, February  14 Good Hope Company (registered) have nothing fresh to report this week, except that the great benefit from the smoke 
pipes…. indecipherable-Gippsland Times 
 
1871, February 21 ..there is nothing fresh to report from our mainstay, the Good Hope Company, everything there is doing as well as can be e-

Gippsland Times expected. 
 
1871, March 14 Good Hope Company (registered) have just about finished the erection of their pumping machinery, and by the time this 
reaches you, should have commenced the sinking of their shaft. All the works have been carried out in the most expeditious and satisfactory 
manner. -Gippsland Times  
 
1871, March 21 The Good Hope Company (registered) I hear have started sinking their shaft, the pumping machinery having been finished 
and proved to work admirably. The sinking of the shaft will of course take some months, but the rich stone underneath fully justifies all the 
expense the company has been put to and it is to be hoped that handsome dividends will recompense the shareholders for the money laid out 
and the time they have had to wait. -Gippsland Times  
 
1871, March 25 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company (Registered), Crooked River.-Report of directors to quarterly general 
meeting of shareholders, held March 14th, 1871.  
 “Gentlemen,-Your directors have the honour to submit the 23rd quarterly report of the business and transactions of the company. 
They have, however, but little wherewith to occupy your attention beyond recapitulating the work done at the mine during the past quarter. 
  Finance. -The balance-sheet showing receipts and expenditure for the quarter, audited by Messrs Selby and Bickerton, is laid before 
you. A supplementary statement upon the table shows the available assets, the liabilities being nil. The expenditure for the past quarter, omitting 
cost of machinery, is over L700 less than for the corresponding period preceding it, and that is in the face of the fact that the carriage account, 
which amounted to end of November to L29 2s 6d, was for the February quarter L16O 16s 4d. Mine.-The work done has consisted in fixing the 
new pipes made in Melbourne to carry off the smoke, in enlarging the chamber, constructing small chamber for pump beam, cutting down ward, 
increasing size of shaft, making tanks and chamber for their reception, fitting and fixing pumps, &c. On the 7th March Mr Holme reported that 
this work was completed, the beam in its place, the pumps down, and that sinking would be commenced in a few days. He anticipated that a 
very high price would have to be given for sinking, but it is to be hoped that the hard bar at present in the shaft will soon cut out and the 
ground become easier. The work at the mine has been a great deal delayed by severe weather, the great quantity of water in the shaft, and the 
difficulty of procuring labour; but these matters have been successfully overcome. 



 

-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1871, April  4 This company have all the smoke pipes in position and have commenced sinking but they have five months before any of 
the shareholders can expect any return. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1871, May 15 Although the country is hard the sinking has progressed favourably. The pumps are doing their work admirably, 
notwithstanding an extra influx of water lately. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1871, June 1 

  On the 20th day of December last, Alfred Reford, one of the men employed in putting in smoke pipes, met his death by the accidental 
giving way of some timber and consequent fall of earth. The directors made careful enquiry, and the evidence adduced at the inquest and the 
reports from the miners showed conclusively that the accident was occasioned by the careless manner in which the deceased put in his props, 
against which he had been specially warned by the miners working with him, who refused to go into the ground which he had timbered. The 
unfortunate man leaves a widow and five children, and after considerable correspondence to ascertain what form of relief would be most 
acceptable, the directors instructed Mr. Holms to head the subscription list by a donation of L10 or L16, according as he thought most desirable. 
  Ford's Boring Machine.-The directors have taken into consideration the desirability of making this of service in driving the levels 
when the shaft is sunk, but have not yet decided thereon. Plans showing the engine chamber and the appearance and thickness of the vein 
below the last level worked are submitted. The distance to which the shaft will be sunk will depend in a great measure upon the nature of 
the country gone through, the appearance of the vein, and the time spent. The directors hope to report next quarter that satisfactory progress 
has been made 
 (Signed)-James GILL. -Gippsland Times 

 
1871, March 27 



 

-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1871, September  4 They commenced this week at 50 feet to open out a level, and it is expected that the vein will be struck by the end of the 
week, the sinking, moreover, will be continued simultaneously. The engine and pumps are now in first rate working order, and the arrival of the 
men from Ballarat will more than supply the number required by the manager. -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1871, September 16 The quarterly general meeting of the shareholders in the above company was held at 49 Collins St west, on Thursday. After 
discussion of a protest urged by a shareholder against the former action of the board with respect to the local resident director, the minutes of 
the previous meeting were confirmed, the report of directors and audited statement of accounts adopted, and the retiring auditors re-reelected. 
The report stated that the drive from the bottom of the pump shaft was in 8ft and that it was daily expected to strike the reef. 
 



 

1871, September 26  The reef has been again struck about 55ft below last level (the exact depth is not reported) and 5ft west of the 
shaft. A drive has been opened out along the vein in each direction. In three days driving the vein east has increased from a mere thread to 14 
ins in thickness, and west from 3in to 12in. The directors have decided to open out a stope at this point, the sinking of the shaft being continued 
without intermission.  -Argus 
 
1871, September 26  Good Hope Tribute Company, Crooked River-The manager reports that the reef has again been struck at about 
55ft below last level and 5ft west of shaft. A drive has been opened out along the vein in each direction. In three days’ driving the vein east 
increased from a mere thread to 14 inches in thickness, and west from 3 inches to 12 inches. The directors have decided to open out a stope at 
this point, the sinking of the shaft being continued without intermission. -Bendigo Advertiser  
 
1871, October 10 Good Hope Tunnelling, Crooked River, Sept. 30. The vein in the drive west is about 15in. wide and east 8in. wide, gold being 
plainly visible. The new drives are 60ft. below those at last level. All work is progressing satisfactorily; about 16 tons of stone to grass, and more 
will be taken out immediately.  -Argus 
 
1871, November 11 Crushing operations commenced on the 17 th. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1871, November 21 Good Hope Tunnelling, Crooked River , November  10 - Finished crushing 81 tons, which yielded 80oz. 18dwt. gold The 
battery la still engaged crushing. In the west drive the vein is broken up; in the west stope from 11in. to 18in. thick, showing good gold. In the 
east stope the vein ? again, but at present is poor. The drive east has been stopped, but that to the west is being vigorously pushed on, as, 
judging from the ground above, we are not yet near to the end of the vein in that direction.  -Argus 
 
1871, December 19 Good Hope Tunnellling, CR , December. 9. The west drive is in 114ft, with the vein still in the face Stope east of shaft vein is 
14in. thick, and west of shaft 11 in ; good gold visible. Length of vein now proved, 101ft., and we are still driving along it. Last crushing of 68 tons 
yielded 9?oz 6dwt. of gold. Sinking of the engine shaft is progressing. -Argus 
 
1871, December 22 The registrar of the Crooked River division of this district reports mining to be in a very depressed state, and shows that out 
of some 300 reefs found in that division and proved to be auriferous the Good Hope was the only one that had been tested to a depth of 300ft, 
yet many of those which had been taken up, partially worked, and then abandoned, were much richer at the surface and often down to a depth 
of 100ft than the Good Hope is. He farther states that unfortunately when a few unremunerative crushings of stone were obtained from a reef in 
the district, it was forth- with abandoned, and that if a similar policy had been adopted with the Good Hope Company, 2oz. stone would not 
have been obtained, as is the case in their mine now, from a reef 2ft thick at a depth of 620ft. -Argus  
 
1871, December 23 Good Hope Tunnelling Company. Crooked River- The twenty sixth quarterly general meeting of the shareholders in the 
above company was held at 49 Collins-street west. Melbourne, on Thursday, 14th inst. The report of the directors and audited statement of 
accounts were received and adopted and the retiring auditors re-elected. The report stated that in September last the vein was struck. and has 
now been proved to the extent of 471ft. east and 101ft. west Up to the date of report ? of stone had been taken out, yielding 323oz. of gold, an 
average of 10oz. The directors had declared a dividend of 5s per share on the 4th of December, and proposed devoting a portion of the profits 
of the mine to thoroughly prospecting the large area of ground held in which indications of the existence of other reefs had been discovered. 
The statement of accounts showed the expenditure for the quarter had been ?, and the receipts from gold L630 11s, and, other sources ?. The 
profits of the mine during the six and a half years it had been at work were L18,2t3. showing a clear gain of nearly ? weekly ; the amount paid by 
the shareholders in calls, L7.423 5 and the sum returned to them in dividends, L25,47-Gippsland Times  
 
1871, December 30 As the information contained in the table is of' more than ordinary interest at this time, when so much capital is being 
invested in mines, a fear extracts from it are furnished, and amongst these it is shown that the Good lope Company, Crooked River, is raising 
quartz from 620 ft. in depth, which is expected to yield 2 oz. of gold to the ton. The quantity of quartz crushed was 0,738 tons, which yielded 
15.40oz., or an average of lot. 11dwt. 15.32gr.  -Gippsland Times 
 
1871, December 30 see Argus December 22- Gippsland Times  

 
1872, January  4 The last yield from this mine was 153 oz 6 dwt 12 gr from 26 tons-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1872, January 6 Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Company, Crooked River (5th January). — Last crushing 153 oz. 8 dwt. 12 gr. from 80 
tons. Mine is looking extremely well, tho vein in west and east stopes being about 13 inches thick, showing very good gold. The vein in the drive 
west is still small. Sinking tho shaft deeper for another stope is being pushed on with, and men are engaged trenching tho surface in order to 
discover the new reef from which the rich specimen lately found is supposed to have come. -Age 
 
1872, January 6 Good Hope Tunnelling, Crooked River, Jan. 5. Last crushing, 163oz.8dwt.12gr from 80 tons. Mine is looking extremely well, 
the vein in west and east -stopes being about 13in. thick, showing very good gold. The vein In the drive west is still small. Sinking the shaft 
deeper for another stope is being pushed on with, and men are engaged trenching the surface in order to discover the now reef from which the 
rich specimen lately found is supposed to have come.  -Argus 
 
1872, January 13 Good Hope Tunnelling, Crooked River, Jan. 6 - Yield for six days crushing. oz.. 2dwt. 12gr. from 62 tons, not 80 tons as 
reported. The mine is looking well in the west stope, the vein about 6in. thick, showing good gold; and in the east stope the reef looks very rich. 
Crushing has been suspended for a few days until the tramway horses are repaired. Shaft progressing rather slowly.  -Argus  
 
1872, January 13  Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Company. Crooked River (6th January). — "Yield for six days' crushing, 113 oz. 2 dwt. 12 
gr- from 52 tons — not 80 tons as reported. The mine is looking well in the west stope, the vein about 9 in. thick showing good gold: and in the 



east stope the reef looks very rich. Crushing has been suspended for a few days until the tramway horses are repaired. Shaft progressing rather 
slowly. -Age  
 
1872, January  16 Good Hope Tunnelling Company, Crooked River- Jan 6.- Yield for six days crushing, 113 oz 2 dwt 12 gr from 52 tons, not 80 
tons as reported. The mine is looking well in the west stope, the vein about 9 in. thick showing good gold and in the east stope the reef looks 
very rich. Crushing has been suspended for a few days until the tramway …. Are repaired. Shaft progressing rather slowly. -Gippsland Times
 
1872, February 13  Good Hope, Crooked River (3rd February). — East 14 Inches wide, carrying very good gold; west stope, 7 inches, quartz 
poor. Shaft sunk 2 foot 6 inches for week, ground getting softer. The vein is extending to the east and west of shaft, there is a long blank 
containing scarcely any quartz which diminishes the average quantity crushed. The vein has every indication of permanence, and the walls 
are wider apart than heretofore. Last crushing, 97 oz. 8 dwt. 12 gr. from 76 tons; previous one, 150 oz. 13 dwt. from 64 tons. About 6 tons of 
pyrites on hand. -Age  
 
1872, February  26 An accident occurred last Saturday week at the Good Hope mine, that might easily had been much worse, the cage being 
allowed to go down with a run, smashing through the stage and going to the bottom of the shaft, fortunately there was but one man at the 
bottom, who sought refuge behind the pipes. Since the accident the engine driver’s shifts have been altered to eight hours in lieu of twelve. The 
engine is to have no break- a great omission when put to much duty raising and lowering a cage. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1872, March 7 Good Hope, Crooked River, 27th February. — East stope: All the quartz has been taken out. In workshops the blank we have 
had for so long at is continued, and as we go in it the vein still keeps pinched. This vein breaks about 85 ft west of shalt, and west of this point 
the ground is very hard, which makes the sloping of it slow. The vein varies from 7 in. to 12 in. in thickness.  In the shaft the ground is hard, 
sunk 3 ft. for the week; total depth 25 it. Last crushing 137 oz 2 dwt. from 86 tons. -Age 
 
1872, March 7 Good Hope. Crooked River, Feb, 27 -East stope, all the quartz has been taken out. In west stope the blank we have had for 
so long still continues, and as we rise in it the vein still keeps pinched. The vein breaks about 85ft west of shaft, and west of this point the ground 
is very hard, which makes. The vein varies from ?in to 12in. in thickness. In the shaft the ground is hard. sunk 3ft. for the week; total depth, 26ft. 
6in. Last-crushing, 187oz. 2dwt from ?6 tons.  -Argus 
 
1872, March 18  
GOOD HOPE TUNNELLING, Crooked River. The twenty seventh quarterly meeting of shareholders was held at 49 Collins-street west, on 
Thursday, 14th inst The usual formal business was floated, the report of directors and audited statements of accounts showing that the receipts 
from gold had. 6d. for the quarter, an average of 1oz. 12dwt. 2gr. from 492 tons crushed. The dividends paid had amounted to £1,530, and there 
was £153 to credit of reserve fund. After paying cost of sinking shaft 27ft. deeper, the profit and loss account showed a gain of £1,021 15s. 10d. 
for the quarter. The blank in western stope, which had so long retarded raising of quartz, had ended, the vein having put in of good quality to 
the west of it. Mr. C Candler had been elected a director. Since date of report, the vein has again been struck in the shaft, showing good gold 
30ft. below present workings.  -Argus  
 
1872, April  4 The reports from this mine are very good; excellent stone is being raised from the shaft. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1872, April 5 Good Hope, Crooked River, 30th March. In the shaft 80 feet below lowest workings the vein is ?, showing very good gold 
and improving indecipherable  .  In the drive west, where it was believed to have cut out, it has again put in. There is a considerable extent of 
ground to the west yet to be stoped out, besides that left under foot to the date above, some o£ which is very rich. Battery engaged crushing, 
and sinking of shaft; being pushed on with rapidity-Age  
 
1872, May 14  Good Hope, Crooked River, 1st May.— Finished treating 5 tons of pyrites, which yielded 91 oz. 14 dwt. 12 gr. gold. In the 
next stope we are throng the hard bar, quartz improving in appearance and thickness. Shaft down, 4 feet below drives. Have about seventy tons 
of quartz ready for battery, and will put through 100 tons by end of week. -Age  

 
1872, June 1  Crooked River (28th 
— Last crushing was poor, 42 oz. from 107 tons. In the west stoop tho vein is much pinched. Have opened out at bottom of shaft, 52 feet below 
present drives. Now putting in frames and fixing runners for cage. Vein thin but rich. Battery engaged crushing, with twelve hands. -Age  
 
1872, June 4 Last crushing was poor- 42oz from 107 tons; the next should be better, as some of the stone now at grass will go 3oz to the 
ton. In the next stope the vein is much pinched. We have opened out at bottom of shaft 52ft below present drives, and are now putting in 
frames and fixing runners for cage; vein thin but very rich.  Battery engaged crushing with twelve heads. -Gippsland Times 
 
1872, June 4 Good Hope Tunnelling- 28 th- Last crushing was poor- 42oz from 107 tons; the next should be better, as some of the stone 
now at grass will go 3oz to the ton. In the next stope the vein is much pinched. We have opened out at bottom of shaft 52ft below present 
drives, and are now putting in frames and fixing runners for cage; vein thin but rich. Battery engaged crushing with 12 heads.  -Argus  
 
1872, June 20  Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company, Registered, Crooked River. — Tho twenty- eighth quarterly meeting of 
shareholders was held at 49 Collins-street west, Melbourne, on the 14th inst.; Mr. James Gill in the chair. The report of directors and audited 
statement of accounts were received and adopted, and. tho re tiring directors and auditor re-elected. The manager had driven 195 feet along 
tho vein - the western stops faces still in quartz 2 feet thick, but of poor quality; did not expect to get into a good shoot of gold until had driven 
25 feet further west: shaft sunk to 54 feet, at which point a chamber had been made, and another slope opened out, the stone being 
remarkably rich. About 5 tons of pyrites had been treated, yielding 19 oz. to the ton. The question of machinery to be erected to sink deeper 



would not be decided until the now stope had to some extent been opened out. The liabilities were £255. ; the assets, exclusive of value of mine 
and plant, £7223 15s-Age  
 
1872, July 1 The all-absorbing topic of the week has been the new find on the Good Hope Company’s lease, as there were grave doubts 
in the first place whether the reef was within the company’s ground or not, but it seems to be finally settled that this company is safe, and it is 
well that such is the case for the prospects have been particularly gloomy of late, in consequence of the late poor crushings, notwithstanding the 
33 oz stone at grass as reported in the Telegraph.  The new reef is situated on the right branch of a tributary of the Crooked River, heading from 
Summer Hill, running through the SE portion of the company’s lease, about a third of a mile from the latter place, and was opened out by one 
Michael Carroll who will be entitled to the £400 reward offered by the company to anyone opening up a payable vein within the company'’ 
ground (rest illegible)  -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1872, July 6  Good Hope Tunnelling, Crooked River. — Quartz in western stope improving in appearance; in about 25 ft. of present 
workings should reach a good patch of gold at bottom of shaft; opening out is being proceeded with; drive east or share is in 22 ft. vein about 7 
inches thick; west of shaft it is in 28 ft.; vein 10 inches thick; a little gold seen occasionally. A new reef running north and south has been 
discovered on surface about 300 ft. east of present workings : where it out cropped it was eight inches thick, showing gold freely ; now driving 
along it, and have gone into the hill about 15 ft.; it keeps about the same thickness and shows gold occasionally. A trial crashing will be got out 
from it. -Age  

 
1872, July 20 Last crushing 69oz 9dwt from 67 tons. Western stopes much improved; vein at bottom of shaft thin and variable. New reef 
has been driven along about 70ft; and has now cut out. We are taking stone from it which appears payable.  -Argus  
 
1872, July 30 Good Hope Company (registered) obtained last week 59 oz 9 dwt. Quantity of stone crushed not stated. The stone from the 
old workings has improved in appearance considerably, so that better returns may be expected. In the new cross vein 72 ft were driven along the 
vein, showing a good strong vein for that distance; it then pinched out considerably and appears to be dipping into the hill. The manager 
intends taking 50 tons to the mill for a trial. I examined the stone out last week and should estimate it at from 25 to 30 dwt per ton, and from 
observations should say the vein will average about 14 inches in width. I think there is but little doubt that this vein will ultimately join the old 
Good Hope vein. 
 
 Good Hope Company (registered) - Information is just to hand that a new vein has been discovered in the eastern end of the middle 
level. It is a cross vein about 8 ins, in width, and shows excellent gold, and runs in nearly the same direction as the cross vein discovered on the 
surface a few weeks back. In the western stopes in the lower level some very good stone has been struck, but at present it is impossible to tell to 
what extent it will run. In the eastern stope there is also very fair stone. The stone in the cross vein on the surface is not looking so well. I hear 
that a messenger was despatched from here early this morning to try and buy up shares. -Gippsland Times  
 
1872, July 30 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1872, August 13 
 



 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1872, August 23 Aug21- Last crushing from Good Hope vein 86 tons; yield 86 oz 2 dwt 12 gr. Trial crushing from near surface vein yielded 19 
oz 11 dwt from 31 tons, nearly 13 dwt per ton. A shaft will be sunk on this at once to prove it to a greater depth. We drove along it at the surface 
for nearly 70ft, the average thickness now being 8in to 12in. A new run of stone was struck a few weeks back in No 2 drive, east of shaft, but 
after driving a short distance along it, it pinched thin. Whether this is a distinct reef, or merely a fresh “make” of the Good Hope cannot at 
present be determined.  -Argus  
 
1872, August 31 Good Hope Company (registered) - Stopes not looking so well.    Occurred at the battery by t……….of the cam shaft. An 
effort is being made to repair it. -Gippsland Times  
 
1872, September  23 Returns to hand- 63 oz 11 dwt from 138 tons from lower level, for six weeks and two days. A lot of 40 tons is 
being crushed at present from the new North and South reef. The breakage of the valve of one of the cylinders of the lifting engine will.…. a 
stoppage to lifting from lower level of about a fortnight. A new valve is to be procured from Melbourne. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1872, October 1 Good Hope Company (registered). All the drives are full of quartz which cannot be raised until the arrival of the cylinder. 
They started sinking a shaft on the cross vein on Thursday last, and are down 35 feet. In sinking that depth a great amount of small leaders was 
cut through. -Gippsland Times  
 
1872, October 7 Owing to breakage of piston, we have not been able to break much stone from the Good Hope vein this month but the 
damage has been repaired and the men have got below again. The last crushing from new reef realised 37 oz 7 dwt from 40 tons, and from the 
Good Hope 68oz 11 dwt from 143 tons. We are sinking a vertical shaft on new reef, in order to ascertain if it continues at depth; are still stoping 
near the surface and have about 40 tons out.  -Argus  
 
1872, October 8 Good Hope Company (registered) - The pumping and winding engine has been repaired, and work has been resumed in the 
stopes. They have started crushing, and will run night and day till the washing up. The stone in the stopes is still looking poor. From other 
portions of the mine there is nothing fresh to report-Gippsland Times  
 
1872, October 23 21 st- Last crushing from Good Hope vein 86 tons; yield 86oz 2dwt 12gr. Trial crushing from near surface vein yielded 19oz 
11dwt from 21 tons, nearly 18dwt per ton. A shaft will be sunk on this at once to prove it to a greater depth. We drove along it at the surface for 
nearly 70ft, the average thickness being from 8in. to 12in. A new run of stone was struck a few weeks back in the No 2 drive, east of the shaft, 
but after driving a short distance along it pinched thin. Whether this is a distinct reef or merely a fresh make of the Good Hope cannot at present 
be determined.  -Argus  
 
1872, October  29 The Good Hope Company (registered) crushed during the week 47 tons of stone from the stopes, which yielded 33 oz 13 
dwt 12 gr. Of retorted gold. They start this week crushing from the new reef. They have cut the vein in the drive from the shaft. At a distance of 
17 ft from the shaft the reef underlies very much, but the stone is reported to be looking very fair, and apparently promises to continue. In the 
Good Hope reef going east in the lower level the reef is very strong, averaging about 15 inches in width. The stone still looks poor, although 
from the indications it is more than probable that good gold will shortly be obtained. The vein underfoot is very strong. -Gippsland Times  



 

 
1872, November 2 Good Hope Company (registered) - I was somewhat surprised at seeing a paragraph in your last issue respecting the 
discovery of two more reefs in this company's claim. When I last wrote, there was a rumour that some of the wood cutters had discovered a new 
reef on the company’s ground, but after enquiry of the manager could not discover anything to justify the assertion. The new cross mine was cut 
in the shaft as reported in my last, but this could not be included in the “new mine spoken of”. The prospects of the company are certainly 
improving, and will, I believe, continue to improve. I am in constant weekly receipt of authentic information from the mine, and confess I have as 
yet heard nothing concerning the two new reefs spoken of. They are crushing from the cross vein this week but the returns are not yet to hand. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1872, November  14 The manager reports- We have commenced putting in another tunnel at the new reef, we are putting it in to cut the vein 
150 ft below No 1. We have nearly got all the quartz taken out beneath No 1. We have nearly got all the quartz taken out above No 1. I have not 
washed up since crushing from the new reef. Our wiper shaft gave way again, which caused us to lose four days’ crushing. I will not wash up now 
before Monday-Gippsland Times  
 
1872, November  18 the manager of the Good Hope refuses your correspondent any returns or reports, consequent upon having too much truth 
reported some weeks hence. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1872, November 21 Last crushing from new reef (hereafter to be called the Mitchell) 71 oz 18dwt from 76 tons. Vein in Good Hope, No 3 
workings, very irregular and dislocated. A tunnel has been started to drive to the Mitchell reef, which will have to go in about 260ft and if it then 
strikes will give about 270ft backs to stope upon. Next time quartz will be got out from the No 2 workings on Good Hope, and the drive on 
Mitchell reef 45ft from surface.  -Argus  
 
1872, November 23 Good Hope, Crooked River. — Last crushing from new reef (hereafter to be called the Mitchell reef) 71 oz. 18 dwt, from 76 
tons. Tunnel started to drive for Mitchell reef will have to go in about 260 feet, and if it then strikes will give about 17 feet of backs to stope 
upon. Meantime quartz will be got out from the No. 3 workings on Good Hope and the drives on Mitchell roof at 46 feet from surface-Age  
 
1872, December  30 129 oz 18 dwt 12 gr from 110 tons was brought into Grant yesterday (dated December 24) -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1872, December  31 The Good Hope Company (registered) washed up on Monday last and obtained 130 oz of retorted gold from about 120 
tons of stone taken from the old stopes. In the Mitchell Reef they are making very good progress in the tunnel. 
 -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, January  11 The Good Hope Company registered crushed 48 tons from the stopes, which yielded 75 oz 4 dwt of retorted gold. The 
tunnel in the Mitchell reef is now in 200 feet. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, January 18 Good Hope Company registered are still crushing. There is nothing fresh to report from the mine. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, January  28 The Good Hope Company registered washed up on Tuesday, having crushed 93 tons of stone taken from the old stopes 
which yielded 104 oz 18 dwt of retorted gold.. The tunnel in the Mitchell reef is progressing favourably; they expect to cut the reef in about 50 
feet. I regret having to state that the manager (Mr Mitchell) is very ill, so much so that he was compelled to take to his bed immediately after 
paying the men on Tuesday. Supposed to be colonial fever, although one of the men informed me yesterday-“That there could be no doubt the 
illness was caused by over anxiety, and going in and out of the mine, where the air was bad at all hours of both night and day”-Gippsland Times

 
1873, January 28 Good Hope Tunnelling  27 th- Tunnel to Mitchell reef is in 231ft with settled country in face. In Good Hope workings, No 3 
stope is nearly worked out, and we will shortly commence on the new reef struck in No 2, the stone of which looks promising. The last three 
returns have been:- December 23 129oz 18dwt 12gr from 114 tons; January 6 75oz 4dwt from 48 tons; January 20 104oz 12dwt from 95 tons.  -
Argus  
 
1873, February 1 Good Hope Company (registered) - No returns to hand since my last, and nothing of importance from the mine to 
communicate. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, February  8 The Good Hope Company, registered, crushed during the past ten days 72 tons of stone, which yielded 81 oz 19 dwt of 
retorted gold, being an average of nearly 1 oz 3 dwt per ton. The tunnel in the Mitchell reef is now in 256 ft, and they will probably strike the reef 
very shortly. Today a large body of quartz was struck in the tunnel, but it cannot yet be ascertained whether this has any connection with the 
reef. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, February  22 Good Hope Company registered- There is nothing of importance to communicate from this mine, the result of the last 
crushing not yet to hand. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, March 4 Good Hope Company (registered) crushed 76 tons of stone, which yielded 33 oz 4 dwt of retorted gold.. they are now 
repairing the furnaces and will roast all the pyrites before roasting any more stone. They will then grind them while crushing. They have not yet 
struck the reef in the tunnel on the Mitchell reef. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, March 18 The Good Hope Company registered have not yet struck the reef in the new tunnel. They are busily engaged roasting 
pyrites of which they have about eight tons, which is expected to yield something over 10 oz to the ton. They have taken up the Collingwood 
and Uncle Tom reefs, for which a lease will be applied for. I believe the former will prove to be a good property. The latter is in a better situation 
for the mill, but I would prefer pinning my faith to the former. -Gippsland Times  



 
1873, March 25 The Good Hope Company have not yet succeeded in striking the reef; they will finish the pyrites next week, from which 
about 100 oz is expected. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, April 7 Good Hope Tunnelllng, Crooked River, Last return 29oz 13dwt 12gr from 26 tons quartz, and 130oz 3dwt from 8 tons 12cwt 
pyrites. Still crosscutting from Mitchell Reef tunnel. Ground getting harder, and leaders pinching out. The company has taken up additional 
ground previously worked with profitable result.  -Argus  
 
1873, April 8 The Good Hope Company registered finished washing up from the pyrites. They put through 19,400 lb of pyrites, and 200 lb 
magnet iron, which yielded 130 oz 2 dwt of retorted gold, being about 16 oz to the ton. 
 In the Mitchell reef nothing of importance has yet been discovered, and they have started driving along the vein previously cut 
through. The stone in the upper portion of the cross vein will be taken out from the shaft. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, May 8 Good Hope Tunneling, Crooked River, May 7. From the appearance of the ground in the face, it is expected the Mitchell 
Reef will shortly make. The directors have authorised driving the tunnel to the Collingwood Reef on the opposite spur to prove a portion of the 
ground lately-Argus  
 
1873, May 13 The Good Hope Company (registered) have struck the vein in the Mitchell reef after driving 14 feet from the shaft. It appears 
the vein has taken a sudden dip into the hill; so much so that the tunnel, which was supposed to have been driven beyond the reef, will have to 
go about 70 ft further to cut it. A very good prospect has been obtained from the mullock, but the stone is poor where it was struck. -Gippsland 
Times  
 
1873, May 27 The Good Hope Company (registered) have driven 34 ft along the vein in the Mitchell reef. The vein is still 14 inches in 
width, and shows first rate gold, in fact the reef looks better than ever, they have stopped sinking the shaft down to the level of the lower tunnel, 
which will about 100 feet deeper than the present level. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, June 3 The Good Hope Company (registered) - Shaft sunk 29 ft for the week. Next week I will be in possession of some information 
respecting the present run of the Mitchell reef, and its probability of its joining the offshoot from the Good Hope vein in the low level. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1873, June 10 
 



-Gippsland Times  
 
1873, June 24 Good Hope Company, Registered.-Are down over 130 feet with the shaft on the Mitchell reef, and expect to be down to 
the depth of the level, about the end of next week or the beginning of the week following, They have had a drawback through the surface face 
drainage injuring the shaft; all outside works are stopped in consequence of the rain, but will be resumed directly the weather clears. The ground 
in the shaft is now slightly harder. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, July 1 The Good Hope Company has started rising to meet the shaft, and will probably break through on Saturday, so that by next 
week some information respecting the vein will be to hand. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, July 29 The Good Hope Company commenced crushing on Friday last. There is no news of importance from the mine. -Gippsland 
Times  
 
1873, August 12  
 



-Gippsland Times  

 
1873, August  23 Good Hope Company (registered)- In the 60 ft level they are now in over 140 feet; the reef in the face is nearly two feet 
wide, and on Tuesday night splendid gold came in the face. For the previous 16 feet the stone had got poorer than it had further back, but the 
new showing in face is equally as good as any yet obtained the gold showing well in the solid stone. In the stopes there is no change from last 
week’s reports. They will wash up on Monday next, but, from a large quantity of rather poor stone taken from the large vein being crushed in 
this lot, I should not expect so good a return as that from the last lot, although I believe the yield will be satisfactory. I will forward you memo of 
crushing by next post.-Gippsland Times  
 
1873, September  2 The Good Hope Company (registered)- washed up on Monday, and from 104 tons crushed, obtained 33 oz 2 dwt. This is 
even poorer than was expected; as I stated last week nearly the whole of this lot was taken from the large vein, still it was expected to yield over 
half an ounce to the ton. The vein in the face still continues, but is much smaller and carries very fair gold. They are still driving in the 60 ft level, 
but came in again in a very short distance. They are still driving the lower level, but are in a hard bar; consequently progress is slow. The new 
cam shaft arrived here this morning. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, September  9 The Good Hope Company (registered) are still driving their 60 ft level into the hill, the vein still continuing, although at 
present the stone is very poor; still there is little doubt that the gold will come in again., They are now in over 180 feet from the shaft. There is 
nothing fresh to report from the mine-Gippsland Times  
 
1873, September 16 Thee drive in the 60 ft level in Mitchell’s reef is now in nearly 200 feet-Gippsland Times  
 
1873, October 7 
 



 

-Gippsland Times

 



 

 
1873, October 14 One of the battery hands at the Good Hope met with an accident yesterday. He was engaged in carrying some new shoes 
for the battery along a plank, and when in the middle it broke, the shoes falling on one of the fingers of his right hand, the top of which got very 
badly smashed. 
 The Good Hope Company (registered) washed up yesterday from 103 tons of stone and obtained 42 oz 3 dwt 12 gr retorted gold. 
There is no change of any note to report from the mine. Mr G. N. Oakley inspected the mine this week. The sudden death of the underground 
manager’s wife has somewhat interfered with the receipt of late information. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, October 21 Good Hope Company (registered) - The ground in the No 2 tunnel is somewhat softer. No change in the stopes 
-Gippsland Times  
 
1873, October 28 The Good Hope will not wash up before next week. They have not yet struck the vein in the No 2 tunnel, but from present 
indications it will probably be cut before the next post. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, November 4 Good Hope Company has been almost at a standstill, nearly all the men having been on the spree. The manager informs me 
that from Thursday evening up to Monday night it had been impossible to get any of the men to go to work; besides which, from some he had 
to take any quantity of abuse. They struck a heavy stream of water in the face of the No 2 tunnel, Mitchell reef, last night, so may probably cut 
the reef some time next week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, November 8 Good Hope Company (registered) - Nothing of very cheering nature to report. The stopes in the 60 ft level are about 
finished; that is all that will pay for taking out. Up to this morning they had not succeeded in striking the reef in the No 2 tunnel, and, pending 
this, most of the hands will be knocked off. No returns are yet to hand. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, November 15 Good Hope Company registered- Washed up this week, and from 112 tons crushed obtained 36 oz 6 dwt of retorted gold. 
This will about finish up the crushing from the 60 ft level. From the latest information to hand there is no sign of the reef in the No 2 tunnel and 
no gold yet discovered in the Collingwood reef. -Gippsland Times  

 
1873, November 25 Good Hope Company registered- Information is just to hand that they have struck the reef in the No 2 tunnel, Mitchell; the 
reef appears to be very solid and not yet cut into, although the little stone broken out……….. indecipherable…They have discontinued sinking the 
shaft from the 60 ft level in consequence of the increase of drainage water caused by the late heavy rains. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, December 2 
 

-Gippsland 
Times  
 
1873, December 16 One of the employees at the Good Hope named Viviani met with a severe accident this week while cutting wood. The axe 
glanced and cut through his foot very badly. He will be unable to work for some time. 
 Good Hope Company (registered)- They have still the vein driving outwards; it appears to have taken a ….to the south-east and looks 
as if it will run nearly out to the surface. They are driving into the hill, the vein getting stronger, but not yet far enough in to get the good run of 
gold, although the stone being raised is payable. They started crushing yesterday. -Gippsland Times  
 
1873, December  30 The Good Hope Company (registered)- The works are nearly stopped, and the manager about at his wits’ ends, as the 
greater portion of the men have already started to have a little bit of Christmas. The manager informs me that during all the years he has been at 



the mine he had never had such a wet crowd to deal with, that in fact he is nearly driven cranky, and no men to be had to replace these thirsty 
souls. The mill is not going. It is more than probable no more stone will be crushed until the holidays are over-Gippsland Times  
. 
1874, January 20 Good Hope Company (registered) - There is no change of importance to communicate since last week. -Gippsland Times
 
1874, January  27 Good Hope Company (registered) have driven some distance on the new find in No 2 level without getting anything 
encouraging. The course of the vein driven on is parallel to the Good Hope, and about fifty feet distant from it. In the Mitchell reef there is no 
change for the better. No signs of the good run of gold cut through in the upper level is yet observable; the vein still continues into the hill, with 
splendid looking stone, but with little gold observable. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, January  27 Good Hope- 26 th- Mitchell Reef- In the drive the vein varies from 6in to 16in, and in the stopes averages from 10in to 12in, 
with gold showing. The last two crushings have returned 35oz 15dwt 12gr from 55 tons and 31oz 16dwt 12gr from 64 tons. The battery is still 
crushing by day.  -Argus  
 
1874, February 2 
 

 
 
 Good Hope Company (registered) are raising stone from the stopes, and still continuing their No 2 tunnel, but have not yet met with 
any change of importance. -Gippsland Times  

 
1874, February 10 Good Hope Company registered washed up yesterday, and from 93 tons put through obtained 42 oz 8 dwt of retorted gold. 
There is no change of importance in the mine. They are still driving the tunnel into the hill, the vein still continuing. 
-Gippsland Times  
 
1874, February 24 Good Hope Company (registered) are crushing during the day and will wash up on Saturday. There is but little change in the 
mine, still the little there is appears to be for the better, as the quality of the stone has slightly improved. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, March 3 The Good Hope Company (registered) washed up on Monday, the yield showing a slight improvement. They crushed 75 
tons of stone, from which they obtained 43 oz. 4 dwt retorted gold. The appearance of the stone in the stopes is on the improve, and gives a 
prospect of better yields. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, March 5 Good Hope Tunnelling In rising, the Mitchell reef keeps about the same thickness, with slightly improved stone. The main 
drive is now in 154ft on the vein, and as soon as we get into softer country we will put in a drive to strike the parallel reef. Last two crushings 
18oz 14dwt from 44 tons, and 45oz 4dwt from 75 tons. -Argus   
 
1874, March 10 Good Hope Company (registered) have put through 63 tons of stone, from which 27 oz retorted gold were obtained.. 
Nothing new to report from the mine. For the information of shareholders at a distance I may say that in my reports on the mine the number of 
tons given may be relied on as correct, being obtained from an authentic source. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, March 17 
 



 

-Argus  
 
1874, March 24 A miner named David Davies, working in the Good Hope Company’s mine, narrowly escaped being crushed to death this 
week. A large block of stone gave way without any warning, and jammed him against the wall, but he was soon extricated by some of the other 
workmen, and though only somewhat bruised it seemed but little short of a miracle in what manner he escaped so fortunately. 
 Good Hope Company (registered)- Nothing important from this mine. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, March 31 
 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1874, March 3 Good Hope Co (registered)- this company washed up on Monday, 43 oz 4 dwt from 70 tons or about 12 dwt to the ton-
Gippsland Mercury  
 



 

1874, March 31 Good Hope Mining Co (registered)- In the Mitchell reef the men have been knocked off on the cross-drive and they are 
again working on the vein. 
 Relative to the find of gold lately discovered in the Uncle Tom tunnel, there is but little information to hand, but as there are now two 
shifts put on to work in the tunnel, it looks like being alright. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, April 14 One of the employees in the Good Hope met with an accident yesterday, by which he received some severe bodily injuries. 
He was engaged trucking wood to the mill, and when near the wood stack, where the tramway is built up on horses, about 14 feet from the 
ground, slipped, and finding he could not recover himself, made an effort to spring onto the wood stack and came with his chest fair on one of 
the horses, receiving some rather severe bruises, besides getting much shaken, I fear it will be some time before he recovers as he complains of 
feeling great pain about the top of the spine. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, April 20 In the stope the vein is  much broken up at the west end, the walls being 8ft apart, with a mass of leaders carrying gold 
between them, all of which has to be broken out. We have discontinued the main drive, having got into watercourses running in different 
directions and are putting in cross-cut at tunnel level to strike another vein met with at 58ft drive. Last crushing yielded 20oz 18dwt from 41 
tons, and we still have a large body of stone to get out.  -Argus  

 
1874, April  21 There was little doing in this mine last week in consequence of the sports, those connected with the mine being the persons 
carrying out the details. The company liberally contributed £3 3 s towards the sports fund. Notwithstanding this drawback the manager 
succeeded in obtaining a cake of gold weighing 20 oz 12 dwt this week-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, May 5 The Good Hope Company (registered) - Nothing new or cheering to report. The stopes will shortly be worked out, and 
unless something new is discovered this portion of the company’s ground will soon be abandoned, at least so far as employing hands except 
probably a few for prospecting. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, May 19 Good Hope Company (registered) - Since my last, no washing up has taken place. The last yield from the Mitchell reef 
showed a slight improvement, but unfortunately there will not be much more to crush. The theory that I saw in print, that some were doubtful as 
to whether the Mitchell reef had yet been worked is simply absurd, for I have been so often through all the workings, and also examined a 
correct plan of all the underground workings, including cross-cuts, that I cannot imagine that anyone having a knowledge of these could express 
such an opinion. Nothing would give me greater pleasure than to be able to offer some consolation to the shareholders, while there was a 
probability of its being realized; but at present there is no inducement to offer it, consequently it is unwise to create hopes, which are only likely 
to end in disappointment. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, May 19 The quartz crushed during the past week is reported to be of better quality, and, a better average may be expected.  The 
return is 26 oz 5 dwt.  The fact of the company being summoned by the contractors caused a little excitement, and the men are blamed for their 
premature action. But when we consider the recent losses of other men in the Pioneer Company, it is but natural these men should look after 
themselves, although it would appear that had a little………………….Last week’s returns were incorrect-  29 oz 11 dwt-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, June 9 The yield up to Saturday last was 31 oz 16 dwt-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, June 9 June 4. Good Hope Company (registered) washed up this week, and from 79 tons of stone put through, obtained 31 oz. 18 
dwts. of retorted gold. They will not be able to start the battery again until to-day, in consequence of an acid cent, by which one of the large 
trucks got broken. It appears that the truck at the hopper slipped, and ran down about 150 yards, when the old wood work gave way, and so 
prevented any further damage. None of the ironwork was injured. According to promise I this week visited the mine. The stopes in the Mitchell 
Reef from the present level will be exhausted in about ten days, and the poorness of the stone as it  approaches the ? feet level can only 
be looked upon as one if the unaccountable things in quartz mining, for when the feet level was first driven, the stone both in the top and 
bottom of the drive looked exceedingly well. Although the tunnel very full of clay seams, still for a distance of nearly 15 feet, gold was visible in 
the clay as well as the stone, and would have deceived the best judge in the colony ; for,  as the stone taken out about this level had given 
payable returns, one might reasonably expect that, when the vein was cut in the No. 2 tunnel, and showing fair gold, some good stone would be 
obtained between these levels; instead of which it is evident that the good gold did not run below the 60 feet  level, as they have now started on 
the stope immediately below it, and the stone still remains poor. But 1 believe the gold will  make again at a greater depth; at least,  there is 
every probability of it, and is certainly worth prospecting deeper, as from the appearance of the country it seems more than probable that the 
richest level of the Good Hope vein has been fed from this reef. It is evident that this vein will not run through the hill, as about a hundred yards, 
above the surface workings there is a complete division of country, with the strata running in an entirely opposite direction. In regard to the 
Good Hope vein, I hear that an offer has been made to take it on tribute. I do not think the company  can do better than accept this offer. All the 
tribute they get will be found money, except that they would not wisely in restricting the tribute to the Good Hope vein, as there appears to be a 
regular r net work of quartz veins on different portions of the lease, one of which, situated very close to the surface workings on the  Good Hope 
vein, and in which seems prospecting is now being done, is a well defined vein running nearly north and south, with excellent looking surface 
stone, containing a large amount of mineral, and well worth prospecting. In reference to the Uncle Tom mine I may remark that the shoot 
of gold in the portion of the mine dips into the  hill, and although the tunnel is in beyond the perpendicular of where the gold was obtained 
above, still allowing for the dip, it does not appear that the tunnel is in sufficiently far, and considering the amount of money already expended 
should under all circumstances be driven in at least 60 feet farther, especially as the last 50 feet of tunnel driven shows a good vein, and there 
can be t no question that good stone was obtained the above; it certainly appears unwise to leave this in its present unsatisfactory state. 
In regard to putting in the remaining portion of the No. 4 tunnel in the Good Hope I cannot see that the shareholders would be benefited 
thereby. I believe it would cost over £? to put it in, and as there would not be more than 100 feet of backs to work on, it requires to be very 
good to leave anything to pay dividends after paying the cost of tunnelling, the working expenses. It would no doubt have been a wise 
proceeding to have finished this tunnel at first before any ground In between this and the No. 3 level had been re worked, but to put it in now 
would 1 think t be anything but a safe speculation. -Gippsland Times  



 

 
1874, June 11 The return from the Good Hope mine is not a good one, while on several other mines, work has been suspended 
altogether- notably the Ballarat, Faithful, Jeweller’s Shop, and Newcastle. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, June 15 
 
GOOD HOPE. Crooked River.-A general meeting of shareholders in the above company was held at Collins-street west on Friday, 12th June, Mr. 
W. J. Grey in the chair. The report of directors and balance sheet were received and adopted, and ordered to be circulated amongst the 
shareholders. Authority was given to continue certain works recommended by the directors, or to let a portion of the mine on tribute if thought 
expedient; and Messrs. Greig, Candler, and Rosa were elected directors in the place of those retiring.  -Argus  
 
1874, June 23 The Good Hope Company (registered) washed up yesterday, and from 91 tons of stone put through obtained 78 oz 11 dwt 
of retorted gold. They are now engaged in putting in a cross-cut from the No 3 level in the Good Hope, with the view of cutting a rich cross vein 
that was formerly worked by Messrs Wright, Lee & Co. If nothing is struck in that direction, I am glad to hear that it is intended to drive from this 
level across to the Mitchell reef, which if struck at this depth would give two years work. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, July 4 The final washing up of the Mitchell to hand this morning gave 45 oz 11 dwt-Gippsland Mercury  

 
1874, July 13 The prospecting crosscut from No 3 level is in 18ft. Country has been hard sandstone but slate mixed with cross quartz 
leaders has now put in with a very heavy flow of water coming from the face. Last crushing from Mitchell reef gave 20oz gold from 30 tons while 
about 1 ton 1 cwt of pyrite yielded 25oz 11dwt gold.  -Argus  
 
1874, August  1 There has been an attempt to obtain a party of men to work the Uncle Tom on terms, part wages, and the rest to come out 
of the mine, but whether the manager has yet succeeded is not known. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, August 11 
 

-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, August 13 There is nothing particularly encouraging from the Good Hope crosscut as yet. They are still in hard country; no quartz but a 
cleavage that might possibly prove to be a foot or hanging wall, but it is rather problematical. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, August 15 Crosscut from No 2 level in 42ft Struck two well defined walls with clay dip adhering, slate, sandstone, and quartz, as yet 
broken up between them. Continued driving east, when the walls closed to about 18in. apart; and to the west where they have opened to 4ft. 
may have some distance to drive before the vein makes solid, but the indications are very encouraging.  -Argus  
 
1874, August  25 In the crosscut the men have reached country somewhat easier, there being now a good dig containing a little quartz, but 
no gold. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, September 4 Good Hope, Crooked River , Sept 3-We are driving west of the crosscut at No 3 level, on a mixed reef of quartz and 
sandstone, ground getting softer in the face The walls of the reef are well defined, and about 5ft apart, but at present there is no definite 
formation of solid quartz between them-Argus  
 
1874, September 12 The news from this mine is becoming of a stereotypical character, still on the supposed walls, a little quartz occasionally, but 
no gold. Last week’s……..half wages was incorrect. The men have submitted to a slight decrease of wages, that’s all. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, September 16 



191 
 

 

-Argus

 
 

1874, September 22 



-Gippsland Mercury

 



 
1874, October 3 The men are now driving for the Mitchell reef in the No 3 tunnel-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, October 5 Good Hope- 2 nd- We have started driving from the engine chamber Good Hope towards the Mitchell workings. Have driven 
with 4 men 22ft in 5 days. The old Good Hope vein, which was previously pinched out, has put in again. At present it is about 3ft thick and 
carries very good gold. Two new reefs, one apparently payably auriferous, have recently been discovered on surface, and a tunnel 84ft in length 
will prospect both these, and give about 50ft to rise upon.  -Argus  
 
1874, October  6 The statement made in my last that six more men were to be put on at the Good Hope was, I fear, premature. The manager 
has had authority from the directors to put them on if required, but only one additional hand has gone on as yet. 
 ..news has just reached me that the ref has been struck from the engine tunnel on the Good Hope mine, showing very fair gold. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1874, October   10 They are expecting shortly to have stone ready for crushing, as the tramway from No 3 level to the battery is being put into 
repair. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, October 20 The prospects from this mine seem to be improving, the stone lately raised being spoken very well of. They have been 
driving through quartz for the last 30 feet showing gold, and expect to have a matter of 50 or 60 tons ready for putting through next week. -
Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, October  20 The information received from the Good Hope during the week is rather of a favourable character than otherwise, but until a 
crushing takes place from the reef they are now working it is impossible to form any correct opinion concerning it., -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, October 31 

-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, October 31 
 

-Argus  
 



1874, November  10 The present workings are confined to putting in a drive from the engine chamber in the 500 ft level, along the old Good 
Hope line of reef, with the intention of ultimately cutting the Mitchell reef. A distance of 130 feet has already been driven in this direction, 
showing for the last fifty feet a fine large reef, having unfortunately little or no gold in it. When first struck, about a week ago, it showed 
splendidly, but the gold almost immediately ran out. The manager expects to drive 200 feet more before cutting the Mitchell line of reef, when if, 
he anticipates, good stone be found, there will be a depth of at least 500 feet to work out. -Gippsland Times  
 
1874, November 10 The return from the Good Hope of 5 ozs 5 dwts from forty-four 'tons of stone has been a great disappointment to 
every one. Although it was generally known that the quartz was comparatively, poor, still a hope existed that it might contain sufficient gold to 
pay for raising and crushing. Such expectations, however, proved delusive, and it will, I fear, be eight or ten weeks at least before anything of 
a payable nature will be found in this mine, The present workings are confined to put ting in a drive from the engine chamber in the five 
hundred feet level, along the old Good Hope line of reef, with the intention of ultimately cutting the Mitchell Reef., A distance of 130 feet has 
already been driven in this direction, showing for the last fifty feet a fine large reef, having unfortunately little or no gold init. When first struck, 
about a week ago, it showed splendidly, but the gold almost immediately ran out. The manager expects to drive 200 feet more before cutting 
the Mitchell line of reef, when if, as he anticipates, good stone be found, there will be a depth of at least 500 feet to work out. -Gippsland Times
 
1874, November  28 The stone raising from this mine seems to vary in quality so much that it is difficult to form an estimate of probable results.  
One day it will be looking very well indeed, the next day, probably, it is looking very bad indeed, however, the true test, crushing, is to 
commence this day. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1874, December 24 The Good Hope Company are putting in an air passage along the drive they are at present working, and the stone taken out 
shows good gold, but what quantity there is of it is as yet doubtful. -Gippsland Times  
 
1875, February  11 The Good Hope, this time, I am happy to say, last week came on good gold-bearing quartz. This time the report can be 
relied on, and it is therefore to be hoped that once more busy times will succeed the linger-and-die sort of existence that has so long reigned 
over this famous mine. -Gippsland Times  
1875, February 11 

-Gippsland Mercury

 
1875, February 12 GHT Struck Mitchell reef, 15in thick. Fair show gold.  -Argus  
 
1875, February  18 The vein struck last week is daily improving in appearance, making 

larger with a good dig, and a fair percentage of gold to 

be seen. -Gippsland Mercury
 



 
1875, March 24 
 

-Argus  
 
1875, April 10 In consequence of the destruction of the Mornington battery, and the unusually dry season, quartz mining has been very 
quiet during the past quarter, a small cake from the Mitchell reef being the only returns. But this state of things will shortly be altered, as a few 
showers of rain will enable the “Time will tell” battery to work, when we may expect some decent sized cakes of gold from the Bright Star and 
Excelsior claims. The Mornington battery is getting well advanced towards completion, the Hopeful and Palmerston both having stone at grass 
awaiting the event. It is expected that when the mill is once again at work it will be the means of several parties doing a little prospecting around 
Grant, who have been deterred from so doing, through not being certain they could get their stone crushed. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1875, June 21 Good Hope, Crooked River .-A meeting of shareholders in the Good Hope Tunnelling and Quartz Mining Company, Crooked 
River, was held at the company's offices, 40 Collins street west, Melbourne, on the 11th inst., Mr. W. J. Greig in the chair. The report of directors 
and audited balance-sheet were received and adopted, and the retiring directors and auditors re-elected. The report explained that the reef 
along which the main drive had been continued, and which was now in 400ft., had been, though auriferous, un-payable, in consequence of its 
thinness and irregularity, and that there was great reason to doubt if it was the Mitchell Reef. Several other veins had been struck, and work was 
now going on to determine the true Mitchell Reef before driving upon it. The expenditure for the quarter had amounted to £32. 16s. 5d., the 
total liabilities were £444 5s. ld., and though assets, exclusive of value of mine and plant, £4,084 5s.  -Argus  
 
1875, September 14 The men have cut through the hard country they have had to contend with so long, and are now in soft slate, and in 
consequence they are in daily expectation of cutting the Mitchell reef. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1875, September 28 
 



-Gippsland Mercury  
 
1875, October  16 Good Hope Mining Company (Registered)- The work in this mine has taken a new direction as the men have commenced to 
take out a block of stone of about 100 tons, left between the … and the No 3 Level which is expected to yield from one to two ounces per ton, 
and will……. (indecipherable)  -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1875, December  9 Another fine cake of gold was brought into Grant this morning, being the yield of 28 tons of stone from the Good Hope 
mine, weighing 242 oz 11 dwts. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1875, December 9 The Good Hope Company, Grant, have crushed 27 tons yielding 242oz 11dwt-Gippsland Times 
 
1876, June 19 Good Hope, Crooked River.-The general meeting of shareholders was held on the 14th inst, when the retiring directors and 
auditors were re-elected, and the report and balance-sheet adopted. Though report stated that crushings had been taken out and would shortly 
be tried from the Mitchell reef in No. 2 tunnel, and from the eastern continuation of the old Good Hope vein. Pending the result of these being 
known, no further prospecting work was being carried on, as the Mitchell reef in depth did not present sufficient encouragement. Operations 
had been conducted during the quarter to thoroughly test various portions of the mine at a small outlay. 
 
1876, June 29 10 tons of stone from the No 3 level gave an average of 11 dwt; the stone is still improving in quality. -Gippsland Mercury
 
1876, July 15 The stone they are now stoping out from the No 3 level to this mine still continues to improve in quality. Another crushing 
was commenced yesterday, which will probably average an ounce to the ton. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1876, July 26 In rising, reef opened out to 5ft thick. Not much gold seen, but estimated payable. Have about 40 tons at grass .In 
consequence the long prevailing frosts preventing snow thawing, and in the absence of rainfall, have not been able to resume crushing. the 
creek water being lower than it has been at this time for 11 years.  -Argus  
 
1876, July 29 The battery has been at work during the week, but, for want of water, only day shifts; the plates are looking favourable, and 
it is expected that the average will not be far off an ounce to the ton. The vein has opened out wider, as much as three feet in places. -Gippsland 
Mercury  
 
1876, August 1 The battery is kept going daily, the plates looking fair. The quartz in the stopes continues to look payable. -Gippsland 
Mercury  
 



1876, August 19 The crushings lately have been so far successful, and should the next one be equally so, there is a probability of the work 
being extended, and more men engaged. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1876, September  19 Accurate returns of the last crushing not to hand, but 18 oz to about 50 tons is supposed to be not far off. In 
rising the stopes the men have come across some better stone again, but have been compelled to discontinue the work, in consequence of the 
great influx of water caused by the melting of the snow. The manager will be treating pyrites during the week. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1876, September 23 The drainage water still prevents the work being prosecuted in this mine. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1876, October 3 Good Hope Quartz Mining Co (Registered) - Prospects not very bright at these workings, and it is now becoming 
questionable if the mine will pay current expenses, and as the shareholders object to having to pay any more calls it seems probable that we will 
have to place the company under the heading- moribund; but they seem to possess the proverbial nine lives of the cat, for often when 
apparently at the last gasp they suddenly rise with renewed vitality-Gippsland Mercury 
 
1876, December 16 GOOD HOPE TUNNELLING, Crooked River. The general meeting of shareholders was held on Friday, 8th inst., at the 
company's offices, in Collins-street west, Mr. W. J. Greig in the chair. The report of the directors and audited balance sheet were received and 
adopted, and the retiring auditors re-elected. The report alluded to the great amount of prospecting and development work done during the 
quarter, and the striking of a new cross-make of gold-bearing stone, which had been proved to exist for 260ft. in height, between Nos. 2 and 3 
levels, and which might possibly go up to the surface 280ft. above No. 2 level. The reserve fund had not been seriously encroached upon during 
the quarter, although a loss had accrued on the mining operations,  -Argus  
 
1877, March 22 Mr William Tarn and party have been the successful tenderers for working this company’s mine on tribute. -Gippsland 
Mercury  
 
1877, June 12 Mr Mitchell, the Good Hope manager, had a very narrow escape on Tuesday, he being behind the engine “chocking” when a 
bullock chain snapped, and the engine with four bullocks attached ran over the chock and went about thirty yards down the spur again, but 
were fortunately pulled up by a big tree. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1877, August  30 The tributors in the Good Hope are now at work on a new vein of quartz lately discovered, a few hundred yards south of the 
Mitchell reef. The vein is somewhat small, but the coveted metal is there, and the country is not hard, so that the men have reasonable hopes of 
being renumerated for their labour. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1878, January 15  



 
 The tributors in the Good Hope mine had a somewhat rough time of it at first, and it was feared that they would have to succumb, but 
they succeeded in pulling through on the occasion of the last crushing. Since then matters are looking so gloomy that an utter collapse seemed 
inevitable, but Messrs tarn and Viviani stuck manfully to the work, and we now indecipherable them from any unpleasant fears in respect of the 
present year’s out-put and the results. It is understood that they also contemplate putting through about 1000 tons of mullock from the old 
workings, which they anticipate will sufficiently recoup them. 
 To commence this year with, we now have four parties working on quartz, viz: Good Hope, Republic, Champion, and Sons of Freedom, 
and as they are all reputed to be on good gold, it is to be hoped that they will conduce in retrieving the fallen fortunes of other mining 
properties, and we will conclude this article on quartz by wishing them a prosperous new year. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1878, February  19 The late rains have given sufficient water to induce the “Good Hope” men to start the battery this week, and it is to be 
hoped that their returns will be the means of restoring some of the lost confidence. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1878, March 12 The Good Hope Co will commence another crushing this week. -Gippsland Mercury  
 
1879, February 17 
 



-Gippsland Times  
 
 
1879, March 3 I see by your advertising columns that the Good Hope plant and mine is in the market. It is to be hoped that some men of 
capital will purchase it, for by putting in a low level into the Good Hope, the mine is pretty certain to prove remunerative- but it wants money to 
do it. -Gippsland Times  
 
1879, March 14 . I have been given to understand that the Good Hope Mining Company contemplate carrying on work again at their mine, 
the object being to cut the vein at a considerably lower level than has been done hitherto. About a dozen men are to be taken on to drive the 
tunnel in on terms, i.e., twenty-five shillings per man, per week, until such time as the reef is struck, when they are to receive fill wages. I am not 
certain of the nature of the terms, but it is on some such basis as mentioned. No difficulty will be found in getting our local miners to go in on 
the terms named. 
 
1879, April  18 The tributors in the Good Hope mine finished up a crushing on Saturday last, with, I am sorry to record, very disastrous 
results, as the gold obtained did not cover by  a long way, the working expenses. I hear that it is very probable that the scheme lately sketched 
out in your columns of working this mine on a very low level on terms with the working miners is likely to be carried out. -Gippsland Times
  

 



Gippsland Times  
 
1879, June 30 MF. FPA. No. 3384. THE BANK OF VICTORIA v. THE GOOD HOPE TUNNELLING AND QUARTZ MINING COMPANY 
(REGISTERED). NOTICE is hereby given that I shall cause to be sold (if the above Writ be not sooner matillied) at the Club Hotel, Foster. street, 
Sale, at the hour of twelve o'clock noon, on MONDAY, the 7th day of JULY, 1879, all the right, title and interest of the above defendant Company 
in and to Mining Lease No. 260, dated September 18th, 1805;  
also, the Tunnels, Tramways, Buildings, Machinery, Tools, Appliances, Stores, &c., &e., inventories of which can be seen. At my office, Courthouse, 
Sale, or with W. Tarn, my bailiff in charge of the said-Gippsland Times  
 
1879, August 18  A new tribute has been let for working the Good Hope mine to Messrs Edwards and Richmond. I hear that it is 
likely the No 4 level will be continued to be carried in about a month’s time. -Gippsland Times  
 
1879, September 29     Messrs Edwards and Richmond, the present tributors of this claim, have been directing their attention to the Mitchell line 
of reef, and last week, in following up a clay seam,  where the quartz vein had disappeared, they were fortunate enough to strike a body of very 
excellent auriferous stone. The extent of this new find cannot at present be estimated, but as far as the work now shows it promises well, and the 
tributors are supposed to be in for a good thing. -Gippsland Times  
 
1879, November 5 
 

1879, June 2 



 -Gippsland Times  
 
1879, December 3 New Good Hope Q. M. Co  This company’s engine and battery are becoming to look decent once more, and are being put 
in excellent trim by the present staff. The hopper is full of quartz from the tributor’s workings, and crushing will commence about the beginning 
of next month. The No 4 level, it is understood, will be proceeded with after the return of Mr Harrison from Sale. -Gippsland Times  
 
1879, December 10 Last week the Uncle Tom reef was taken up and registered in interests of the New Good Hope Co 
 The New Good Hope battery is now reducing the quartz lately taken from the tributor’s workings. A well-known engineering expert, 
who has been acquainted with this crushing plant since it was first erected, avers that it never worked smoother and better than it is now. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1879, December 31 ..work will be resumed after the holidays by the tributors of the Good Hope; the No 4 level will be cleaned out, and a new 
tramway laid down preparatory to having the tunnel driven further. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, January 7  Within the past few months, however, our quartz reefing has received so much attention that I am awakening up 
to the probability that by this time next year I shall have something to "blow" about, and I believe I shall then be able to give you a satisfactory 
balance sheet of our quartz mining progress. For two long years our batteries were silent: for two years our quartz mines were virtually 
abandoned; for two years our quartz miners subsided into alluvial fossickers; but we have changed all that now. Two batteries, the Good Hope 
and Mornington, have been crushing; two batteries, the Jungle and Hibernia, are in the course of removal for re-erection at the Little Venture 
and Normanby respectively; the Jeff Davis battery will shortly be shifted to another location, and probably three or four other batteries will be 
erected ere this year ends. 
  Our long abandoned quartz mines are being occupied in every direction. We have now in work the Good Hope, Mitchell, Uncle Tom, 
Jeweller's Shop, Mountaineer (now Lone Hand), Good Luck (now Alpine), and Little Venture. We have pegged out and registered, and will shortly 
have mentioned, the Rose and Shamrock, Palmerston, Success (now Consolation), and the Republic. -Gippsland Times  
 



1880, January 14 . New Good Hope Company.-Eight men are now actively employed in the immediate vicinity of the No. 4 level, 
making preparations for the removal of the engine from the No. 3 level. The engine is to he re-erected adjacent to entrance of the No. 4 level to 
supply air for the boring ma chine. The tributors will commence work this week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, January 28 
 

 
-Gippsland Times  
 
1880, March 17 The works at the New Good Hope Co’s mine are progressing well. Carpenter’s shop, smithy, and engine shed are built and 
roofed with galvanized iron. The engine is nearly ready for work. The new tramway in the level is being rapidly laid. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, April 16 The air receiver for the New Good Hope Company was successfully lowered to its destination last week. The process of 
lowering from the top of spur to the No. 4 plat only taking three days. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, April 17  The air receiver for the new Good Hope Company was delivered at Summer Hill on Friday morning. -Gippsland Times
 
1880, April 21 New Good Hope- The air receiver has arrived on the ground and safely placed in position. The tramway is laid close up to 
face of the tunnel, and everything is being got ready for an early start to drive. Mr. Dalton, of the Rocky Mountain Sluicing Company, 
Beechworth, has been engaged to superintend the boring machinery. The tributers expect to commence crushing about the end of this month.
Argus  
 
1880, May 24 An accident, which might ,easily have been more serious, occurred yesterday on the New Good Hope Company's ground. 
The tributors were letting quartz down the incline from the tunnel to the battery when a shackle broke, and the loaded truck went away with a 
run at a tremendous pace; necessarily the return truck soon gave chase, and both trucks were smashed. A Mr. D. Richmond, who was walking up 
the tramway at the time, had a very narrow escape, he being menaced on either side by the runaway trucks, his escape being truly marvellous. 
The crushing of the tributors' quartz was concluded this morning, but it is not expected to yield very well, as in consequence of the above 
accident a lot of the best quartz could not be conveyed to the battery. -Gippsland Times  



 
1880, May 28 The Now Good Hope Co, is vigorously carrying on operations, and we may expect soon to hear of boring being proceeded 
with. One of the new boring machines from California, the National, is reported to be now in bond, its ultimate destination being the Company's 
works. There is likewise some talk of purchasing the rock-boring machine that was lately in work at Beechworth, but what the Company can want 
with so many boring machines is a bit of mystery. The result of the crushing of the tributors' quartz has not been made public here. The gold 
reported to have been struck in the Uncle Tom cannot as yet he considered payable, and if wise counsels prevail the manager will cause the 
country to be opened up a bit more before committing the shareholders to any heavy outlay. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, July 14 Boring machine started 12 th  inst and 5 ½ ft of the tunnel driven for the week with one shift, which is considered very 
satisfactory for a start. Ground hard blue rock, but blasts well. The new American rock drill is now on the road to the mine.  -Argus  
 
1880, July 23 At the New Good Hope tunnel they have made a start with the new boring machine, the “National” but the little time it has 
been in use is not sufficient to warrant one in giving a pronounced opinion of its merits at present. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, August 6 There is nothing much to report of the New Good Hope, beyond that the new boring machine is making satisfactory 
progress. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, August 20 Boring at the New Good Hope Co’s No 4 level is proceeding quicker, as the men are becoming more accustomed to the 
work. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, September 10 Mr I. Chrisman has been appointed mining manager for the New Good Hope. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, September 20 Mr L. Jensen’s visit to the Good Hope mine seems to have been productive of something, for the biggest show for a week’s 
work in the tunnel was made last week, the men having driven 14ft for the week, which considering the country is hard may be counted very 
good work indeed. The boring of this tunnel is now to be let on contract, and a large amount of interest is taken by our miners in the matter as 
to who will be the successful tenderer. Mr Joseph Cox, the engineer of the Good Hope, was told off to make an examination of the western 
battery, it being contemplated to remove the plant to the Eureka Co’s works. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, September 29 New Good Hope 20 th- Ground is still continuing to blast well, and although the face is very hard, better progress has been 
made. There are not so many holes bored, but the ground blasting better permits of their being put in deeper. The result of the work done for 
the week is 191ft bored, or 72 holes of an average depth of 2ft 6in from which trusks of rock (half a ton each) were taken out , length of tunnel 
for the week 16ft. National rock borer working well.  -Argus  
 
1880, November 3 November 1. New Good Hope Co.-The No. 4 level was driven 12 feet for the week ending Saturday. Late appearances 
indicated the probability of the country becoming easier-Gippsland Times  
 
1880, November 10 New Good Hope Co- Four shifts were lost the past week through want of dynamite. The colonial made dynamite does not 
seem to be liked by the men, as a great deal of personal inconvenience and suffering seems to follow its use.  Thirteen feet of the No 4 level was 
driven for the week, making a total of 682 ½ ft. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, November 26 New Good Hope Co.-Ten feet were driven in the No. 4 level for the week ended Saturday, making a total of 7041ft. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1880, November 29 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Ten feet were driven at the No 4 level for the week, making a total of 704 ½ ft. -Gippsland Times
 
1880, December 1 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- 10 ft were driven for the week at No 4 level. The ground continues hard. During the week the 
crossheads of the air pump were broken and the engine needed repairs, resulting in a loss of time equal to three shifts.  There is also a scarcity 
of steel for making drills of sufficient length, which helps to retard the works. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, December 8 10 ft driven on No 4 level for the week. Means and appliances being in better order, we will probably soon hear of a better 
average being made. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, December 22 New Good Hope Q. M. Co Twelve feet were driven in the No 4 level for the week ended the 18 th. Country still continues 
hard, but blasts a little better. As much as 59 trucks of mullock have been moved for the week. One shift was lost during this time to repair slight 
damages to machinery. The tributor’s stone is now being packed to the battery, owing to the late breakage on the tramway. This will delay the 
crushing till after the new year. -Gippsland Times  
 
1880, December 29 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- All work knocked of f at midnight, Christmas Eve. Ten feet were driven in the No 4 level for the 
five days then ended.  The country is getting better for blasting. -Gippsland Times  

 
1881, January 19 New Good Hope M. Co Work is now in full swing once more. On Tuesday last a change in the country was met with in the 
No. 4 level for the better, the result being that 14ft were driven for the week ended Saturday, being 4 feet over the usual average. 
New Good Hope Tributors- Packing the stone to the battery, it is expected, will be concluded at the end of the week. They expect to have 100 
tons more or less. Crushing is expected to commence on Tuesday. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, January 26 New Good Hope Co- Twelve feet were driven in the No 4 level for the week ended 22 nd  inst. The country is making a little 
harder than it was the week previously. A stoppage of 24 hours occurred through the breaking of the valve of the air-pump, otherwise there 



 

would have been a few feet more to record. The total driven in the level is 782 feet. The tributors commenced their crushing on Wednesday last, 
but owing to the scarcity of water they are only crushing by day. It will take them nearly a fortnight to finish putting this stone through. 
The contractors in the Uncle Tom will not commence their contract until after the above crushing is finished-Gippsland Times  
 
1881, February 2  Jan. 31. New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-12 feet were driven in the No. 4 level for the week ended the 20th, making a 
total of 704 feet. Two shifts were lost during the week, in consequence of the breaking of piston rings. A great deal of water is springing up from 
the foot in the face. The tributors are getting on very well with their crushing, and it is expected that the stone will all be put through by 
Wednesday. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, February 7  New Good Hope  Tunnel driven 20ft for fortnight, total 782ft. Ground a little softer for a few days, but has got 
hard again. Three shifts repairing valves of air pump. Rock drill working well.  -Argus  
 
1881, February 9 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The No 4 level was driven 12ft for week ending 5 th , making a total of 806ft. The country is much 
intersected with quartz veins, and the manager reports it as being the hardest ground yet met with in the tunnel. The tributors have finished 
their crushing and washed up, but I am unable to obtain accurate figures of the result, pending returns from the bank of actual value of gold. It 
is pretty generally public; however, that there is a large falling off in the number of tons crushed and in the yield, to what was anticipated. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1881, February 22 New Good Hope- Tunnel driven 24ft for the fortnight, making total distance 806ft Ground very hard with quartz seams 
intersecting. A good deal of water in the face.  -Argus  
 
1881, February 23 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The No 4 level was driven 10ft for the week. On Friday night the men came on to a change of 
country, indicative of their having got through the hard bar, so that an improvement may now be looked for in the distance driven in a week. 
The total length of the tunnel is now 824 feet. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, March 2 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1881, March 9  New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-For the week ending the 4th, the manager reports the ground as being better for blasting 
towards the end of the week, but making a good deal of water. 12 feet were driven for the week, malting a total of 840 feet. -Gippsland Times
 
1881, March 16 No stoppage during the week ended 12 th , excepting to put a new valve in air-pump. 13 feet were driven for the week, 
making in all 862 feet. The ground still continues hard but blasts well. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, March 23 New Good Hope Q. M. Co Only three days work was done last week, the men having knocked off on Wed. night. Seven feet 
were driven in No 4 level, total of 809ft. -Gippsland Times  

 
1881, April 6 14ft were driven in No 4 level for the week ended 2 nd, making  a total of 897 feet. The plans in connection with the recent 
survey reached here in the last mail, and are reported to be favourable to the working, as they are being and have been proceeded with since 
the re-formation of the company. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, April 13 The No 4 level was driven 14 feet for the week, making a total of 911 feet. The manager reports that on Thursday the 
country met with was much harder, but blasted well. All machinery in good working order. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, April 20 The men all ceased working on Wednesday night for the Easter holidays. The country in No 4 level has set in very hard 
again; 9 feet were driven for the week-Gippsland Times  
 
1881, April 27 Work, in consequence of the Easter holidays, was not resumed until Wednesday morning. Eight feet in the No 4 level were 
driven for the four days, the country being very hard. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, May 18 No manager's report this week, nothing having been done in the mine. A special messenger has been to Sale to obtain 
the necessary parts required for the boring machine; he is expected back to-day, and full work is expected to commence in the No. 4 level to-
morrow-Gippsland Times  
 
1881, June 1 New Good Hope Q. M. Co  Excellent progress was made in No 4 level last week, 17 feet having been driven in that time. The 
country was reported to be easier, but hardened again towards the end of the week. All the machinery is in good working order. -Gippsland 
Times  
 
1881, June 8 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- For week ended Saturday 4 th-, very good progress is reported, the country continuing easier. 
Seventeen feet were driven for the week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, June 29 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- 12 feet driven in No 4 level for week ending Saturday 25 th. There is a great deal of water in the 
face yet, but it is reasonable to suppose that ere long that this will greatly diminish as the supply becomes exhausted in the upper workings. On 
inspecting the engine shaft in No 3 level on Saturday, it was discovered that the water had decreased in depth during the week a matter of 20 



 

feet, thus unmistakingly demonstrating some near communication with the old workings. The total distance now driven is 1041 feet. -Gippsland 
Times  
 
1881, July 6 New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-In the No. 4 level 12 foot were driven for week ended Saturday the 2nd, making a total of 1053ft. 
The country being exceedingly hard, the progress made last week is very satisfactory.  The water tapped a fortnight since is now passed through, 
so that the face is comparatively dry, but from certain indications it is considered probable that another supply will be tapped before long... On 
examining the indecipherable  workings it is shown that the water in the engine shaft has decreased depth of 35 feet. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, July 13 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- 13 ft driven in No. 4 level. The outflow of water is a great drawback to the work. A decrease for 
the week of 19 feet of water in the upper workings has occurred; country very hard, but rock blasts well. Total distance driven 1066 ft. -Gippsland 
Times  
 
1881, July 20 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Manager report 16 th- 18 feet have been driven in the No 4 level, making a total of 1084ft. A soft 
vein, or dig, much resembling the wall of the Good Hope reef in the upper workings, was met with, which the manager thinks is the true wall of 
the reef. They are now about ten feet beyond the estimated distance, as surveyed under the old company, but according to the estimate recently 
made by Mr M’Kenzie, of Bright, they have to drive 74 feet more. The country they are now driving through s slate, a pretty good proof of their 
not having yet passed the line of reef, as the further wall is sandstone. They tapped another supply of water on Monday. The water in the upper 
workings has now decreased over 60 feet. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, July 22 The New Good Hope Quartz Mining Company, Grant, have ascertained that they have        their claim.  -Argus 
 
1881, August 1 New Good Hope Quartz, Grant- 25 th- Tunnel driven 21ft past fortnight, making total length 1,063ft. On Saturday, 16 th , a soft 
vein was struck in the face, which the manager thinks may prove to be the line of reef, the walls being well defined. He intends driving tunnel a 
few feet further, and then will open out on the vein to the westward to strike the shoot of gold. The water has lowered 31ft in the upper 
workings during the fortnight.  -Argus  
 
1881, August 3 Ǹew Good Hope Q. M. Co- Have discontinued driving along the course of the tunnel, and have come back to dig along the 
line of reef; have driven 18 feet for the week. There is very little water in the face of the drive. Water in the upper workings has decreased ten 
feet for the week. A good deal of broken quartz is met with in driving. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, August 17 Now Good Hope G.M. Co.-The manager reports for the week ended 13th. instant:-Nothing of any importance to notice this 
week. Making good way in driving level; still a little quartz in dig. We have had a good deal of water in face of working this week, but it is getting 
a little less again. Water lowered in old working 10 feet for week. Length driven in No. 4 level 23 feet.  -Gippsland Times  

 
1881, August 19 8 th- Drive has been opened out westward on the course of the reef, and has been driven 38ft. A little loose quartz is met 
with at intervals, indicating that it is the true course of lode. The manager expects to reach the shoot of gold in a very short time. Water lowered 
20ft in old workings during past fortnight.  -Argus  
 
1881, August 24 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- manager reports 20 th- Nothing of any importance to communicate. Dig still continues with a 
little quartz intermixed. Length driven for the week, 30 feet. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, August 31 Mr Holland mentioned that one of the National drills was now being used in the New Good Hope mine, Grant. This 
mine previously had been lying low for some time-Argus  
 
1881, August 31 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- For week ended 27 th , 27 feet have been driven to the westward, but no further indications of the 
reef. The country is much about the same all through drive, except the variation in the width of the seam. The water in the upper workings has 
lowered over 100 feet since it has been struck. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, September 7 .. New Good Hope Co.-The manager reports for week ended on the 3rd :--Nothing now to report this week, no change in 
the level." The country is easy; 20 ft. driven for the week. , Uncle Tom: Co.-Packers have been getting on very well, considering the weather, with 
packing the stone from the mine, and should the weather hold up they will soon have the job completed. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, September 14 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- For the week ended 10 th  they have driven along the dig in the No 4 level a distance of 27 feet, 
but the reef has not been met with. Having driven now to the eastward over 100 feet without meeting with the reef, the direction of the work is 
now to be altered, and they are going to now try driving westward. During the past week, the managing director, Mr Harrison, has had a careful 
survey made of the workings in the Nos 3 and 4 levels, and I learn that this survey, and the one made by Mr Mackenzie, the surveyor, of Bright, 
so far vary that the No 4 level at the face should be 100 feet to the west to accord with the calculations made by Mr Mackenzie. This seems to 
me to be a very grave error to be made by such an expert as Mr Mackenzie is reported to be, if true. 
 As Mr McKenzie has been so successful in his estimate position of reef in the Palmerston, might not the Good Hope shareholder take 
heart and have good cause to think that their tunnel is not in far enough His estimate made from survey when here on Palmerston business 
gives them another 50 foot more or less drive.  And the case is strengthened when we learn that in the upper workings about 60 or 70 foot from 
line of roof, there is a "blind vein" running through the country similar to the one they are now driving on-Gippsland Times  
 
1881, September 21 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- A very serious accident occurred to the boring machine during the week, causing the complete 
stoppage of the work. The necessary repairs will have to be effected in Melbourne, and it will be some two or three weeks before work can be 
resumed. They had commenced to continue the level in a direct line.  
-Gippsland Times  



 

 
1881, October 19 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Operations at the company’s works were resumed on Monday last. The manager reports that 
there is no particular change to remark. The rock is hard and curly; length driven for the week 15 feet. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, October 26 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Nothing particular to notify from this mine, excepting the country being very hard, and 14 feet 
driven in the tunnel. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, October 28 The managing director of the New Good Hope Q. M. Co reports- week ending 22 nd - There is no change in the character of 
the rock, which continues very hard. The work done for the week is 236ft 10in. bored, or 98 holes of an average depth of 2ft 5in., from which 7 ½ 
trucks of broken rock were taken out. Length driven for the week 14ft. No change, the rock is very hard and does not blast well. -Gippsland 
Times  

 
1881, October 31 New Good Hope, Crooked River , October 21 -Driving in main tunnel was resumed on the 10th Inst, and 29ft. driven on for 
the fortnight Rock very hard The reef is expected to be struck in another 30ft-Argus  
 
1881, November 2 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Rock continues hard and blasts badly. Distance driven for the week 14ft. There was a change in 
the ground Saturday night, the country showing signs of being easier, “heady” and water showing on face. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, December 21 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- 21ft were driven last week along the line of reef in No 4 level. The vein of quartz they have been 
working on appears to be running out. -Gippsland Times  
 
1881, December 27 New Good Hope 19 th- Drive along reef 3 ½ ft last fortnight. The horse of fault has now run out, and the reef is very small, 
carrying a little gold, the next block of stone is expected to be a continuation of the indecipherable which was worked in the upper levels.  -Argus
 
1882, January 6 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1882, January 11 9 th- New Good Hope Q. M. Co are expected to recommence operations this morning. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, January 18 New Good Hope Q. M. Co Work was resumed in the No 4 level on Monday, but owing to the great scarcity of water for the 
first half of the week the boring machine was not at work. Rain on Wednesday brought a sufficiency of water for engine and machine. The 
country they were in was very hard. A new make of reef was arrived at during the week. A change has taken place in the personnel of the 
working staff since the holidays, and considering they were not accustomed to boring machine work good progress was effected, the cross level 
having been extended 12ft. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, January 25 New Good Hope Q. M. Co 23 rd- The continued dry weather keeps the supply of water for use by the engine and boring 
machine very low, which impedes the progress of the work considerably. During the past week they have extended the cross drive 12ft. A small 
reef from four to six inches wide continues along the course of the drive. There is an increase in the water drainage which comes from the old 
workings, under which the men are now supposed to be working. -Gippsland Times  
 
 
1882, January 27 New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-Since Saturday the country in the cross-cut of the No. 4 level is reported to be of an improved 
character, indicative of a change for the better. It should not take them many more days to be under the old engine shaft, according to survey, 
but work is much retarded in consequence of the scarcity-Gippsland Times  

 



1882, February 1 Good Hope Quartz Mining Co. Owing to the great scarcity of water, they are obliged to drill the bore holes dry, as in hand 
drilling. The men were detailed for three shifts at the commencement of the week to put on the pump that they might be able to make use of 
the water which drains from the tunnel for the engine. Cross-drive extended for the week 15ft. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, February 8 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- During the past week we came on to another make of stone. About three feet of it have been 
taken down, in which distance it has attained a width of 5 inches; it carries fine gold all through it. Both walls and reef are very hard. Distance 
driven for the week 20ft. Want of water still retards our progress. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, February 15 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- In consequence of the make of stone mentioned in last week’s report having run out and no 
indications of as fresh make being met with, the mining manager has, with the consent of the managing director, commenced to put up arise to 
meet the old workings. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, February 22 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The work of putting up the rise has continued, and tolerable progress made. The ground is 
rather hard, but breaks well. Distance risen for the week, 12ft. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, March 1 New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-Very good progress has been made in the rise last week (13 foot). It is contemplated to continue 
this work by contract. Tenders for this work were sent in to the managing director on Saturday, and one has been accepted conditionally that the 
tenderer can make up his party-by next Saturday. I heard unofficially that there were four tenderers, at 35s, 37s, 42s , and 45s respectively. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1882, March 8 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Contractors entered on their contract Wednesday, and for the four days continued the rise 10ft. 
-Gippsland Times  
 
1882, March 15 March 13. Good Hope Q. M. Co.-The contractors made very fair progress in the rise last week, having extended it another 
ton feet. A large body of water met with in rising, which is considered a good sign. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, March 22 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Contractors extended rise last week 11ft. Met with a good looking vein of quartz carrying gold. 
Water somewhat plentiful. Opinions differ as to the vein being the true Good Hope line, there being earnest considers for and against. I will 
never believe it is the true line of reef until such time as they break through to the old workings when we can be convinced beyond all doubt. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1882, April 5 New Good Hope Q. M. Co Contractors during the past week have made pretty good progress, having extended the rise 11ft. 
They have the water now below them, and the work is perfectly dry. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, April 19 



 

-Gippsland Times

 

 
1882, April 26 

-Gippsland Times 
 
1882, May 3 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- During the past week the mining part of the work has been at a standstill, in consequence of 
sundry small repairs being required for the engine which supplies the air-receiver, some of the fixtures having to be obtained from Melbourne. 
When everything is ready, it is intended to drive along the course of the reef to the eastward. -Gippsland Times  

 
1882, May 10 



-Gippsland Times  
 
1882, May 17 15 th-New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The mining manager and one man only at work last week in consequence of the non-arrival 
of the brasses required for the machinery. As pack horses are very scarce and in much demand at this time of the year, the delivery of the 
brasses has been much delayed, but to prevent further delay, a special messenger has been sent down for them. The contractors for driving the 
east level will commence this morning. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, May 24 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Notwithoutstanding a late start, the contractors made very good headway, having extended the 
level 14ft; the reef continued a favourable size up to the last advice. There is now no trouble about water. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, May 31 New Good Hope Q. M. Co – During the past week two contractors have extended the tunnel along the course of reef to the 
east 27ft; broken quartz in the dig all the way. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, June 7 Grant, June 4th. Now Good Hope Q. M. Co.-Thirty one feet driven for the post week along the course of the roof to the east. 
-Gippsland Times  
 
1882, June 14 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- 12 th- During the past week the contractors have extended the tunnel along the reef to the east 
23ft, carrying a good strong reef all the way. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, June 21 New Good Hope- The extension of the drive to the east, along the course of the reef in No 4 level, was 20ft for the week 
ending 17 th . -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, June 28 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Contractors in No 4 level expect to finish contract today. Twenty six feet were driven last week, a 
good strong reef showing all the way. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, July 5 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The contractors in the east level finished up their contract early in the week. Favourable 
contracts for doing the surface works were let this morning. The works are to be vigorously pushed forward. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, July 19 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- 17 th- The various contractors are progressing very well with the surface works. -Gippsland Times
 
1882, July 26 July 24. New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-All the surface works are being rapidly pushed forward. More of the heavy timber 
required for the hopper is adjacent the site. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, August 9 The surface works progressing very favourably considering the inclement weather. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, August 16 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- 14 th- Notwithstanding inclement weather, men and contractors have made good progress in the 
surface work. The level tramway is now completed. The heavy timbers for the hopper are nearly all in position and now need only the delivery of 
the slabs for completion. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, August 23 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Surface works progressing rapidly. It will not take much longer to have them all completed. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1882, August 30 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The principal surface work to be attended to now, is the inclined tramway, which is being 
proceeded with rapidly, considering the heavy nature of the work. The timber required for sleepers is necessarily of substantial character and the 
incline for the tramway very steep. So that anything required to be done has to be very carefully attended to as the least mistake will irretrievably 
lose them a spar. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, September 6 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Very good progress is being made with the surface works, and substantial work it is. The 
manager will have better work on the tramways, when completed, than has ever been on the mine. In about two months it is expected 
everything will be complete for sending down the quartz. -Gippsland Times  



 

 
1882, September 13 Sept. 11. New Good Hope Q. M. Co-The wages men were busy during the week at the viaduct, and the contractors are done 
delivering sleepers for the incline tram road, -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, September 20 Sept. 18. New Good Hope Q. M. Co -Very little to report from this company's works, beyond the face of the surface works 
being pushed ahead as much as possible. All the heavy work is expected to be got through in the course of the present-Gippsland Times  
 
1882, September 27 , Sept. 26: New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-Only the usual routine report from this mine. Surface works progressing satisfactorily; 
all the heavy work is completed, and the tram roads will now be finished at an early date. The sawyers have nearly completed their part of the 
contract, -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, October 4 New Good Hope Q. M. Co-  All the surface works are rapidly drawing to a conclusion, the “bullocking”, as the men 
graphically term it, being all finished. Parties unacquainted with the country can have but a small idea of the difficulties and dangers attending 
these surface works. Shifting heavy baulks of timber about on sidlings, presenting an angle to the horizon, viz, little more than a ladder against 
the side of a house, is an operation which requires a good deal of care and attention, as the smallest loss attendant on any mistake is the loss of 
the piece of timber that is being handled at the time. However, thanks to the care and attention of Mr. Brady, the mining manager, and the 
efficiency of his staff mistakes have been few and far between. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, October 18 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Mr. J. Caughey will be occupied in getting the crushing plant in good working order. The men 
commence to get out the quartz this week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, October 25 NEW GOOD HOPE Q. M Co.-The mining manager reports:-During the past week the men have been getting out quartz, 
some of the men being employed getting the battery in order. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, November 1 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- All surface works are drawing towards completion. The winze will soon be quite secure. Part of 
the staff is engaged knocking out quartz. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, November 8 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The men have been raising quartz during the past week, and such is the favourable nature of the 
reports to hand, that the price of shares has increased 3s a share. 
-Gippsland Times  
 
1882, November 15 November. 13. New Good Hope Q. M. Co .-The works at this mine are being pursued with rigour. The men are getting out 
some very favourable looking stone. - The water is somewhat troublesome. –-Gippsland Times  
 
1882, November 29 March 27. Now Good Hope Q. M. Co.-Contractors extended the rise, last week, 9 feet. Reef has made somewhat smaller. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1882, November 29 November. 27. New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-Nothing of any import to remark beyond that the men are stoping out stone, and 
that they have a great deal of water to contend against-Gippsland Times  
 
1882, December 6 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Men are engaged opening out on the main level, driving east and west. There is an average 
width of stone of 11 inches, split in two at present by a narrow horse. Gold is to be seen in the stone. In consequence of the scarcity of packers 
the arrival of iron for the rails has been delayed, but is expected to arrive during the week, they will then be enabled to lower the quartz down at 
once to the battery. They expect to commence crushing in about a week’s time. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, December 13 December. 9. New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-Commenced lowering quartz down the incline on Saturday; everything worked 
well. Been much delayed for want of iron for rails. Expect to be able to start crushing this day. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, December 20 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- All the quartz for the present crushing has been lowered to the battery, making a total of about 
90 tons. They were crushing during the past week, and expect to finish about Tuesday night. I have no intimation of probable result, but the new 
copper plates, if the gold is fine, is sure to absorb a large percentage of the first crushing. -Gippsland Times  
 
1882, December 29 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The recent crushings gave a total yield of 16oz from 80 tons. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, January 10 No reliable intimation has reached me of what is to be done with the Good Hope, but I have been given to understand that 
a new mining manager is to come up. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, January 17 Working at the Good Hope is presently suspended, pending the arrival of the new mining manager. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, February 23  



-Gippsland Times  
 
1883, February 28 New Good Hope QMCo- As indicated last week, a new rise is to be put up east of the former one. Two men were put on last 
week to start with, and the full complement is to go on this morning. -Gippsland Times  

 
1883, March 7 New Good Hope Q. M. Co.-The new rise is up about 15 feet, and it is highly satisfactory to learn that the stone they are on is 
some of the right sort. This new rise commences in the level 120 feet east of the former one. On commencing, they had two very small veins of 
quartz separated by a sandstone horse. In about four feet these veins had converged into one, and there formed a good sized reef containing 
gold estimated to yield four ozs. to the ton. On continuing upwards they still kept the reef, and although not so rich as when first struck it may 
be pronounced good payable stone. From the knowledge acquired by the work carried on in the old workings, this is most likely to be on the 
verge of the true Good Hope shoot of gold, inasmuch as from the surface down to the lowest depth worked the shoot has invariably trended to 
the east. The former rise by some miscalculation or error was put up at the extreme west end of the reef where no one would scarcely look for 
gold. This new discovery may or may not prove all right, but to carefully reason the matter out everything goes to show that shareholders have 
yet some chance of being recouped at least part of their outlay. At any rate those parties who are supposed to know most about it appear to be 
very anxious to secure shares-Gippsland Times  
 
1883, March 21 New Good Hope- They are now about 30 feet with the new rise; gold not so plentiful. The former rise had to be driven 105 
feet before it reached the old workings. Allowing for the fall given to the No 4 level for drainage purposes, this new rise will have to be a little 
longer. It should cut the true golden lode in the ordinary course of events according to the knowledge acquired when working the country from 
the No 3 level. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, March 28 . New Good Hope Q. ML Co.-The new rise was extended last week 8ft., making a total of 38ft. The reef they were on wedged 
out, but as they progressed up wards it made again with every indication of its being the right sort. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, April 4 New Good Hope QMCo- Rise extended 7 ½ ft past week, big reef on western end showing a little gold. -Gippsland Times
 
 



 

1883, April 11 -
Gippsland Times  
 
1883, April 18 No 2 rise continued during the past week showing a good reef with gold. The mining manager contemplates driving west in 
a few days. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, April 25 New Good Hope Q. M. Co – Drove 10 feet to the west in the new rise; reef opened out larger; stone, white, not much gold in 
it. The rise will now be continued until they break through into the old workings, which, it will be expected, is about 35 feet from present op of 
rise. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, May 2 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- During the past week the new rise has been extended 8 feet, leaving 25 feet to be driven to reach the 
old workings A fair sized reef during the week, but no gold visible. At the end of this week Mr J. Meade’s time as mining manager expires, he 
having sent in his resignation a short time back. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, May 16 New Good Hope Q. M. Co-The new rise was extended 7 feet during the past week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, May 23 East rise extended 7 feet during the week. No change to report. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, May 28 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The eastern rise is now connected to the old workings, and instead of coming out at the eastern 
end of the old workings as expected, they are only a few feet away from the old engine shaft. This rise was put up based on calculations that the 
shaft was 60 feet to the east of the western rise, instead of which it proves to be 110 feet to the east, so that the new rise is now 50 fee to the 
west of where the late manager intended it to be. It is now in contemplation to take up the bottom of the old working, on such an incline as to 
drain all the water to the western rise, and the stope out on the gold from the eastern rise. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, June 13 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- getting out stone past week of a favourable character. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, June 23 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The reports from this mine continue favourable and they are getting out some good stone. The 
mining manager is no longer at liberty to furnish reports to the paper, he being instructed to send his reports to headquarters direct. -Gippsland 
Times  
 
1883, June 27 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The mining manager is for various reasons, at present, short-handed, and in consequence not 
much progress has been made during the past week, but what stone they are getting out is of favourable character. All the stone is being 
paddocked, and a favourable crushing is to be expected. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, July 18 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Commenced to let down quartz to the battery on Saturday. Stone continues to look well in the 
stopes. Mr P. Furniss arrived here on Saturday, and has since gone down to the mine. It is expected the battery will be set going tomorrow 
(Tuesday) -Gippsland Times  



 

 
1883, July 25 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- In consequence of the short supply of water, the crushing is progressing very slowly, only about 
17 truckloads being put through last week. It is expected to take a fortnight yet before they can crush the stone taken out, and it is reckoned 
they have not 50 tons out. 
 

1883, August 8  
 
1883, August 13  Mr Furniss arrived in sale with the intelligence that out of a crushing of 60 tons quartz at the New Good Hope Q. 
M. Co 57oz gold had been obtained. 
 
1883, August 15 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The crushing and washing was concluded on Thursday, the yield being 60 tons for 57oz. In 
consequence of the prevailing sickness, work in this mine has been suspended during the past week, most of the staff being laid up. 



 

 
1883, September 26 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- No mining manager report has come to hand for the past few weeks, but from information 
received we learn that they came across golden stone during the past week, which is supposed to be a continuation of the lead of stone last 
crushed. 
 
1883, October 24 NEW GOOD HOPE Q. Co.--On re viewing the work done by this company since they struck the line of reef in the No. 4 level, 
I find that they have driven along the line to the east about 200 feet without striking gold, but when they left off were on some promising 
looking stone. They drove along to the west a greater distance, striking small patches of gold occasionally, but nothing particularly good. A rise 
was then put up with the expectation of breaking through into the old workings to bring them under the old engine shaft, but to find 
themselves 60 feet to the west of this point. Sufficient gold was seen in this rise to induce them to take out a trial crushing, 80 tons yielding 16 
oz., or 4 dwts to the ton. From this rise they went easterly for the stone. The result of the crushing caused a panic, and all work was suspended 
for some time, and an expert was sent up to examine the mine. He pronounced in favour of a second rise being put up 120 feet to the east of 
the first rise, with the view of breaking through about 60 feet to the cast of the old engine shaft, but found themselves within 20 feet of it. 
They fossicked out stone from this end, picking out the best of it, working to the west, with the result of 57 ozs. from 60 tons of stone, or 19 
dwts. to the ton. Since then, if we follow the mining manager's reports, we find that it takes him all his time to follow up the gold, he has left the 
second rise and started a third, and driven that into the first or west drive, the two only being 38 feet apart, reported with the usual formula " no 
change as regards gold." Now all this points pretty plainly to the fact that the company are merely picking out the patches, and that bye-and-
bye the ground will be unremunerative for the company or any one else. The teat they have now given the ground ought to be sufficient for 
them to arrive at the conclusion of whether it will pay the company to work on straight ahead or leave the block to be worked out by tributors, 
the latter for preference, for the company will then get some monetary advantage, at the same time give the chance of having the mine 
developed. All work done in this mine, from the time of commencing the present level, has been based upon the assumption that the gold 
dipped to the east, and so it did from the sur face to nearly the bottom of the engine shaft, but hitherto all their efforts have been baffled to find 
the continuance of this easterly dip, not the ghost of a sign could they find when driving east along the level, nor have they found any gold to 
speak of east of the engine shaft; what gold they have obtained has principally come from the west of it. From the testimony of men who have 
worked in the mine, I now rather that from all appearances the gold must have changed its course at about the bottom of the old workings, and 
is now dipping to the west; that when stoping to the west they always struck gold at the foot of the stopes first, and they would have it at the 
top of the stope when they had lost it at the foot. This is a matter of detail, noticeable only to the men working, or a mining manager closely 
watching, but not a potent factor to arrive at a correct result; so that coupling this with the fact of their finding nothing to the east, one is 
warranted in assuming the probability of the gold trending west. Without a diagram it is difficult to demonstrate the true position, but I have 
endeavroured to simplify the description as much as possible. If the company find that they cannot work-the present block to advantage, let it 
on tribute by all means before they make it valueless. Let them go boldly to work and drive along the level westerly as long as there is a sign of 
the reef, they yet may strike the shoot of gold they have been looking for, or another shoot as good, and notwithstanding their finding no gold 
to the east in the level, it would be advisable to drive along in that direction while they can follow the reef, for there is nothing to warrant any 
one in concluding that the gold in the Good Hope mine is confined to one shoot. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, October 31 New Good Hope Q. M. Co –In the remarks about this mine in last Wednesday’s issue, in alluding to the testimony of men 
who have worked in this mine, the paragraph goes on to say “ it is not a potent factor to arrive at a correct result” This was a mistake, the not  
was not required, for the testimony of an intelligent and respected working miner or attentive mining manager is worthy of every consideration, 
and is one of the best evidences we can get of the actual prospects of the mine. They were on fair gold last week. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, December 5 New Good Hope Q. M. Co .-Our Grant correspondent, under date December. 3, reports :-Crushing is finished; washing up 
to-day. No official intimation of probable results. Public rumour says about 5 dwts per ton is all that may be expected. -Gippsland Times  
 
1883, December 19 New Good Hope Q. M. Co are raising stone as fast as the present staff will allow, stone looking well. -Gippsland Times
 
1884, January 11  quoting from R. Brough Smythe- The Good Hope mine at one period was in great favour, though the vein worked was on 
average no more than 10in. thick. Other thicker veins were cut, but I cannot ascertain what quantities of gold they yielded. From November 1867 
to February 18698, 697 tons were taken from the thin vein, and the average yield was 4oz 1dwt 21gr per ton. 
 
 In 1865 the first crushing from the Good Hope 588oz from 370 tons 
 
1884, January 14 New Good Hope Q. M. Co . expect to have a crushing out in about a month, but water for crushing is very scarce just now. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1884, March 19 We did not have sufficient, rain last week to keep the" batteries going, as the Good Hope had to reduce to one battery 
going and then stop altogether. It has made room, however, to stow away a little more quartz. -Gippsland Times  
 
1884, March 26 Notwithstanding the rains we have had during the first half of the current month, the water in our creeks and springs keeps 
very low, which retards many of our mining operations. At the New Good Hope men were engaged cleaning out the boiler during the past week, 
and the balance of the staff were getting out quartz. -Gippsland Times  
 
1884, June 11 The staff at the New Good Hope mine is now engaged at extending the main level to the west. . -Gippsland Times  
 
1884, June 18 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- mining manager reports- The level has been extended to the west a distance of 10ft during the 
past week. On Tuesday last we struck a small vein about 3 in. thick which has widened out to 8 in. showing very good gold through the stone. 
The stopes are showing a little gold in breaking down; vein 15 in. -Gippsland Times  

 



1884, June 25 
 

-Gippsland Times  
 
1884, October 1 New Good Hope Q. M. Co  are going ahead once more, tenders being set for 200 cords of firewood, and also for making a 
tramway and sawing 3,000 feet of timber, which suggests that something must be brightening the future for her. It is no mistake it is time she 
made some sign of going ahead for the Grant people have stuck to her manfully, and it is time they had a stroke of luck. -Gippsland Times  
 
1884, October 1 New Good Hope Q. M. Co The manager reports, Sept. 27:--Nothing of any importance to report from the mine this week. 
The level has been extended a distance of 5 feet for the week, ground still keeping very hard ; vein, about 5 inches, showing payable gold. In the 
rise a distance of 6 feet has been risen for the week; one shift in rise, two in level. -Gippsland Times  
 
1884, October 8 New Good Hope Q. M. Co Distance driven in level for the week two feet, and two feet up in rise. Vein in level about four 
inches wide, showing a little gold.  Very little gold in rise. Work at dam proceeding. -Gippsland Times  
 
1884, October 22 New Good Hope Q. M. Co mining manager reports- 9 feet driven in No 4 level for the week; ground getting harder; vein 
about 8 ins, showing payable gold. Two shifts have been at work here. Nothing done in rise; remaining hands working at dam. -Gippsland Times
 
1884, October 29 New Good Hope Q. M. Co mining manager reports- No 4 level driven 8ft for the week; the vein has run very small, 
averaging 3ins, but still showing gold. Drive from west rise extended 8ft for week; a little gold to be seen; being 8ins thick. -Gippsland Times
 
1884, November 12 New Good Hope Q. M. Co-No 4 main level driven 4ft for week, ground very hard; vein 6ins showing gold. Stope above level 
extended 6ft, vein very small, carrying a little gold. Drive off west driven 7ft; vein small, carrying gold. Four men employed at dam, and six in 
mine. -Gippsland Times  
 
1884, November 26 New Good Hope Q. M. Co Grant,-The mining manager reports, November 22:--Only one foot driven in main level this week. 
Stope above level extended six feet, and timbered. Drive from west rise driven 5 feet; vein, 6 inches in level and stope, quality about same as last 
week. Making preparations to start boring machine in main level at beginning of new year. -Gippsland Times  
 



1884, December 10 New Good Hope Q. M. Co-Ground in stopes very hard; slow progress de in consequence. 20ft stoped and driven for the 
week. Vein small; gold visible through the stone. Finished puddling dam last Thursday. Expect to commence crushing in about a week. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1884, December 17  

-Gippsland Times  
 
1884, December 24 New Good Hope Q. M. Co manager reports- 23ft stoped for the week; stone looking better and vein larger; ground still 
hard. Not sufficient water to keep battery going day and night; very little running into dam. Will finish crushing the first lot of quartz on Monday, 
and start second lot from west of old workings after Christmas. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, January 28 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- mining manager reports- Ground in stopes still continues hard; slow progress is being made, 
everything is..out. Vein small, carrying a little gold Stoped and rose up 22ft 6in for the week. Battery going two days and a half when water run 
out. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, February 4 ,NEW Good HOPE G. M. Co.--The manager reports Jan. 31st:-No change to report from the mine this week, things look 
much about the same as last; ground still continues hard and vein small. Ground stoped and driven 5 feet 6 inches for week. Battery going two 
days, water still getting less. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, February 11  GOOD HOPE Co.-The mining manager reports under date Feb. 7th:-This has been a broken week in connection with 
the working of the mine, on account of large bush fires being all about the men were two days battling with the fire, to keep it from coming 
down to the battery and on to the claim. 2 feet in length and 7 feet high have been stoped out for the week; ground still continues hard, and 
everything has to be blasted out. Vein small, showing fair gold in some places. Battery only crushing two shifts this week; water very short, on 
account of the excessive heat. A little rain fell last night. -Gippsland Times  

 
1885, February 28 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- As indicated last week, a new rise is to be put up east of the former one. Two men were put on 
last week to start with, and the full complement is to go on this morning. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, March 11 New Good Hopes.-The manager reports, March 7th:-Work was resumed in the mine on Monday last. The stopes look about 
the sane, rein getting a little stronger, showing gold. Ground still continues very hard. 18 feet 6 inches high, having been stoped out for the 
week. Seven men employed in the mine. Boring machine will he started in the course of a day or two. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, March 16 The men have been put on again at the Good Hope, and that reef seems likely to be a paying investment after all. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1885, March 18 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- The report from the mine this week is a little more encouraging than of late; have been getting 
stronger and better quality stone coming in; extent of ground stoped out for week 25ft by 7ft high, have also driven 2ft in level. Started boring 
machine on Thursday, and only one shift has been employed at the boring machine up to the present. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, March 27 New Good Hope Q. M. Co- Mining manager reports- Nothing new to report from the mine this week.  The stopes look 
about the same as last reported. The ground still continues hard, 21ft in length by 7ft high have been stoped out for week. The level has been 
extended 6ft for the week. The boring machine has only been going one shift during the week. Another shift will shortly be put on.  Vein in level 
about four inches, showing a little gold. Ground very hard. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, April 1 New Good Hope: -The stopes look about the same as they have been of late, and the ground is also about the 
same character. The vein is increasing a little in size, the quality being about the same as last reported. The quantity of ground stoped out for the 
week is 34 feet 6 inches in length by 7 feet high; 4 feet 0 inches has been driven in level for week. Vein increasing in thickness; ground getting 
better. Will start crushing on Monday. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, April 22 



-Gippsland Times  
 
1885, May 6 New Good Hope Q. G. M. Co.-The mining manager reports under date May 2: --No alteration to report from the mine 
this week. Ground in stopes continues hard, being small in places, carrying fair gold. Vein in level run oat, but every indication of it making again. 
22 feet by 7 feet has been stoped for the week; 5 feet for level. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, May 22 The Grant correspondent of the Bairnsdale Advertiser  says that affairs in connection with the New Good Hope are by no 
means as promising as they were, the last crushing not having reached expectations, and as a consequence the men have not been paid their 
wages up till date. For some considerable time past the men have been in the habit of waiting for their wages until crushing’s take place, but 
they are apparently tired of doing so any longer. Some of the men have left the mine now, and others will be leaving shortly. There are still some 
at Grant who think that good gold will yet be struck. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, June 17 A meeting of the shareholders of the New Good Hope Q. M. Co, Grant, was held at the Albion hotel last night, for the 
purpose of taking steps to wind up the company. There was not however, a sufficient number present to form a quorum. An offer was received 
to lend the company money to carry on the mine, and the directors were requested to call an extraordinary meeting to consider the advisability 
of accepting the offer. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, August 3 Mr Harrison, of Grant, has, I hear, purchased the New Good Hope machinery, together with the shares, so that he now has it 
in his own hands. -Gippsland Times  
 
1885, August 19 A number of men have been put on at the New Good Hope mine, with Mr. R. Cochran as manager. 
-Gippsland Times  
 
1885, October 9 The Good Hope is still going ahead crushing, I believe about two days a week. The Normanby tributers have not made a 
start yet. The Exhibition cannot crush for want of water. -Gippsland Times  
 
1886, January 22 There is very little doing at the New Good Hope. -Gippsland Times  
 
1886, April 2 The Good Hope is still working, but nothing of any note has emanated from that quarter. -Gippsland Times  
 
1887, February 2 The last two crushing’s from the Good Hope paid expenses, and the stone still continues-Gippsland Times  

 
1889, February  23 In consequence of some part of the Watson and Denny pans not working properly, crushing could not be proceeded with 
and Mr. H. Harrison and the engineer, Mr. Williams, had to go to Melbourne and bring up a man from the factory to put matters right. It is 
expected that crushing will commence Monday 25 th . -Gippsland Mercury 
 
1894, August 11 Bromley and Co:, Grant, have cleaned up the first crushing from their reef, 17 tons yielding 130oz., a return of 5oz. per ton.  
Before crushing they estimated it to yield ? per ton. This mine is on the Good Hope line, which was one of the best reefs in that district, having 
returned its owners upwards of £80,000. -Australasian  
 
1895, April 8 North Gippsland Prospecting Association  Good Hope Spur- Reef has become a little broken. Work hindered through earth 
giving way. All now clear.  -Argus  
 
1895, July 23 Noble &Co, Grant, are reported getting ready for a crushing.-Omeo Telegraph  
 
1896, March 5 
 



 

-Argus
 
1896, June 2 North Gippsland Proprietary  Stone sent to School of Mines proved to be unpayable.  -Argus  
 
1896, July 9 The old Uncle Tom mine has been taken up and a company floated by Mr Noble, who represents a Bendigo Company. This 
company has lately acquired the Good Hope mine which has an eight head battery. It is their intention to work the latter mine from the Crooked 
River side, and tunnel in some 2000 feet which will it is thought intersect six other reefs which were formerly worked with good results. It is 
proposed to put a 30 head battery on these two mines and give work to 25 men.  - Maffra Spectator 
 
1896, November  19 At the Good Hope Consolidated the prospector, Mr. Jorgensen, has discovered a payable shoot of stone 300ft. in length on 
the western lease. It is opened up to a depth of 6ft., and so far the prospects are highly payable. -Gippsland Times  
 
1897, March 1 N Gippsland prop.- Started trial crushing at Good Hope battery 20 th . Stone from new find.  -Argus  
 
1897, March 8 North Gippsland Proprietary 1 st- 40 tons stone from new find yielded 38oz 16dwt-Argus  
 
1897, March 11 The once famous Good Hope is likely to come to the front again. An entirely new shoot of payable stone has been cut some 
distance from the old workings. It shows a nice body of laminated quartz, gold showing freely through it. This reef, in the early days of its 



existence gave an average yield for two years of 4oz per ton. There is no reason why the new find should not turn out equally as good. -
Gippsland Times  
 
1897, March 19 Good Hope- have a promising reef from which a payable crushing has just been put through. Particulars are, however, not 
available. - Omeo Standard 
 
1897, June 29 North Gippsland Proprietary, Crooked River. – The third half-yearly meeting of shareholders was held at Frell’s buildings, 
Melbourne, on Thursday last. The chairman of directors (Mr Noble) presided. 
 The directors’ report showed that a portion of the lease had been surrendered, as the Good Hope reef did not traverse it. The 
company has two leases on the Good Hope line, representing 3300 ft on the line of reef, and has also secured two other valuable properties, viz., 
the Jeff Davis and the Champion and America. The gold won from 100 tons was 112 oz valued at £4 2 s per oz. 
 The mining manager (Mr E. A. Noble) in his report said that 100 tons from the Good Hope reef yielded 116 oz; 100 tons worth about 
12 dwt per ton was now on surface. He advised that a tunnel be driven, and considered that the property was a most valuable one. During the 
last few days a nice make of stone of permanent appearance has been met with, whist a fair prospect has been obtained from the outcrop.  
 At the outset of the meeting, Mr William Jardine, a former director, suggested the adjournment of the meeting for a week,  - Omeo 
Standard 

 
1897, August 16 North Gippsland Proprietary-9 th- Good Hope Reef- Tunnel driven 38ft, total 468; reef 4ft wide, carrying little mineral. Tunnel 
passed through payable shoot gold bearing stone, about 250ft in length. Lower tunnel be commenced at once.  -Argus  
1897, September 13 N. Gippsland Prop- 6 th-Good Hope Reef- Lower tunnel driven 28ft, lode varying from 2ft to 4ft, now 32in. in face, and of nice 
appearance..9 th- Lode on hanging wall now high-Argus  
 
1897, September 20 N. Gippsland Prop- Good Hope- tunnel driven total 58. Lode next hanging wall continues highly mineralised.  -Argus  
 
1897, October 25 N. Gippsland Prop.-18 th- Good Hope reef- Lower tunnel driven 28ft; total 138ft. Reef formation 3ft wide, mixed with slate. 
Reef has tendency to become more solid. Nice make stone on hanging-wall.  -Argus  
 
1897, November 22 N Gippsland Proprietary, Grant 15 th- Good Hope Reef- Lower tunnel driven 26ft, total 179, reef continues about same, 
varying from 8in to 12 in., hard stone, highly mineralised. Directors ordered rock drill which greatly facilitates driving at considerably low cost-
Argus  
 
1897, November 29 Good Hope Reef- Lower Tunnel- Slow progress. Reef pinched to 6in. More water making.  -Argus  
 
1897, December 6 Good Hope Reef- Lower tunnel driven 21ft; reef continues about same.  Tram and box drain laid to face. Contracts let to 
pack and crush second grade ore from upper tunnel paddock. Two men put on to sink winze on reef in upper tunnel. Crushing to be taken from 
this also.  -Argus  
 
1897, December 13 N Gipps Prop- Good Hope Reef- Better progress being made in driving lower tunnel. Winze in upper level being sunk. Reef, 
which goes down strongly underfoot, varies from 12in to 24in. Best stone where reef 12in to 15in wide. 21 tons packed to battery.  -Argus  

 
1897, December 20 N. Gippsland Prop.- Good Hope Reef- Lower tunnel driven 15ft total 215; lode about same. Reef in winze upper tunnel 20in.; 
prospects 15dwt per ton free gold, with..quantity mineral, carrying gold. Small vein rubbly quartz prospects 3oz pr ton. Winze sunk to 12 ft; size 
8ft by 8ft 6in. Water troublesome. 38 tons stone at battery.  -Argus  
 
1898, January 17 Grant, North Gippsland 10 th- Good Hope Reef- Lode now 12in wide, and highly mineralised. Water increasing.  -Argus  
 
1898, January 24 N. Gippsland- 22nd - Good Hope Reef- Lower tunnel extended 11ft; total 236. Ground somewhat hard with fair quantity of 
water. Winze in upper level sunk to 21ft. Reef on hanging-wall 15in, nicely laminated, carrying fair gold; water heavy. Crushing stopped through 
want of water.  -Argus  
 
1898, March 6 Good Hope reef- lower tunnel extd 12ft, total 207; country fair driving; reef somewhat broken. Dig still continues. Reef in 
winze in upper level continues same width. Owing to water becoming too heavy discontinued work this level.  -Argus  
 
1898, March 31 North Gippsland Proprietary 14 th- Good Hope Lower tunnel driven 23ft total 209. Country broken. Great quantity water.
Argus  
 
1898, May 30 Noble and Company are driving for the Good Hope reef from the opposite side of the range near Talbotville. They have put 
a tunnel in a considerable distance, and are now procuring rock boring machinery. The distance remaining to be driven before striking the reef is 
over 2,000ft-Argus  
 
1898, August 27 The Good Hope Extended Quartz Gold-Mining Company are commencing operations to strike the Good Hope reef from the 
opposite side of the range, the company being now completed. This is a formidable undertaking, thousands of feet having to be tunnelled.
Argus  
 
1899, August 24 Men have commenced to open out the North Gippsland Proprietary mine at Grant. They are driving to connect with the old 
Good Hope workings. Over £100,000 worth of gold has been taken out of the good Hope mine. -Australian Mining Standard  
 



1899, October 9 Two hundred feet has been driven by the New Good Hope Company to cut their Good Hope reef out of an estimated 500 
feet on the Crooked River side of the range.  -Argus  
 
1900, February 4 North Gippsland Proprietary-Main tunnel driven on course of lode 35ft total 1,450. Expect to meet new make of stone any 
day.  -Argus  
 
1900, February 26 On the Crookcd River the dry weather is retarding  mining, as, in con sequence of most of though batteries being driven by 
water-power, they have had to hang up.  The N. GIPPSLAND PROP. (Old Good Hope) are still driving to cut the reef. There is a heavy flow of 
water, and the old workings are draining-Argus 
 
1900, March 12 N. Gippsland Proprietary- 5 th- Main tunnel driven 10ft from 800ft mouth tunnel; promising. Water easier. –-Argus  
 
1900, June 14 The Good Hope Prop. have let a contract for driving 1,200ft of their tunnel to cut the Good Hope reef from the Talbotville 
side of the range, at 22/- a foot.  -Argus  
 
1900, October 18 At Grant, the North Gippsland Proprietary (the old Good Hope) have driven a tunnel nearly 2000 feet from the Crooked 
River fall, in order to cut the old Good Hope workings under Summer Hill. It is reported that a reef 3ft wide and showing fair gold has already 
been cut, and if the report is true, a great impetus will be given to the mining industry here, as the old Good Hope has proved to be the best 
paying mine in this part of Gippsland, over £100,000 worth of gold having been extracted from the various lodes in this mine. -Gippsland Times

 
1900, October 22 The North Gippsland Proprietary have driven a tunnel 2,000ft from the Crooked River fall to cut the old Good Hope 
workings below Summer Hill. A reef 3ft wide and showing fair gold has been struck, but it will be months yet before the real objective is reached. 
Over £100,000 worth of gold has been obtained from the different lodes in this mine. -Gippsland Times 
 
1900, October 22 The North Gippsland Proprietary have driven a tunnel 2000ft from the Crooked River fall to cut the old Good Hope on 
workings below Summer Hill. A reef 2ft wide and showing fair gold has been struck but it will be months yet before the real objective is reached. 
Over £100, 000 of gold has been obtained from the different lodes in this mine.  -Argus  
 
1900, November 5 A tunnel over 2,000ft in length, has been driven by the North Gippsland Proprietary Company from the Crooked River to cut 
the old Good Hope reef from which and adjacent lodges over £100,000 worth of gold has been obtained. A reef 3ft wide and showing fair gold 
has been cut, but it will be months yet before the real objective is reached. : _  North Queensland Register 
 
1901, January 14 N. Gipps. Prop- Work resumed main tunnel today. Air pipes in position. Ventilation perfect-Argus  
 
1901, February 4 North Gippsland Proprietary 28th- Main tunnel driven on course of lode 25ft, total 1,150. Expect to meet new make stone 
any day.  -Argus 
 
1901, July 5 The main tunnel at the North Gipsland Proprietary Co’s mine at Grant, which is now in 1550 feet, is to be driven by an 
electric drill. Mr. Charles E. Storie, electrician, has taken a contract to drive the rest of this level under the old Good Hope shoot of gold, from 
which £90,000 in gold was won by previous owners. This present level, which has been driven on the course of the lode all the way, is 600 feet 
below the old Good Hope workings. This is the first introduction of the electric drill into this state, and it is hoped that its…here in tunnel driving 
&c will largely reduce the cost f mining and enable comparatively poor lodes to be worked at a profit.  -Argus  
 
1901, October 4 
 



 

-Argus  
 
1901, November 18 N. Gippsland Prop., Grant 11 th- Main tunnel driven on course of lode 1,685ft. Make of stone now in face 10in., highly 
mineralised. Expect electric drill to start early date.  -Argus  
 
1901, November 25 18 th- N. Gippsland, Grant- Main tunnel driven on course of lode 1,710ft; small make stone continues on hanging wall; water 
making more freely. Breakage delayed electrical drill starting.  -Argus  
 
1902, June 23 North Gippsland Proprietary 16 th-= Main tunnel driven on lode 2,220ft; make of stone has become somewhat broken, but 
new make good appearance., about 4in. wide, has come in near back of hanging wall.  -Argus  
 
1902, September 15 North Gippsland Proprietary- 7 th- Main tunnel driven on lode 2560ft. Ground hard. Water from both face and back. 
Lowering in winze No 4 level.  -Argus  
 
1902, September 29 North Gippsland Proprietary 22 nd - Main tunnel 2580ft; ground hard with small quartz veins. Dig under 1in wide.  -Argus



 

 
1902, October 13 N Gipps. Prop- Main tunnel driven on lode, 2,605ft; country very hard. Indecipherable-Argus 
 
1902, October 27 Main tunnel driven 2,850ft; dig much increased. Water making freely. Country good slate.  -Argus  
 
1902, November 6 From Harrison and Co., Grant, asking that rates on Good Hope Battery be remitted, as property is lying idle.-Referred to 
secretary-Gippsland Times  
 
1902, December 22 North Gippsland Proprietary Main tunnel driven on course of lode 2,800ft. Make highly mineralised stone 2ft wide in face. 
Dig 7in wide. Indications of change. -Argus 
 
1903, February 16 North Gippsland Proprietary 10 th- Main tunnel driven 2940ft; bunches heavily mineral Water increasing and coming from full 
width of face.  -Argus  
 
1903, March 4 North Gippsland Proprietary  23 rd- Main tunnel driven on course of lode 2,980ft. An extra flow of water from fissure on 
hanging wall met with on 20 th  inst., and still continues; also good flow water from face; lode formation averages 3ft6in; composed bunches 
laminated stone; highly mineralised.  -Argus  
 
1903, May 28 North Gippsland Proprietary-Flow of water from fissure in centre of face slightly slackened. Both sides of fissure carry heavy 
mineral.  -Argus  
 
1903, June 4 Mining at a low ebb-all waiting anxiously for the North Gippsland Proprietary to strike the gold. This company has driven a 
tunnel over 3,160 feet, to strike the old Good Hope reef, and it is to be hoped they will be rewarded by success. They will have about 800 feet of 
backs to get to the shoot of gold left in the old workings-Gippsland Times 
 
1903, July 1 North Gippsland Proprietary  Main tunnel 3,???ft; formation slate with quartz veins, heavily mineralized. Same rock and slate 
No 4 level. Water same.  -Argus   
 
1903, July 10 N Gippsland Prop , Grant, 2nd -Met slide in tunnel which disturbed country 8th - Not yet through slide Indications change 
coming in-Argus  
 
1903, August 14 North Gippsland Proprietary 10th- Drives on indecipherable  20ft; country hard; favourable change setting in.  -Argus  
 
1903, September 21 North Gippsland Proprietary 15 th- Tunnel in hard sandstone of different character. Small fault, carrying heavy mineral, 
coming down over back. Think nearly thorough cross country.  -Argus  

 
1903, December 7 North Gippsland Proprietary Driven 20ft for fortnight. Country exceptionally hard. Change setting in.  -Argus  
 
1904, February 1 North Gippsland Proprietary-Repairing No 4 tunnel and cutting chamber preparatory to sinking winze on Good Hope reef 
to connect with lower workings.  -Argus  
 
1904, April 14 Work at the old Good Hope mine, Crooked River, is still being carried on energetically. Enterprise has been shown by the 
shareholders, who, during the last eighteen years, have spent in development work no less than £18,000. The long tunnel driven from the 
Crooked River side of the range, at a level of 600ft below the old workings, had to be abandoned on account of a fault in the country, which as 
Mr. Craven, who recently made a survey of the mine, pointed out, altered the course of the reef materially. The company are now following down 
the reef from the old workings. When it is located at a depth they will be able to utilise the long tunnel.  -Argus  
 
1904, April 18 North Gippsland Proprietary 11th- winze sunk 27ft; water increasing; stone carries heavy mineral.  -Argus  
 
1905, March 11 

 -Australasian  
 
1905, September 18 The contractors at the Good Hope Consolidated are making fair progress. -Argus  
 
1909, November 9 New Good Hope Cons-Tunnel A cleaned out and repaired to 280ft; engine working well.  Decided to sink winze in No 4 level 
on reef to 40ft; reef went underfoot showing good gold at about 36ft in bottom of winze.  -Argus  



 

 
1909, December 16 Stratford, Wednesday--A decided revival In quartz mining is taking place in -North Gippsland applications for leases have 
been made by the Austral and North Gippsland syndicates for reefs  near the Good Hope and American reefs, and on the Jeff Davis Spur, 
Crooked River , and American spur, Wonnangatta-Argus 
 
1909, December 20 New Good Hope Consolidated Talbotville -W drive through to level near winze ?lowered to ?? and rods connected in brace 
water out winze to 27ft-Argus 
 
1909, December 25 The North Gippsland Prospecting syndicate has obtained several leases in the neighbourhod of Grant, adjoining the new 
“Good Hope” Consolidated co’s mine, from which ghood developments are shortly expected. These properties were worked by co-operative 
parties many years ago with good results, but not below water level.  -Argus 
 
1910, January 15  New Good Hope Consols. Finished skid road in winze. Making good progress widening winze chamber. Expect to 
start sinking 13 th. -Argus  
 
1910, January 15 The GOOD HOPE Mining Company, Grant, have struck very rich stone in their mine. Several mining leases have been applied 
for in the district during the past month-Argus . 
 
1910, January 21 New Good Hope Cons. Finished cutting down well hole; started sink winze today.  -Argus 
 
1910, January 28  New Good Hope Con.No 4 tunnel winze to 61ft sinking E of shoot of gold.  -Argus 
 
1910, February 7 No 4 tunnel W winze. No change in formation since last report. Water about same.  -Argus  
 
1910, March 15 New Good Hope Con. The No 4 tunnel winze 63ft bottom slate pelting under sandstone bar. Props driving the truck road to 
winze. Lode to 10ft-Argus  
 
1910, March 21 New Good Hope Cons Talbotville 14th -No 4 Tunnel-W ? 101ft bottom slate Started rise level at 98ft to cut chute stone 
,going under fool In bottom 10ft drive Will have ?ft of backs Tunnel cleaned out to E winze-Argus  
 
1910, April 11 New Good Hope Cons. 4 th- No 4 tunnel- Level in W winze out 25ft; face slate, sandstone, with mineralised quartz veins.  -
Argus 
 
1910, April 26 Good prospects have recently been obtained in the shaft-sink at the New Good Hope.  -Argus 
 
1910, July 19 NGH Tunnel A cleared to 2400ft No 1 Prospecting drive- cleared mullock from E end. Battery bed logs and stamping logs in 
position. Battery boxes being delivered.  -Argus 
 
1910, July 26 New Good Hope, Talbotville 22nd- Tunnel cleaned up indecipherable No 1 Prospecting drive- Stoping reef 5ft, fair gold. 
Battery stamp box and battery columns in position.  -Argus 
 
1910, August 1 New Good Hope- No 1 prospecting drive- stoping reef 12in. Fair gold. Battery nearly finished.  -Argus 
 
1910, August 30 New Good Hope Cons Talbotville 22 nd- Prospecting drive- Breaking stone on fair gold. Started sleighing quartz to battery.  -
Argus 
 
1910, September 5 New Good Hope Cons Talbotville - trial run plant working well -Argus 
 
1910, September 6 New Good Hope- 30 th- Prospecting drive- Stoping reef, fair gold. Started crushing 20 th. Battery working well.  -Argus  
 
1910, September 6 New Good Hope 30 th- No 1 Prospecting drive Stoping reef fair gold. Started crushing . Battery working well.  -Argus  
 
1910, September 19 12 th- No 1 Prospecting drive- Stoping reef E on stone 5in; fair gold. W end stone 15in, little gold. Saturday crushing two 
shifts. Plates improving.  -Argus 
 
1910, September 26 New Good Hope Consols. – The mining manager (Henry Clarke) of the New Good Hope Consols., Talbotville, reports a new 
make of stone in the winze 30ft below No 1 prospecting adit level. The shoot is 8in. to 12in. in width and shows payable gold in the solid stone. 
He also reports that he has cut the shoot on the surface 30ft above the stopes of No 1 adit, where the value is over 1oz per ton. This is a 
different reef to that from which the company has been stoping payable stone, and is thought to be a shoot making from the wall of the Old 
Good Hope. To date the Old Good Hope reef has been worked to a depth of 730ft, and 14,461 tons yielded 23, 327oz. The company intends to 
put a crosscut to intersect the reef at about 1,400ft.  -Argus 

 
1910, October 3 New Good Hope Consols. 26 th- No Prospecting drive- Stope E; reef 6in., little gold. Winze 30ft, reef 8in., payable. Cut reef on 
surface E of stopes, showing good gold, over ounce per ton. Battery crushing two shifts; top plate looking well.  -Argus 
 
1910, October 31 New Good Hope Consols.-24 th- NE drive to f smaller, payable. Stope over NE drive: reef 17in, payable. Stope under NE drive” 
reef 12in., fair. Crushing three shifts from stopes and new reef. Crushed 75 tons new find chute, and 143 tons from old stopes. Yield 77oz. -Argus  



 
1910, November 10 New Good Hope-3 rd- New splice stone in face N.E drive carrying colours gold.  -Argus  
 
1910, November 10 New Good Hope Consolidated- Crushings totalling 498 tons have been treated in various test parcels by the New Good 
Hope Consolidated Company, Talbotville, for 152oz. A new reef, showing gold, was cut on the surface north-east of the old stopes, and a drive 
35ft below the surface showed 3in to 12in of payable stone for a distance of 75ft driven Stoping was carried on over No 1 prospecting drive and 
200 tons of stone were broken during the half year ending Sept.30 The reef cut on the surface is considered by the manager to be a different 
line to that stoped over the prospecting drive.  -Argus  
 
1910, November 16 NE drive discontinued, stopes over drive fair. Stopes below drive payable gold. Battery crushing 12 hours.  -Argus  
 
1910, November 17 Ǹew Good Hope Consolidated-Crushings totalling 498 tons have been treated in various test parcels by the New Good 
Hope Consolidated, Talbotville. For 151 oz. A new reef, showing gold, was cut on the surface north-east of the old stopes and a drive 35ft below 
the surface showed 3in. to 12in. payable stone for a distance of 35ft driven.Stoping was carried on over No 1 prospecting drive, and 300 tons of 
stone were broken in the half year to September. 30 The reef cut on the surface is considered by the manager to be a different line to that 
stoped over the prospecting drive.  -Argus  
 
1910, November 21 Stope over NE drive, reef 6in., fair gold. Stopes below drive, reef 6in., little gold. Xcut from No 1 prospecting drive in 9ft. 
Crushing two shifts.  -Argus  
 
1910, December 2 At the New Good Hope, payable stone is being obtained from the old backs-Argus  
 
1910, December 5 28 th- Stope under NE drive stone 12in, fair gold. Stope W of xcut reef, 12in, fair gold. Stope in winze reef 6in, fair gold.
Argus  
 
1910, December 5 153 t  53oz-Argus  
 
1910, December 19 New Good Hope- Xcut to 154ft-Argus  
 
1911, March 31 New Good Hope, Talbotville xcut to 125ft, no change. Country hard sandstone-Argus  
 
1911, April 24 New Good Hope- 17 th-xcut off N tunnel to 216ft; face hard sandstone; no change.  -Argus  
 
1911, May 8 New Good Hope  Xcut driven to 716ft; country rock still hard sandstone; appears to be getting harder. -Argus   
 
1911, May 27 New Good Hope indecipherable -Argus 
 
1911, July 7 New Good Hope, Talbotville  xcut to 279ft; country rock still hard sandstone. Lost time through alterations in ventilation; air 
improved.  -Argus  
 
1911, October 21 New Good Hope- half yearly meeting. Mr. A. H. kson presided, and in moving the adoption of the reports and the balance 
sheet, stated that the crosscut off the tunnel was in.. article indecipherable-Argus 
 
1911, November 14 New Good Hope – Xcut from tunnel A to 420ft; country hard dry sandstone; shorthanded.  -Argus  
 
1911, November 27 New Good Hope, Talbotville, - xcut off tunnel to 438ft , change country during week country rock now slate, with quartz 
leader, and patches of sandstone mixed through it Country hard-Argus  
 
1912, January 15 New Good Hope, Talbotville 6 th-Xcut off tunnel 400ft; country rock hard sandstone, little water.  -Argus  
 
1912, January 29 Indecipherable of tunnel “N” to 540ft; country hard.  -Argus 
 
1912, February 22 New Good Hope, Talbotville 3 rd  xcut from tunnel A to 526ft; hard sandstone.  -Argus 
 
1912, May 2 New Good Hope, Talbotville- The half yearly meeting of the New Good Hope Consolidated, Talbotville, was held on Tuesday at…The 
mine manager’s report states indecipherableAt 519ft a nicely defined quartz reef from 6in to 1ft wide, was met.  -Argus 
 
1912, June 17 New Good Hope, Talbotville xcut from tunnel “A” 644ft; seam slate last week proved only .ft wide, followed by a bar hard 
sandstone, then softer bar slate 4ft. Hard sandstone in face. Good deal water making.  -Argus  
 
1912, October 28 New Good Hope 19 th- xcut from tunnel A to 840?ft; met change in face. Nice slate wall. ?? drive; small make quartz 
alongside mixed with formation carrying lot of mineral in dish prospects; no trace gold; formation 6in. to 9in. slate wall 1ft with sandstone 
behind. Believe wall to be the one driven on in No 4 level just before striking main channel.  -Argus 
 
1912, November 11 New Good Hope- Xcut from tunnel “A” 100?ft fine grained sandstone in bars shoot about 2ft thick with smaller bars slate 
between. Little water from face today, country turned almost vertical.  -Argus 
 



 

1912, December 9 New Good Hope, Talbotville, 2nd.-Xcut squared up 5ft.; face an unbroken nail; left landing, as hanging-wall of reef. Driven S. 
on lode ?ft.; reef channel at ?? wide-, narrower going K.; now about 21ft. between ?. Formation in channel more lode-like, and carries good deal 
mineral : ? stone in foot wall, spill up, and mixed with formation. Water increasing.  -Argus . 
 
1913, February 10 New Good Hope- Advanced 7ft since w…Reef about same, values improved, now worth about 3oz per ton; fair gold in face.
 -Argus 
 
1913, March 3 New Good Hope. Talbotvile-E. drive on lode to 100ft,?? Hard bar still continues. Slight change in face today. Dig now about 
6in. and very moist-Argus 
 
1913, March 17 New Good Hope. Talbotville. 8th.-S. drive on reef to 192ft 185ft 2in. stone made, opened out. to 1ft, country sandstone, flat 
quartz leaders cutting into reef; face damp.  -Argus  
 
1913, May 12 E drive on reef to 306ft; country rock tighter, flat quartz; leaders in face, appear to be making larger, one in bottom of drive 
about. Reef channel about 1ft quartz formation, carrying lot mineral; no gold dish prospects.  -Argus  
 
1913, May 26 New Good Hope- E drive on reef to 320?ft; reef varying 2ft to 3ft, but last cut 15in. Road: about 2 chains to complete. -Argus 
 
1913, June 9 New Good Hope Cons, Talbotville 2nd - W xcut  left, indecipherable-Argus 
 
1913, June 21 New Good Hope Mine   In his report on the New Good Hope mine, Talbotville, Mr. W. Cundy states that the work he would 
consider advisable to be carried out includes the driving of the crosscut from the No 5 tunnel level at 129ft, which work is now in progress; the 
extension of the No 4 tunnel level to the reef; and the prospecting of the Good Hope reef channel from the No 5 tunnel, either by driving a level 
direct from the tunnel at about 220ft in, or by driving a crosscut north say, at about 1050ft in. He adds that the Magenta portion of the reef is 
also deserving of being opened up, although this work might be deferred until a payable reef is met with in the workings now in operation. The 
reef channel is said to be well defined, and in all probability there are subsidiary reefs that will be frequently met with, and there is no reason 
why they should not also carry gold. The work of opening up the mine, in Mr. Cundy’s opinion, should be carried out with comparatively little 
expense now that so much “dead work” has been completed. -Argus  
 
1913, June 27 Mr A. Stout has nearly completed shifting the Good Hope battery on to the mine. When the battery is erected crushing will 
be commenced on stone from the new chute, about 1600 ft from the surface. This is by far the greatest depth at -which gold has been found in 
this locality - Stratford Sentinel & Briagolong Express 
 
1913, July 7 New Good Hope Consol , Talbotville  -N xcut to 41ft , last 2ft In milder sandstone Battery- Work stopped owing to bad 
weather-Argus  
 
1913, July 21 12 th-N xcut to 50ft Country heavier and sodden with water. Battery: expect to complete mill this week.  -Argus  
 
1913, July 29 New Good Hope Consolidated, Talbotville N xcut to 78ft, met small make quartz carrying a little mineral and trace of gold; 
wet country. 
 
1913, August 4 New Good Hope Cons. Talbotville , 28th -N xcut to 70ft, country sandstone, few small quartz leaders through it, face ?? -
Argus  
 
1913, August 18 New Good Hope Consol Talbotville -W drive on lode to 17ft 1 drive out ft stone both ends carrying fair amount of mineral 
no gold. Ore bin completed-Argus  
 
1913, September 1 Drive extended 15ft; face practically all quartz carrying good deal mineral; no gold so far. E drive extended 10ft; meeting 
with short shoots stone.  -Argus  
 
1913, September 29  New Good Hope Talbotville 20th -W drive to 8ft., formation very hard last cut shows great deal quartz face still 
wet fair amount mineral indecipherable walls 4ft apart, ground softer 3-in stone and formation on foot wall side carrying lot mineral, little water 
now making-Argus  

 
1913, October 13 New Good Hope 4 th- W drive to 112ft; footwall gradually closed in until pinched channel to 2ft. During week drove past 
short shoot solid stone about 8ft long. New make solid stone in present face about 6in. wide, apparently opening out ahead. Stone very solid 
and mineralised. E end driven 3ft; concentrated all labour on W end. Channel about 1ft; a few leaders making vertical in formation; ground on 
footwall side solid sandstone.  -Argus  
 
1913, October 17  The New Good Hope mine have a full complement of men chasing the nimble pennyweight, but unfortunately 
have not caught him so far- Stratford Sentinel & Briagolong Express 
 
1913, October 27 New Good Hope Consols- indecipherable-Argus 
 
1913, November 24 New Good Hope Talbotville 15th W drive to 215ft Channel about 2 ½ ft filled principally with rubbly quartz last 5ft channel 
pinched to about 15in in width in present face about 8in of solid stone face practically dry E drive to 95ft At ?ft ground on footwall got softer 
now harder again Channel about 18in wide filled principally nice mild laminated stone-Argus  



 

 
1913, December 8 New Good Hope- W drive to 247ft, past 7ft channel about 5ft wide, solid body quartz towards footwall side, about 2 ½ ft; 
fair amount mineral., and an old prospect, but no trace gold. E drive to 30ft, channel about 6ft wide.  -Argus  
 
1913, December 12 New Good Hope Consolidated, Talbotville- Half-yearly meeting held at 21 Queen St, Mr. F. A. Noble presided. In moving the 
adoption of the reports and balance sheet, the chairman stated that work was being confined to extending drives east and west along the lode 
channel to pick up the Mitchell and Good Hope shoots, which work Mr. Cundy has advised, after his recent inspection, should be continued until 
one or both of the shoots had been intersected. They also had under consideration the question of rising on the stone and taking out crushings 
from the shoot passed in No 1 level, which will probably decide after the holidays. The motion was agreed to….. -Argus  
 
1913, December 22 New Good Hope Talbotville 13th -W drive: to 278ft, channel wide no sign footwall reef shows little improvement, about 6ft 
hard sold quartz, and galena moeo consistent, got nice gold in prospect I drive to 131ft Country and formation changed face looks like big 
formation, no quartz softer than usual -Argus  
 
1914, January  13 The Good Hope mine near Talbotville is still battling to find the hoped for reef, and when found must prove to be like the 
fabled golden egg, all gold, to reward those plucky people and return them the £26,000 they have sunk in the mine. Good luck to them, say I! - 
Stratford Sentinel & Briagolong Express 
 
1914, January 19 New Good Hope- E drive to 300ft; reef gradually pinched, now about 2in.; stone carries a little galena. Channel still very 
wide; to … of footwall, formation not quite so hard. 100ft air pipes in position; now have good air at face.  -Argus  
 
1914, February 2 New Good Hope, Talbotville W drive 3ft, stopped work as reef channel wide for last 70ft; driving along hanging wall, portion 
of which rather erratic for 50ft. After breaking through crosscourse, stone pinched out; wall got very faint; thought it best to drive along footwall, 
which just reached after crosscutting 10ft. Footwall soft, take a couple more days to  shoot corner off, then ready to drive straight ahead.  -Argus
 
1914, February 16 New Good Hope, Talbotville W drive to indecipherable-Argus 
 
1914, March 3 21 st- W drive to 328ft. Channel about 4ft. Crosscourse met channel at 325ft mark; only noticeable in walls, as main channel 
cut clean through it. Ground better working now; about 2ft solid stone on hanging wall; mineral only.  -Argus  
 
1914, March 11 

-Argus

 
 
1914, March 16 N xcut to 108?ft; country rock hard, tough sandstone; dry, bad shooting.  -Argus  
 
1914, April 20 New Good Hope Talbotville 11th –N xcut to 150ft 67ft. past No 2 lode and a borehole pushed on a further 6ft Country rock in face 
and borehole, a hard dusty dry sandstone Stoped end Stopped work for three days for Easter. Will then rise on short shoot of -Argus  
 
1914, May 1 Mining matters are quiet. "The   New Good Hope" are rising on a chute of stone carrying fair gold, and have also started to 
open out west on the same line. Two men are still keeping the golden gate open to shareholders   in the "Union and Dorritt."  - Stratford 
Sentinel & Briagolong Express 
 
1914, June 4  TALBOTVILLE— 



 Results at New Good Hope during the half year have given some encouragement. The company have been endeavouring to pick on 
the ore channel known as the Main Good Hope. The drive east and west along the No. lode channel was the scene of a good deal of work, 
but unfortunately there were negative results here. A rise was put up to the shoot intersected in the No. 1 lode channel, and this proved that the 
Good Hope shoot did not lie to the east of the main crosscut. The company then nut out a drive to the west, and this revealed a make of stone 
showing gold worth about - half an ounce per ton. Commenting on this position, the manager states that, he considers that, the stone 
previously met with was the Mitchell shoot. The present ore, he thinks, is the Good Hope. 
 Now that the company have reached this position, the manager will push ahead with developmental work as fast as possible, in 
order to prove the length of the body. The company took steps during the half-year to "raise the wind" by the issue of 10,000 reserve shares 
in the hands of the company. This money will be turned to account by financing the sinking of a winze from the No. 1 tunnel to connect with No. 
5, which is considered a very necessary work. The general opinion of shareholders seems to be that in view of picking up what now appears to 
be the Good Hope shoot, they are starting the current half-year under more favourable conditions than has been the case for some time. The 
progress of work during this term will be closely watched. -Punch 
 
1914, July 10 New Good Hope- W drive on footwall reef in 124ft; reef lost itself; stopped work in that face Hanging wall channel to 107ft; 
averaged a little over 1ft in width opening out in present face 2ft. Channel composed of a slaty formation with a little quartz.  -Argus 
 
1914, August 31 New Good Hope, Talbotville.- No 1 ?, stope for length of 60ft. almost level with top of rise; reef averages ? width; - Started 
crushing 24th,  -Argus 
 
1914, November 30 New Good Hope Driven 13ft E on footwall lode; little water making; lode channel 2ft wide; quartz veins carrying mineral.
Argus   
 
1915, January 18 9 th- E drive to 78ft. Channel opened out a little, now about 1ft; small make of stone now in face, about 4in.; little galena in 
prospects, and fairly wet; face more so than usual.  -Argus  
 
1915, February 1 New Good Hope – E drive to 122ft. Reef channel about 18in; stone at present face about 8in wide. Face not as wet.  -Argus
1915, February 15 6 th- E drive 145ft. Reef channel in face 6ft wide, hard formation, 3 small vertical leaders quartz, little galena in dish prospects. 
Face fairly wet.  -Argus  
 
1915, March 1 New Good Hope- 20 th- E drive to 157ft. Channel 6ft wide composed of hard formation. Hanging wall side dry; footwall side 
fairly wet. No quartz showing. Decided to stop work at No 5 level.  -Argus  
 
1915, March 15 6 th- Centre winze at No 4 baled out, and sank to 40ft; channel about 5 ½ ft wide; about 3ft solid quartz on footwall, shows 
nice quality of mineral in dish prospects; no gold. Water about 200 gallons per shift.  -Argus 
 
1915, March 29 New Good Hope Con. Talbotville The-No 4 Tunnel- winze 63ft bottom slate pelting under sandstone bar Preparing driving the 
Truck road to  winze lode to 10ft 
 
New Good Hope Talbotville  20 th -Winze to 56ft , sinking on hanging wall side of lode width of winze 4ft , about 4ft reef and formation left on 
footwall Make of stone showing last week dipped away W now only showing in W end of winze 2ft Ground getting harder and better standing 
as go down -Argus  
 
1915, May 31 New Good Hope 22 nd- W drive to 56ft. Footwall met at 50ft- now driving between two walls. Channel about 3 ½ ft wide with 
8in solid stone in centre. Formation milder nature, water dripping from back. No trace of gold so far.  -Argus  
 
1915, June 14 New Good Hope 5 th- W drive in 90ft. At 55ft cut make of stone 4ft wide, full width of channel with pitch to east of 2ft in 7ft. 
Reef carries fair amount of nice fine black mineral; expect it is main shoot of stone.  -Argus  
 
1915, June 30 19 th- W drive to 124ft; reef channel 2 ½ ft wide, 18in slaty formation on hanging wall, 1ft hard formation and quartz mixed 
on footwall.  -Argus  
 
1915, July 31 



 
-Argus  
1915, August 2 

-Argus  
1915, August 21 New Good Hope, Talbotville. Extraordinary meeting held at 31 Queen St Melbourne; Mr. E. A. Noble presided. It was decided 
that the company should go into voluntary liquidation. The chairman explained that an advance of £112 from the Mines Department under the 
Mines Development Act had been repaid, and the sum to be distributed out of the surplus of assets amongst shareholders would represent 
approx. 3d per share.  -Argus 
 
1915, August 27 
 New Good Hope Consolidated Gold Mines No Liability, Talbotville, Gippsland 
Tenders are invited for the purchase of the leases, plant and machinery of the above company 
Full particulars can be obtained on application to the undersigned 
Tenders close 12 noon, 9 th  September, 1915. The highest of any tender not necessarily accepted 
L. A. Cleveland, 
Secretary 
31 Queen St Melbourne-Argus 
 
1916, September 6 



 
-Argus  
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 Crooked River 
Division 

 tons oz. 
 

dwt. oz. dwt..  

December 
1865 

Good Hope Good Hope reef 370 1 10 568 0 240 feet 

March 
1866 

Good Hope Good Hope Reef 775 1 13 1,305 7 240 feet 

March 
1872 

Good Hope Good Hope Reef 330 1 13 556 19 570 to 620 
feet 

June 
1874 

Good hope Good Hope Reef 510 0 10 251 19 80 feet 

September  
1874 

Good Hope Good Hope Reef 60 0 15 45 11 80 feet 

December 
1874 

Good Hope Good Hope Reef 110 0 6 34 16 500 feet 

June 
1876 

Good Hope Good Hope Reef 39 0 11 22 0 530 feet 

September 
1876 

Good Hope Good hope reef 150 0 7 54 18 500 feet 

December 
1876 

Good Hope Good Hope Reef 102 0 11 57 17 520 feet 

March 
1877 

Good Hope Good Hope Reef 35 0 10 17 16 500 feet 

September 
1877 

Good Hope 
(Tribute) 

Good Hope Reef 60 0 2 7 17 200 feet 

The following mateeial was compiled br Andeew Swif 



December 
1877 

Good Hope Good Hope 50 0 19 49 0 430 feet 

March 
1878 

Good Hope Good Hope 40 0 19 39 5 440 feet 

June 
1878 

Good Hope Good Hope 40 0 5 9 13 500 feet 

December 
1878 

Good Hope Good Hope Reef 50 0 16 40 10 520 feet 

December 
1879 

Good Hope 
Tribute 

Good Hope and 
Mitchell Reefs 

100 0 12 62 6 300 to 500 
feet 

June 
1880 

Good Hope 
Tribute 

Old workings of the 
Good Hope Reef 

70 0 5 18 0 300 to 500 
feet 

March 
1881 

New Good Hope 
Tribute 

Mitchell Reef 84 0 6 28 10  

December 
1882 

New Good Hope Good Hope Reef 80 0 4 16 0 700 feet 

September 
1883 

Good Hope Good Hope reef 60 0 19 57 0  

December 
1883 

New Good Hope Good Hope Reef 52 0 17 45 12  

March 
1884 

New Good Hope Good Hope Reef 20 0 6 6 11 800 feet 

September 
1884 

New Good Hope 
Q. M. 

Good Hope Reef 
Mining Company 

223 0 17 191 0 650 feet 

         
         
From The Mining Surveyors’ Returns. Crooked River Division   

 
Geological Suever of Victoeia  
THE GOOD HOPE REEF, GRANT 
(NO. 16 ON LOCALITY MAP) 
By EJ Dunn, FGS, Director of Geological Survey. 
 “This reef is situate about 4 miles from Grant in a westerly direction.  The strike of the reef is about NW, the dip is nearly 
vertical, and the pitch of the shoots of gold is eastward.  The reef is from 2 to 4 feet thick, but for considerable distance along the 
“channel” or course of the lode there is no payable quartz beyond an inch or so, as proved in the deep level adit.   
 Formerly the reef was worked from adits.  No. 1 adit is on the western side of the ridge, and has been driven SE along 
the course of the reef, which is here 1ft 2in thick.  At 120ft, the reef takes a turn southward.  The strike of the reef is N 20deg W, 
and the dip vertical.  The height above sea level is about 3,000 feet.  Very little work has been done in this adit. 
No. 2 adit was driven from the southern side of the spur, about 250 feet further to the east than No. 1 and lower down the 
hillside.  It is 430 feet long, and a considerable amount of quartz was obtained from it. 
 No. 3 adit has also been driven from the southern side of the spur; it is about 100 feet further to the east, and 
considerably lower down the hillside than No. 2.  It is 728 feet long, and from it the reef was extensively stoped. 
 No. 4 adit is about 700 feet below the outcrop of the reef at No. 1 adit, and is 500 feet further to the east than No. 3.  it is 
1.112 feet long.  The level at the end of the adit has been driven along the reef fro 730 feet, and for a distance of 320 feet was in 
payable ore.  Three winzes have been sunk below this level to a depth of 50 feet, and the reef was stoped.  Underfoot the 
auriferous reef continues, and Mr. Noble, the manager, informed me that the average bulk sample along the whole length of the 
shoot gave a return of 17dwts 4grs of gold per ton of ore, as broken out.  This is the lowest point at which work was done on the 
reef.  The further exploration of the lode could be most quickly effected if an electric plant were erected to the north of No. 4 adit. 
 On the opposite side of the valley is the Uncle Tom reef, from which a small quantity of quartz was taken and crushed.  
Lower down the creek alluvial gold has been worked extensively.  From the old workings, Mr. Noble informed me, 14,461 tons of 
quartz were crushed, yielding 23,357ozs of gold.  The concentrates were rich, in some cases averaging up to 31ozs of gold per ton. 
 With the object of picking up the shoot of gold going underfoot at No. 4 adit, and also exploring the “channel of the reef 
for other shoots of gold, a low level adit has been driven in from the western end of the reef.  The mouth of this adit is about 600 
feet below the level of the No. 4 and 2,000 feet to the NW of No. 1. The adit is 6ft by 5ft in the clear, well timbered, and driven in 
hard country.  The country-rock is Silurian sandstone, with a little slate.  It is very much disturbed and crushed, so much so that 
there is difficulty in recognizing the true bedding planes.  Along the course of the adit, which it has taken several years to drive 
2,800 feet, two shoots of auriferous quartz have been cut, one of them 200 feet in length, the other 600 feet.  Near the end of the 
adit the country ids much disturbed and bent southward, the result of a fault.  As the course of the adit was deflected from the 
supposed position of the lode being driven for, a cross-cut was started 550 feet from its end, and driven in a north-easterly 
direction.  At the time of my visit this cross-cut had passed through 172 feet of intensely hard sandstone, and there still remained 
800 to 900 feet to be driven.  At the mouth of the adit the plant consists of a 4 ½ hp oil engine and dynamo, by which means an 
electric drill is worked, and the face lighted.  By means of a fan and 12iin, piping, air is driven in to the face also.   The height of 
the mouth of the adit above the crooked river is about 650 feet.  Between the Good Hope workings and Gant is the Magenta Reef, 
which may be the eastward continuation of the Good Hope reef.  This reef has been worked from several shafts. 
 Mr. A E Noble has kindly supplied the tracing, showing position of several adits, &c.  (Report sent in 4 th April, 1906.)”   



 

Geological Survey of Victoria, Vol. II /2. 

 
Unpublished Repoet  
 
Unpublished Report, Dept of Mines Victoria, Grant and Dargo Goldfields, 12 th March, 1947. 



 

 
“The Good Hope Reef was the most consistent gold producer on the field and was worked with some intervals from 1865 until 1915.  It outcrops 
on the Good Hope spur about four miles northwesterly from Grant.  The strike of the reef is nearly east and west and the dip is vertical or slightly 
to the north.  It was worked from five tunnels – No. 1 was driven east on the line of reef, No. 2, 3 and 4 were crosscuts driven from the south.  
No. 5 tunnel was southeasterly from a gully to the northwest and cut the reef with a crosscut driven northeasterly for a tunnel.  The mine is 
about 3000 feet above sea level, and the reef yielded good returns; in 1868 2,214 tons crushed gave 7,652 ounces of gold.  No. 2 tunnel was 430 
feet long and No. 3, 728 feet and extensively worked from these tunnels.  No. 4 tunnel, 1112 feet long, was about 700 feet below the outcrop of 
the reef.  The shoot pitched to the east and No. 4 tunnel was some 500 feet east of No. 3.  It was commenced in 1868 when the reef had been 
worked down to the No. 3 level.  After twelve months work and an expenditure of £2,000, the driving of the tunnel was abandoned as the work 
was too costly, although a steam driven rock drill had been used.  A chamber was then cut at the No. 3 level and a steam engine for hauling and 
pumping was installed underground.   
 
 A vertical internal shaft was sunk from the No. 3 level to a depth of 160 feet.  At 54 feet the reef, carrying good stone, was cut at 4 feet 
from the shaft and good values continued down to 160 feet.  The mineral was rich and a sample of the concentrates assayed 18 ounces per ton. 
 
 In 1872 a new reef named the Mitchell was discovered on the Good Hope lease and in the following year a crushing of 860 tons from 
this reef gave 731 ounces.  The Mitchell reef was north of the good Hope reef and junctioned with it going east.  The No. 3 tunnel was extended 
north to cut the Mitchell reef but nothing payable was located at that level.  In 1872 the Good hope reef was nearly worked out to the bottom of 
the internal shaft and the mine was let on tribute, but the tributors’ crushings were unpayable. 
 
 In 1880 the Company installed rock drills and resumed driving of No. 4 tunnel, cutting the reef in the following year at 1112 feet.  The 
reef varied in thickness, the quartz occurring on either wall of the formation which at times was 8 feet wide.  A drive on the line of 120 feet did 
not show payable stone and a cross wall which was driven 160 feet carried no quartz.  A rise was put up from the No. 4 level and connected with 
the engine shaft.  The mining register reported “rise connected at 60 feet from engine shaft and found solid reef, strike 20 degrees east.  Drive 
east 130 feet at No. 4 level to cut this stone failed to do so.” 
 
 In 1883another rise was put up from a point 47 feet west of the tunnel, gold was struck at 12 feet in the rise and stoping commenced.  
112 tons crushed in that year yielded 103 ounces.  In 1885 the mine was not paying expenses and the company was reorganized.  A winze was 
put down to 50 feet below No. 4 level.  The reef, where cut was wide and poor but driven west, improved values were not met and a drive east 
cut a short shoot of rich stone, 25 tons yielding 81 ounces.  The total yield in 1887 was 154 ounces from 134 tons and subsequent crushings 
were –  
 

1888 150 tons       for 69 ounces 
1889 263  138  
1890 32  18  

 
 Records of yields from 1891 to 1898 are not available but no work was being done in 1899.  At the No. 1 level the shoot had a length 
of 300 feet.  At No. 4 level the shoot was longer but included a barren section. 
 
 At the No. 3 level the north end of the shoot was 20 feet east of the crosscut and a drive went on the line showed no quartz.”  {Hand 
scrawled note; E J Dunn in Records Vol. II pt. II p115.  14,461 tons 23,357ozs}   
 
 
Unpublished Report, Dept of Mines Victoria, Grant and Dargo Goldfields, 12 th & 24th March, 1947. 
 
 “After the mine had been idle for some years, driving of the No. 5 tunnel was commenced.   The tunnel was about 630 feet below the 
No. 4 level and was started from a gully to the west of the reef outcrop and approximately on the line.  The work was originally started by the 
north Gippsland Prospecting Companyw2hich expended £14,970 and won gold to the value of £470.  Subsequently the new Good Hope Gold 
Mining Company of Adelaide spent £1500 without result. The work was completed by the New good hope Consolidated Gold Mining Company 
which was formed in 1909.  The tunnel was driven approximately in the right direction for about 800 feet but at this point a wall was struck and 
followed in a southeasterly direction to a total distance of about 2800 feet from the portal, and when driving was stopped the tunnel was 
heading nearly due south directly away from the line of reef from which it was already about 1000 feet distant.  A survey was then made which 
showed that the tunnel was being driven altogether in the wrong direction and a crosscut was laid out to be driven north easterly from a point 
550 feet from the end of the tunnel.  At 900 feet in the crosscut a low channel was intersected.  A drive east on the lode of 345 feet cut two short 
shoots, one of 35 feet long was stoped to a height of 15 feet but nothing comparable to the value of the reef at no. 4 level was found.  A second 
survey was then made by Mr [?] H Cundy of Bendigo who concluded that the line cut was not the Good Hope Reef and recommended that the  
crosscut should be extended further north starting from a point in the east drive at 130 feet from the main crosscut.   
 This was done and at 87 feet from the first line a second line was cut.  The reef channel was three to four feet wide and was driven east 
and west for a total distance of 484 feet.  The formation was mineralised but carried no gold.  The crosscut was also extended a further 67 feet 
without cutting any line.  The No. 5 tunnel was 1430 feet vertically below the outcrop and when the first line was cut the Company erected a 5-
head battery at the tunnel mouth.  Electrically driven rock drills were used in driving the tunnel and power was supplied by a 12-hp steam engine 
and a 4½ hp oil engine.   
 In 1914 the Company applied for a loan of £1500 under the M.D. Act.  Mr S Hunter, Engineer for Boring, visited the mine and furnished 
a report dated 22/7/14.  Mr Hunter concluded that the first reef cut was the good hope Reef.  Mr Hunter suggested that a borehole from No. 4 
level to No. 5 would drain the reef and also test its value between the two levels.  Referring to the error made by driving the No. 5 tunnel in the 
wrong direction, he stated “It is obvious therefore that at least 1650 feet of driving and crosscutting, worth, say, £4,600, could have been saved 
had a geological survey been made prior to the driving of the No. 5 tunnel.”  To this date the new Good Hope Consolidated had spent £7,830 
and including the money spent by the two previous companies, a total of £24,000 had been expended in the endeavour to reopen the mine.  
The Company’s application for assistance was not approved and in March 1915 a second application was made for £600 to sink a winze from the 



No. 4 level.  Following this application [word indecipherable]  I inspected the mine and furnished a report dated 6/4/1915.  I agreed with Mr 
Hunter that the first reef was the good Hope line. After Mr Hunter’s inspection the shoots cut at the No. 5 level were tested by two rises of 30 
feet and 45 feet respectively.  A crushing of 80 tons from the rises gave 8 ounces of gold, an average of 2.1dwts per ton.   
 The result was disappointing and dish prospects indicated better values.  The ore carried sulphide of antimony and it was though that 
this may have caused the loss of gold.  Following these unprofitable crushings from the No. 5 level attention was turned to the No. 4 level.  A 
winze 35 feet at the point where No. 4 crosscut intersected the reef was baled out and had been sunk to 70 feet at the time of my visit.  The reef 
channel carried two walls from three feet to ten feet apart but only about 12 inches of stone and very little gold.  I recommended that assistance 
should be given to continue this work and a grant of £150 was allotted to the Company to further prospect the reef below No. 4 level.  The 
winze was extended to 110 feet and a drive put in west.  At 65 feet the manager reported a make of stone 4 feet wide carrying fine black mineral 
and he considered that this was the main Good hope shoot.  But extension of the drive showed no improvement.  At 100 feet from the winze a 
crosscut was put out 10 feet.   
 Under date 28/7/1915 Mining inspector Grieve reported “The face (then in 145 feet) is now only 57 feet distant from a portion of the 
reef previously prospected to this depth.  The lode channel is not promising and it is very unlikely that anything of value would be located by 
connecting the two levels.” 
 The drive was subsequently extended to 155 feet but nothing of value was located.  Following the unsatisfactory result of the 
prospecting at No. 4 level the mine closed down in 1915 and no further work has since been done. 
 Recorded crushings are as follows: - “ 
 

Year: Tons: Ounces: Depth:  
1865 370 568 240 feet 
1866 2418 3723 490  
1867 1376 1629 500  
1868 3214 7652 570  
1870 1230 2403 620  
1871 415 495 700  
1872 728 1421 700  
1873 320 318 500  
1875 123 439 530  
1876 291 135 500  
1877 145 75 520  
1878 130 89 500  
1879 100 62 500  
1880 70 18 700  
1882 80 16   
1883 112 103 800  
1884 243 198 800  
1885 325 283 750  
1886 154 83 750  
1887 124 154 700  
1888 150 69   
1889 263 138   
1890 32 18   
1895 89 76   
1910 657 183   
1914 80 11   
     
Mitchell Reef 
1873 540 413 160  
1874 1170 571 80  
1881 84 28   
     
     

Exploeaton Licence  3580- Lakes Gold, 8 Apeil 1994 
 



 



 



 



 
 





 

 
 



Gold Fields and Mineeal Dusteicts of Victoeia, R. B. Smythe 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
James Flet,  The History of Gold Discovery in Victoria 
 
 Only reef at Grant that showed any permamence was the Good Hope Mine, began in 1864 and was worked from four tunnels from the 

east side of the spur. In 1868, it produced  6.912 oz gold and to 1877 nearly 20, 000 oz. 

 



 

Leases 
 
Name  Good Hope 
 
Location  Good Hope spur, Crooked R 
 
Lease Number 266 (Beechworth ) 
 
Applicant  Curtis Chandler 
 
Date Applied 12.4.65 
 
Area, acres 66.0.1 
 
Investment   £8 000 
 
Rental      £66/1/8 
 
Gazetted  25.7.65 
 
Surrendered 15.10.80 to 518 Gippsland 
 
OTHER  applicants have done some work on the claim 
  13.4.75 x Oakley- statutory declaration- work done in last six months has been the continuation of the drive from the 
engine chamber of Good Hope to cut the Mitchell Reef at 170 ft. below the last workings. Companyb has expended, in working this part of the 
ground, £56,000    
 
 
 
 
Name  Good Hope 
 
Location  Grant 
 
Lease Number 384 
 
Applicant  James Mitchell 
 
Date Applied 16.6.72 
 
Area, acres 14.0.38 
 
Investment   £1 000 
 
Rental      £7/2/6 
 
Gazetted  10.10.73 
 
Employment- First 6 months  2 
                       Subsequently 6 
 
Void  10.5.78    
 
OTHER  24.7.76 x Oakley-  Lesses unable to work ground for 2 months. After driving tunnel 400 ft. it became necessary to sink 
from a higher level. A winze was put down 75 ft. A trial crushing of 40 tons taken out. Asks permission to pay rent but cannot undertake to do 
any further work for at least one month.     
 
SUSPENSIONS 2.8.76 7 d 
 

 



 

Name  New Good Hope Quartz Mining & Tunnelling Co 
 
Location  Good Hope Spur, Crooked R 
 
Lease Number 518 
 
Area, acres 66.0.13 
 
Rental      £33/-/10 
 
Gazetted  6.9.80 
 
Employment- First 6 months  18 
                       Subsequently 18 
 
Void  17.12.86  
 
 
 
Location  Good Hope Spur 
 
Lease Number 933 
 
Applicant  Henry Harrison 
 
Date Applied 1.8.87 
 
Area, acres 21.0.3 
 
Investment   £1 000 
 
Rental      £5/5/2 
 
Gazetted  14.9.87 
 
Employment- First 6 months  2 
                       Subsequently  10 
 
Void  5.6.96    
 
OTHER  see 2470    
 
SUSPENSIONS 13.12.90 3 m 
  25.4.95 3 m 
  27.8.95 3 m 
  29.11.95 3 m final 
 
 
Location  Good Hope Spur 
 
Lease Number 2470 
 
Applicant  Edward Albert Noble 
 
Area, acres 36.2.15 
 
Gazetted  19.6.96 
 
Employment- First 6 months  14 
                       Subsequently  14 
 
Surrendered 11.6.02   to Lease 3853 
 
SUSPENSIONS 23.4.97 3 m driving of tunnel to be continued 
  28.7.97 3 m driving of tunnel to be continued 
  19.11.97 3 m 6 men  driving of tunnel to be continued 
  1.3.98 3 m 6 men  driving of tunnel to be continued 
  8.7.98 3 m 
  30.1.99 3 m 
  5.5.99 3 m 
  1.8.99 1 m 
  24.11.99 3 m 
  1.3.00 3 m 
  12.6.00 3 m 
  18.9.00 3 m (Gorrie) 
  9.1.01 3 m 



 

  23.4.01 3 m 6 men driving tunnel 
  19.8.01 3 m 6 men 
  27.11.01 3 m 6 men 
  7.3.02 3 m 
 
 
Name  Grant Good Hope 
 
Location  Grant 
 
Lease Number 3381 
 
Applicant  William Touline Wilkinson 
 
Date Applied 3.9.98 
 
Area, acres 30.3.35 
 
Rental      £3/17/6 
 
Gazetted  20.4.99 
 
Employment- First 6 months  4 
                       Subsequently 13 
 
Void  12.10.00    
 
See lease 3729 
   
 
 
Location  Crooked River  
 
Lease Number 3729 
 
Applicant  Edward Albert Noble 
 
Area, acres 30.3.35 
 
Rental      £3/17/6 
 
Gazetted  26.10.00 
 
Leased  5.12.00 15y 
 
Employment- First 6 months 13 
                       Subsequently 13 
 
Surrendered 15.7.02  to lease 3869 
 
OTHER  Lease granted as a result of inquiry into Lease 3381  (Good Hope) 
  17.1.02 x Gorrie- application for transfer to W. H. Kyte    
 
SUSPENSIONS 25.3.01 3 m final 
 
 
Name  North Gippsland Proprietary Co NL 
 
Lease Number 3853 
 
Applicant  W. P. Gorris, manager  
 
Date Applied in lieu 2470, 2702 
 
Area, acres 63.1.18 
 
Rental      £8/-/- 
 
Gazetted  26.5.03 
 
Leased from (15 years) 
 
Employment- First 6 months  21 
                       Subsequently 21 
 
Void  27.7.04    



 

 
   
Lease Number 3869 
 
Applicant  Francis P. Cook 
 
Area, acres 30.3.35 
 
Rental       £3/17/6 
 
Leased  24.6.02 15y 
 
Employment- First 6 months 13 
                       Subsequently 13 
 
Surrendered 27.7.04  to Lease 4054 
 
OTHER  24.6.02 accept surrender of 3729 
  14.5.04 x Cook- application for transfer to North Gippsland Proprietary NL 
  25.5.04 x Gorrie- apply for consolidation  3853, 3869, 3961 
      
SUSPENSIONS 17.9.02 3 m 
  8.1.03 3 m 
  22.4.03 3 m 
  7.8.03 3 m 
  26.11.03 3 m 
  15.3.04 3 m 
 
 
Name  North Gippsland Proprietary 
 
Lease Number 4054 
 
Applicant  M. J. Gorrie, manager  
 
Area, acres 105.1.21 
 
Rental      £13/5/- 
 
Employment- First 6 months 31 
                       Subsequently 31 
 
Void  8.8.06     
 
OTHER  in lieu  3853, 3869, 3961 
 
 
Name  (is New Good Hope Consols) 
 
Location  Grant 
 
Lease Number 4251 
 
Applicant  E. A. Noble 
 
Area, acres 105.1.21 
 
Rental      £13/5/- 
 
Gazetted  22.8.06 
 
Employment- First 6 months 
                       Subsequently 
 
Void  24.5.16    
 
OTHER pages of correspondence     
 
SUSPENSIONS 20.12.06 3 m 
  21.3.07 3 m 
  20.6.07 3 m 
  19.9.07 2 m final 
  18.11.07 3 m 
  13.3.08 3 m 2 men 
  22.9.08 2 m 4 men 
  27.1.09 3 m 2 men 



 

  1.4.09 3 m final 
  2.5.09 2 m 
  31.8.09 2 m 
 
 
Name  New Good Hope Consols Gold Mining Co  
 
Location  Grant adjoining 4251 
 
Lease Number 4545 
 
Applicant  Edward Albert Noble 
 
Date Applied 23.8.09 
 
Refused  20.9.11 
 
 
Name  New Good Hope Gold Mining Co  
 
Location  Grant between 4251 & 4269 
 
  4552      (is 3958) 
 
Applicant  John Wilson 
 
Date Applied 15.12.09 
 
Area, acres 24.2.23 
 
Rental      £3/2/6 
 
Gazetted  22.6.10 
 
Employment- First 6 months 4 
                       Subsequently 12 
 
Void  7.6.11  
 
 
Name  Good Hope Consol. 
 
Location  4 m W Grant 
 
Lease Number 5264 
 
Applicant  Palme Francis Seymour,  Jan Mathew Kerrigan 
 
Date Applied 3.12.34 
 
Area, acres 209.1.6 
 
Investment   £1 000 
 
Abandoned  13.5.36 
 
   
Name  Madras 
 
Location  NE Good Hope Tunnelling Claim 
 
Lease Number 186 (Beechworth ) 
 
Applicant  Thomas Cooper 
 
Date Applied 30.1.65 
 
Area, acres 24.3.39 
 
Investment   £8 000 
 
Rental      £62/9/10 
 
Gazetted  20.6.65 
 
Employment- First 6 months  4 



General Caveats          (An attachment to all my High Country notes) 

Because of the intervening years since our field visits in 2007, and rapid regrowth, sites 
described in these pages may no longer be easily or safely visited. 

Adits and shafts may be unstable, or contain foul air. You would enter adits at some risk.

Your preparation should include a carefully prepared backpack.  In particular please note:- 

Walking in these areas, off defined tracks, is dangerous. It is in no way what most would 
understand as regular “bushwalking” In at many places we found shafts hidden, with no visible 
mullock;  One of these is in the gully where you would naturally walk from the road to the Union 
adit (Grant), and looks as if it may be an air shaft about 30m deep. Another is on Britannia spur 
between upper and lower Britannia adits. Probably the deepest shaft, with fish-fern covering the 
shaft, is at the Hibernia (Near Grant).

At high altitude, even in summer, the weather can change in an instant from fine and warm to an 
icy blizzard. Take appropriate clothes in your backpack. 

The steepness of spurs, and remoteness of sites, requires fitness. Finding some of these 
features is nothing like normal bush walking on formed and known trails. 

In particular, the amount of water you will need through a Summer’s day is more than you may 
think.  Everyone should know their personal need for a strenuous day’s walking.   A packet of 
water purifying pills in your kit is good insurance. Cramps are a ‘killer.’  Carry electrolytes.

Isolation means help is not going to be easy to find. Plan accordingly. Leave accurate maps of 
your intentions. Arrange for adequate communications, including a personal distress beacon. 

Carry a GPS and maps, with a backup compass. Some gullies are so steep your GPS, distress 
beacon, or sat-phone will not work correctly. Heavily overcast days will have a similar effect. 
Scrub has become so thick in places you can easily become totally disoriented.

Snakes are not a real problem, except that on traversing steep slopes, your head may be very 
close to “baskers” either on rocks, or up in shrubs. Wear gaters always.

Ticks and leeches in some places, and at some times, are a pest.

We have stumbled across huge European Wasp nests. Disturbing one may be a disaster. Wear a 
hat with a drop net, and have anti-histamine pills in your pack. Not equal to an epi-pen, but may 
be sufficient to save a  life. (NOT medical advice, get your own. Just noting my practice.) 
A spray can of “Bushman’s” may distract a few whilst you beat a retreat, best just keep your eyes 
open to avoid them in the first place. They can be present in the hundreds as you walk in some 
places, but will not worry you unless you disturb their nest.

Stumbles, trips and slips possibly present the greatest worry. A broken bone in isolated country is 
a major! Consider a walking party size of at least four for remote walks, so no one has to be left 
unaccompanied. 

Some adits have a winze (shaft) in the floor. Carry a good torch! 

Some regrowth is so thick that visibility may only be a metre. Keep together! 

Of concern to many who now walk in remote bush is the wild dog, or more particularly, packs of 
wild cross bred dogs. How you prepare for this is up to you. I read that the air horn is popular in 
the USA. (BTW, “self defence” is not a legitimate reason to carry a firearm in Victoria, and you 
cannot carry a firearm in our National Parks under any circumstances.)

Essential! Learn to use a walking pole. The extra balance point and leverage makes descending 
steep slopes easy. 



(General caveat, continued)
Parks Victoria warns against entering mines.

Apart from danger from rock falls, we again draw your attention to hazards in a mine adit that 
may not be evident.

1. Winze on the floor of an adit, covered with planks that are now  rotten. Photo, below right is 
on the floor of the Triumph adit. Similar in Good Hope #4 adit, and upper Britannia adit.

2. Shafts not marked, or not evident.
   Example:- As you walk off the Union Spur Track down the gully to the Union mine, 
there is an air shaft, about 30m deep. It has absolutely no mullock heap  to flag its presence. 
Photo, below left,  was taken after the fires, but at our last visit this shaft is hidden in light 
bracken.  

3. Erosion around open cuts. This picture below shows a one metre overhang (located between 
the Union adit and Grant township), which if walked on would dump you 6m down an open stope.  
 

4. Loose rocks. After the fires, and subsequent 
downpours, a lot of topsoil washed away, leaving whole 
hillsides covered in “scree.” Like trying to walk on marbles!

5. Bad air. Jack Treasure abandoned the ‘Treasury’ mine 
because of it, and an early  tragedy at Clifton Creek, 
where two miners died attests that the problem is real. Do 
a dust test for moving air just inside the entrance if you are 
entering.

  

6. The unexpected!  Dropping off a spur late in the
 Afternoon, we expected to find a clear path to the Crooked
 River, and an easy walk home. Instead we faced a 40m 
wide wall of blackberries. Too late, and too difficult, to go back,
we had to go forward.
Animal tracks looked good, until the last 20m, when the track 
turned into just a ‘tunnel’ pushed by wombats.
Only way out was a crawl through the tunnel! 
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